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Abstract

In recent years, the Web has evolved from a hypertext publishing system to a platform of
participation and collaboration, often referred to as Web 2.0. Web 2.0 applications, such
as social networking sites and picture sharing platforms, empower users in the creation
and management of content, which has led to a rapid growth in the peer production of
information and knowledge. At the same time, the Web has been a major enabler for the
open-source software movement and its success, proving that a group of ambitious peers
is capable of developing high quality software, by using simple collaboration tools such
as mailing lists, forums and wikis. The term crowdsourcing has been introduced to refer
to that model of communities working together to develop and share resources. The
architecture of such systems is divided into a kernel infrastructure and a set of peripheral
services, that are created, shared and reused by the user community. Crowdsourced
systems are characterised by continuous and modular periphery development, where
systems are “mashed up” or configured individually by their corresponding users, by
extending the kernel with peripheral services of their choice. Well-known examples
include Web 2.0 platforms such as Facebook and Wikipedia as well as open-source
software such as the Apache HTTP server and the Linux operating system.

While crowdsourcing has had a major impact at the content and software levels, it
has yet to have a significant effect on information systems and how they are developed.
Yet, we believe that it could open up new ways of allowing non-expert users to take
control of the management of their information, enabling them to design and evolve
their information spaces in a modular way based on the sharing and reuse of both
metadata and data.

We present the concept of information components as a general mechanism that
supports the creation and composition of an information space in a modular and in-
cremental manner based on the model of crowdsourcing. Instead of offering units of
reuse at the interface or service level, we offer them at the data level, thereby allowing
users to focus on their information requirements and to extend, customise, group or as-
sociate data items as they choose. The unit of reuse is an information component that
comprises metadata and data. If only metadata is present, then reuse is at the schema
level to support the design process. Optionally, data may be included to support data
reuse. Our approach provides means for fine-grained reuse of metadata and data across
information components and allows new information components to be created by ma-
king use of existing ones and combining them in new ways. By doing so, solutions can
be customised and redundancies prevented.

We support both the notion of local and global reuse where local reuse refers to
the reuse and composition of components within an information space and global reuse
refers to the global sharing of information components within the user community.
We have introduced a general reuse architecture that supports local and global reuse
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through component registries, where information components can be made available for
reuse through well-defined export interfaces.

The concept of information components is specified through a well-defined metamo-
del and has been implemented as a metamodel extension module of an object database
that integrates business logic. This extended system builds the kernel of our crowdsour-
ced platform for modular and incremental informations systems development, where the
platform API supports the development and composition of the periphery by means of
information components.

In order to support non-expert users in information management as well as infor-
mation space design and evolution, we have designed and implemented a number of
graphical tools that build on top of this platform. We have adopted concepts from
Web 2.0 to empower non-expert users in tasks involved in designing and managing
their personal information space. This includes a tool that supports the construction
of a personal information space based on plug-n-play style of information component
customisation and composition followed by automatic code generation and application
deployment into a web-based portal. A second tool supports general information access
and querying based on tag cloud visualisation and we also designed a graphical confi-
guration tool that supports the synchronisation of a personal information space with
Web 2.0 platforms. These tools not only act as enablers for user emancipation, but
also as proof-of-concept applications for the concepts and the crowdsourced platform
introduced in this work.



Zusammenfassung

Web 2.0 ist ein Schlagwort, das die Entwicklung des World Wide Webs (WWW) von
einem einfachen Hypertext-System zu einer kollaborationsfördernden und interaktiven
Plattform beschreibt. Diese Entwicklung spiegelt sich auch in der Weiterentwicklung
der Rolle des Benutzers vom reinen Informationskonsumenten zum aktiven Informa-
tionsproduzenten wider: Interaktive Anwendungen wie digitale Fotoalben oder soziale
Netzwerke unterstützen heute den Benutzer auf einfache Art und Weise beim Erstellen
und Verwalten von (persönlichen) Daten.

Gleichzeitig ermöglicht das WWW als Plattform eine neue Art von zeit- und orts-
unabhängigem Informationsaustausch und von ebenfalls zeit- und ortsunabhängigen
Kooperationsmöglichkeiten. Diese Eigenschaft gilt als ein wichtiger Wegbereiter für
die Opensource-Bewegung: Plötzlich konnten Teams von Softwareentwicklern aus der
ganzen Welt zusammen qualitativ hochstehende Software entwickeln. Dieses Phäno-
men von geographisch verteilten Nutzergemeinschaften, die kooperieren und Ressour-
cen gemeinsam entwickeln und austauschen, wird in der Fachliteratur mit dem Begriff
Crowdsourcing beschrieben.

Die Architektur solcher Crowdsourcing-Systeme basiert auf zwei Komponenten,
nämlich dem Systemkern und der Peripherie. Der Systemkern dient als Basis und
Schnittstelle für Erweiterungen, die von Teilnehmern aus der Nutzergemeinschaft ent-
wickelt und zum freien Gebrauch angeboten werden. Solche Systeme werden von ihren
Nutzern in einem kontinuierlichen Entwicklungsprozess konfiguriert und erweitert. Pro-
minente Beispiele dieser neuen Klasse von Systemen sind Web 2.0 Plattformen (z.B.
Facebook oder Wikipedia) ebenso wie Opensource Softwareprodukte (z.B. der Apache
HTTP Server oder das Betriebssystem Linux).

Crowdsourcing hat mittlerweile sowohl auf der Ebene der Funktionalität wie auch
bezüglich Inhalten zu vielversprechenden Ergebnissen geführt. Wir haben deshalb
dieses Modell auf die Entwicklung von Informationssystemen angewendet, um deren
Entwicklung durch das Wiederverwenden von Metadaten und Daten massgeblich zu
erleichtern. Dadurch können solche Systeme auch von Benutzern mit wenig Informa-
tikkenntnissen einfach weiterentwickelt und konfiguriert werden.

In dieser Arbeit präsentieren wir das Konzept von Informationskomponenten, die
die Konstruktion und Weiterentwicklung von Informationssystemen vereinfachen, in-
dem existierende Komponenten auf einfache Art und Weise kombiniert und erweitert
werden können. Informationskomponenten definieren gleichermassen Daten und Meta-
daten und die Wiederverwendung von solchen Informationskomponenten findet folglich
auf der Schema- sowief auf der Datenebene statt. Der Entwicklungsprozess von Infor-
mationssystemen besteht aus einer Folge von Iterationen bestehend aus Schritten wie
der Selektion von existierenden Komponenten, der Kombination solcher Komponenten
sowie deren Erweiterung mit neuen Informationselementen. Werden nur Metadaten
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wiederverwendet, so findet dies auf der Schema-Ebene statt und unterstützt so den
Entwurf einer neuen Applikation. Wahlweise können aber auch Daten wiederverwendet
werden. So können Benutzer ganze Informationskomponenten oder auch nur Teile da-
von wiederverwenden. Dieser Prozess basiert auf einem Mechanismus, der es erlaubt,
Metadaten und Daten von einer Informationskomponente selektiv in einer neuen Kom-
ponente zu integrieren. Dadurch können existierende Systeme ohne Redundanz erwei-
tert und konfiguriert werden. Die Wiederverwendung wird sowohl lokal, d.h. innerhalb
eines Informationssystems, als auch global, also Informationssystem-übergreifend un-
terstützt. Dazu können Benutzer ihre entwickelten Informationskomponenten über ein
sogenanntes Komponentenregister anderen Benutzern zur Verfügung stellen. Informa-
tionskomponenten werden registriert und können dann jederzeit von anderen Benutzern
für den Entwurf von neuen Informationskomponenten wiederverwendet und in lokale
Informationssysteme integriert werden. Dazu werden Exportfunktionen zur Verfügung
gestellt, die spezifizieren, welche Daten und Metadaten zur Wiederverwendung freige-
benden werden.

Das Konzept der Informationskomponenten wurde als Erweiterung eines objekt-
orientierten Datenbankverwaltungssystems implementiert. Dieses neue System bildet
eine Crowdsourcing-Plattform für die modulare und inkrementelle Entwicklung von
Informationssystemen. Die programmatische Schnittstelle der Plattform ermöglicht das
Entwickeln der Peripherie durch die Kombination und Komposition von existierenden
Informationskomponenten und neu definierten Informationselementen.

Um Endbenutzer beim Entwickeln von Informationssystemen zu unterstützen, ist
eine solche programmatische Schnittstelle jedoch nicht geeignet. Basierend auf unserer
Plattform und inspiriert von interaktiven Web 2.0-Anwendungen haben wir deshalb eine
Reihe von Applikationen mit graphischen Benutzeroberflächen entwickelt. Die Endbe-
nutzer sollen damit beim Verwalten von Informationen unterstützt werden. Im Fokus
waren dabei drei Anwendungen: Es wurde ein System entwickelt, das es ermöglicht,
über eine graphische Schnittstelle mittels drag-and-drop Informationskomponenten zu
entwerfen, indem existierende Informationskomponenten wiederverwendet, kombiniert
und mit neuen Informationselementen erweitern werden. Im Hintergrund wird automa-
tisch sowohl die Datenstruktur in der Datenbank angelegt als auch die Applikations-
logik inklusive Benutzerschnittstelle generiert und als Applikation freigegeben. Die
zweite Anwendung visualisiert Datenbankinhalte auf eine generische Art und Weise
mittels sogenannter Tagclouds und ermöglicht so einen assoziativen Datenzugriff sowie
die visuelle Definition von Abfragen. Die letzte Anwendung unterstützt den Benut-
zer in der Synchronisierung von persönlichen Daten mit Webdaten. Die Entwicklung
und Bereitstellung dieser Applikationen hat einerseits gezeigt, wie man Endbenutzer in
der Informationssystementwicklung und im Verwalten von Informationen unterstützen
kann. Andererseits konnte damit unsere Crowdsourcing-Plattform evaluiert werden.
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1
Introduction

The term Web 2.0 was coined in 1999 in a futuristic article [38] that envisioned the
web’s proliferation in everyday life. Nowadays it is used to refer to today’s web that
has evolved from a hypertext publishing system [8] to a platform of participation and
collaboration [121]. Web 2.0 applications support individuals and companies in the
creation and management of content as well as in collaborating. In particular, several
Web 2.0 platforms have emerged that allow personal information to be managed and
shared on the web. Examples include online galleries for photos and videos, blogs for
writing diaries or travel journals and social networking sites for keeping in touch with
friends, family and business partners. At the same time, the web as a platform has had
a major influence on how people collaborate. Moreover, the web has enabled new ways
of information exchange and collaboration between distributed parties. The online
encyclopedia Wikipedia1 is a popular example that illustrates how the web fostered
the collaboration of individuals with over 15 million articles that have been written
collaboratively by volunteers.

A feature common to a number of Web 2.0 platforms such as Facebook2 is the plug-
and-play style of interfaces. Users can extend their profiles and install applications of
interest that cater for a specific task. Application domains range from applications
that allow the management of photos and books to dating applications and online
games. For example, the visual bookshelf application3 allows a Facebook user to manage
information about the books they have read and compare it with their friends’ bookshelf
data, share reviews and get recommendations.

The fact that these platforms cater for extensibility by exposing a platform API
that gives access to platform data and services has enabled the user community to
evolve from regular application users to active developers. The advantages of such a
setting are twofold: Not only has the community of possible platform developers grown
exponentially, their dual role as user and developer ensures that they cater for their

1http://www.wikipedia.org
2http://www.facebook.com
3http://apps.facebook.com/facebookshelf
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own needs and thus make sure that the platform suits their users’ requirements. As a
result, thousands of applications are now available on Facebook and users even have a
choice of several applications to perform the same task.

The term crowdsourcing [72] has been introduced to refer to that model of commu-
nities working together to develop and share resources, be it content as in the case of
Wikipedia or applications in the case of Facebook. In [89], Kazman describes a new
model for the development of so-called crowdsourced systems. The architecture of such
systems is divided into a kernel infrastructure and a set of peripheral services are created
by the user community. In the case of Facebook, the Facebook platform represents the
kernel and applications are peripheral services created by the crowd. Similarly, in the
case of Wikipedia, the kernel consists of an installation of the MediaWiki4 software and
services correspond to articles contributed by members of the user community. Crowd-
sourcing has proven to be a successful paradigm: At the time of writing, crowdsourcing
had produced over half a million applications in the case of Facebook and, as already
mentioned, over 15 millions articles in the case of Wikipedia.

The fact that Web 2.0 and the concept of crowdsourcing have emancipated the user
from simply being an information consumer to an active participant in both content and
service creation indicates a paradigm shift to system development. This phenomenon
goes along a line of research in enduser development that investigates means to support
endusers—both skilled developers as well as regular users—to configure, adapt, mo-
dify and even develop software artefacts for their private use [105]. In the information
system literature, the class of systems where system developers act as emancipators of
the users by providing tools and techniques that empower users to become developers
themselves, has already been defined, but not discussed in detail due to a lack of real
world examples [71]. However, we believe that the combination of Web 2.0, crowd-
sourcing and enduser development efforts would empower individuals and companies to
customise and evolve their systems based on their needs. The importance of such an
approach is further underlined by Boehm et al. [11] who predict exponential growth of
the number of enduser developers compared to the number of software professionals.

1.1 Motivation

Web 2.0 and the emancipation of the user has drastically changed how personal informa-
tion is managed nowadays. Data that was formerly managed locally on a user’s desktop,
such as contacts and photos, is nowadays also managed using Web 2.0 platforms such
as Facebook and Flickr5, while other information, such as blog posts and bookmark
collections, is only managed online. Users have become familiar with the plug-and-play
style of interfaces offered by portals as well as the plug-and-play style of application
platforms such as Facebook. Web 2.0 platforms combined with the concepts of portals,
widgets and mashups support users not only in creating, managing and sharing their
own data, but also in integrating a wide range of external data and services. While
individuals are turning to Web 2.0 platforms for the management of personal informa-
tion, this can in turn create its own problems in terms of losing control of one’s own
data and increased fragmentation of information across a range of Web 2.0 platforms

4http://www.mediawiki.org/
5http://www.flickr.com
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and desktop applications [100]. In addition, while sites such as Facebook provide a very
large collection of applications for the management of personal information, it is not
possible to personalise these or combine them in flexible ways.

Similarly, the web as a platform has revolutionised the way small companies do
business. Companies nowadays can make use of free open-source software or online
services for managing their business. For example, sites such as BigCartel.com6 offer a
hosted online store solution for small companies and individuals, where basic product
catalogue, shopping basket and inventory management components are provided, and
where shop owners can customise the look and feel of their shop. For more advan-
ced requirements, companies and individuals turn to open-source eCommerce solutions
such as osCommerce7. osCommerce can be installed on a hosted server and, upon
installation, offers various configuration options, such as structuring the shop in terms
of product categories and adapting the layout. In addition, there is a lively commu-
nity that provides so-called add-ons that extend the osCommerce core functionality.
While such solutions might meet a number of requirements, their integration into a
company’s existing information space can cause problems. One of the most popular
add-ons supports populating the product database via a CSV file8. Another one ex-
tends the product table in the database with additional attributes that can be defined
by the user. This underlines the fact that most companies which make use of such a
solution already have product databases and have to migrate the data into the online
store database instance and keep it consistent with their original product database.
Furthermore, companies have to live with the data model provided even though they
may not find it ideal for their needs. Finally, add-ons are not always easy to install and
often require source files to be replaced and database scripts to be run.

In summary, both companies and individuals manage huge amounts of information,
using a set of heterogeneous and distributed applications. All of this information to-
gether with the corresponding applications define a user’s information space, that is
represented by one or more information systems. In the case of an individual, an infor-
mation space includes Web 2.0 platforms along with everyday applications that cater for
a specific information management task, such as contact applications or digital photo
albums. In the case of small companies, an information space includes applications
for managing their daily routines, such as customer databases and product catalogues.
Such information spaces are highly individual with varying and evolving requirements
and therefore monolithic, one-size-fits-all systems do not meet a user’s requirements.
The huge success of crowdsourced systems underlines the fact that individuals and
companies prefer to configure their information spaces according to their needs and
further extend and evolve them when requirements change, profiting from an active
user community that contributes and offers applications for reuse.

While crowdsourcing has had a major impact at the software and content levels, it
has yet to have a significant effect on information systems and how they are develo-
ped. We believe that it opens up new ways of allowing individuals and companies to
take control of the management of their information. Both individuals and companies
should be empowered to design and develop their information space according to their

6http://www.bigcartel.com/
7http://www.oscommerce.com/
8http://addons.oscommerce.com/stats
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needs, by providing means to customise and compose information spaces in a modular
way that supports continuous evolution to accommodate changing requirements. We
believe that reuse is important, not only in terms of functionality and services, but also
on the metadata and data level. For example, a user might want to extend their per-
sonal information space to manage their photos and related travel information. They
should be able to do this in a piecewise manner by selecting a micro-schema for photo
management, a micro-schema for travel information management and then linking these
together. The corresponding user interface component allowing them to create and ac-
cess the data should be generated automatically as part of a portal-style user interface
with a simple means of customisation. Similarly, a company should be able to reuse
the customer data in its customer management application in a newly created online
store in a simple, lightweight manner without requiring any changes to the existing
applications.

1.2 Challenges

Crowdsourced systems have been introduced for different domains, addressing different
user communities with very diverse skills. User communities of crowdsourced systems
comprise both users and developers, and a system’s success highly depends on the
provided means of user support. It has to provide a number of interfaces that cater for
the various skill levels, where regular users ideally access and configure a system over
graphical user interfaces while community developers make use of a powerful platform
API for peripheral development.

In order to support the modular development of information spaces, the main ques-
tions are the following:

• How should a kernel be designed and interfaced to best support developers in crea-
ting applications?

• How can users be supported in accessing, managing, customising and composing
their information spaces according to their needs while meeting their respective
skill levels?

In the case of an information space, the kernel corresponds to an information mana-
gement system and services correspond to applications including an application schema,
the corresponding data and application logic, and possibly a user interface. We will
refer to such an application that caters for a specific information management task as
an information component from now on. In order to support the concept of informa-
tion components, information system technology has to be extended. Such an extension
should cater for all tasks involved in accessing, designing and evolving an information
space, starting from information component creation that involves schema, application
logic and user interface design, to information component composition and reuse within
and across information spaces.

The question of how users can be supported in mastering the design and management
of their information space in terms of creating and composing information components
and querying their information spaces very much depends on the skills of the respective
user. In the case of a large company, technically skilled developers are in charge of
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creating and evolving an information space. Some of them are experts in designing
and querying databases, while others develop the application logic as well as special-
purpose user interfaces that support non-expert system users in accessing and managing
information. In contrast, when supporting regular users in the design and evolution
of their personal information space, the provided means must cater for non-experts.
Information access as well as component creation, introspection and composition has to
be supported based on dedicated visual user interfaces that match the users’ skill levels.
Such interfaces may range from generic browsers and visual query composition tools
to visual schema editors that support non-experts in designing and evolving a personal
information space.

While this might sound challenging, the huge success of Web 2.0 has provided va-
luable lessons in how to provide easy-to-use, customisable and extensible platforms
for personal information management. It has shown that some users have evolved to
so-called advanced web users [32] that are familiar with the plug-and-play style of appli-
cation composition and extend their systems according to their requirements by means
of application introspection. Such applications tend to be rather small and simple and
users tend to understand them quite easily, since they support them in solving a specific
task, such as managing videos or bookmarks.

In order to support such diverse groups of potential developers, we believe that it
is of crucial importance to cater for the various skill levels and provide corresponding
access points ranging from tools for simple system access, configuration and component
reuse for regular users to APIs for information component development and sharing for
skilled developers.

To summarise, information system technology needs to be extended to support
a modular approach to information space development that supports flexible design
based on composition and evolution. Users need a system that caters for the various
skill levels and supports them with respective tools and techniques, to access, query,
design and compose their information spaces. It should further be based on the concept
of crowdsourcing, where non-experts can profit from the wealth of extensions provided
by the community, and reuse and personalise them to meet their specific needs.

1.3 Contribution of this Thesis

We present the concept of information components as a mechanism that supports the
creation and composition of an information space in a modular manner based on the
model of crowdsourcing. Instead of offering units of reuse only at the interface or service
level, we offer them at the metadata and data level, thereby allowing users to focus on
their information requirements and to extend, customise, group or associate data items
as they choose. The unit of reuse is an information component that comprises metadata
and data. If only metadata is present, then reuse is at the schema level to support the
design process. Optionally, data may be included to support data reuse. We assume an
object-oriented setting so that the sharing of metadata includes data structures as well
as functionality specified as methods. Our approach provides means for fine-grained
reuse of metadata and data across information components and allows new information
components to be created by making use of existing ones and combining them in new
ways. By doing so, solutions can be customised and redundancies prevented.
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We support both the notion of local and global reuse. Local reuse refers to the
reuse and composition of components within an information space to support modular
development. When creating new components, users can import, extend and combine
metadata and data from existing components with newly defined structures and thus
develop their information space in a modular and incremental way. Global reuse refers
to the global sharing of information components within the user community and is
supported through a global component registry where community members offer their
information components for sharing. Component sharing and reuse is based on well-
defined interfaces, where each component defines one or more export queries that specify
the metadata and data to be shared. When creating a new component, users simply
import the desired metadata and data from existing components by defining an import
query over those components’ export interfaces.

The reuse of data and metadata can be based on reference or copy. Currently, we
assume reuse by reference within a local information space to support the modular de-
velopment of the information space and reuse by copy for global sharing. We offer two
modes for reuse by copy, detached and synchronised mode. With both modes, local
copies of both metadata and data are created upon importation. However, while the
detached mode creates an independent copy of both data and metadata, the synchroni-
sed mode offers the possibility to synchronise both metadata and data with its globally
shared counterpart, if desired. This is especially interesting in cases where a general
data set, such as a product catalogue or country information, is imported as it enables
users to periodically update their local set.

In order to support such functionality we have extended information system tech-
nology. We have developed the concept of metamodel extension modules, a general
mechanism that supports database extensibility through metamodel extensions and im-
plemented it in our own object database that provides uniform treatment of data and
metadata. Developers are now supported in extending database functionality through
the definition of such metamodel extension modules that define new concepts and the
corresponding operations. Modules can be dynamically loaded into the database and
expose the metamodel concepts natively as metadata. We show how we have imple-
mented the concept of information components as a metamodel extension module and
describe how information components are created programmatically as well as how they
are composed and shared. We will illustrate that process based on an example of a small
company that sells its products in different shops and now wants to additionally create
its own online store. It shows how information components can be used to meet the
evolving requirements of small businesses by allowing them to reuse and extend exis-
ting components as well as reusing and integrating shared components to deal with new
requirements in a way that leaves existing applications and infrastructures unaffected.

To facilitate the information system design for non-expert users, we have also ad-
dressed the problem of integrating the development of application logic and presentation
design into the development process. We have investigated general ways of supporting
dynamic configurations of object behaviour, where behaviour is not tightly coupled to
a specific type, but associated in a loosely-coupled way. We present a general notion
of role-based object behaviour that supports flexible runtime configuration of loosely-
coupled services. We have developed a three-layered model, where application develo-
pers first define domain types and the application domain in terms of a data model, and
then associate services to collections of objects. These role-based services have again
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been integrated into the database as a metamodel extension module. We have further
introduced the notion of templates that support the user interface design through the
association of metadata objects with their structural and layout descriptions. We show
how role-based services and templates can be used to support the design and develop-
ment of an information space, where application logic and presentation can flexibly be
associated to collections of objects and reused within and across information spaces. In
the spirit of our vision, services and templates are units that can be shared, reused and
extended.

Our second goal was to provide tools that support non-expert users in the design and
evolution of their information space. We show how we adopted concepts of Web 2.0 to
empower non-experts in the management of all of their personal information. We have
particularly focused on three issues. First, we have investigated how users can create and
compose their information space in a modular manner through crowdsourcing. We have
developed a system that supports non-expert users in the construction of their personal
information space by creating, customising and composing information components. A
web-based pluggable interface architecture automatically generates the corresponding
user interfaces based on default or customised templates. Expert users create and share
components with the community, while regular users can benefit from the expertise
and experience of these more experienced users. Second, we have experimented with
Web 2.0 visualisation techniques, such as tag clouds to access and browse data as well as
to facilitate the global sharing and reuse of information components. This is especially
important for tasks such as component introspection in the global component registry,
for component querying when defining export interfaces as well as data imports. We
have developed a data browser that visualises structured databases as tag clouds and
supports non-expert users in browsing and querying them. Finally, we have investigated
methods to overcome the information fragmentation between the desktop and a number
of Web 2.0 platforms. We have developed a framework for synchronising a personal
information space with Web 2.0 platforms that allows users to control where, when and
how data is published to, and imported from, the web by means of synchronisation
modules. Synchronisation modules specify a synchronisation process between two data
sources, including the data mappings and synchronisation process specification. We
provide a set of graphical tools that enable users to configure the synchronisation process
as well as to define new synchronisation modules along with the required data mappings.

We would like to state that some of the contributions presented in this thesis are
a result of joint research efforts. The concept of metamodel extension module as well
as the implementation of the OMS Avon database is a result of a collaboration with
other members of our research group [65, 120]. Apart from building the foundation for
the work presented in this thesis, the system generally acts as an experimental research
platform for investigating how to best integrate novel data management concepts na-
tively into the database system. A second collaboration with a group of researchers
that were all interested in how to extend an object database’s notion of application
logic with a more general and dynamic mechanism, has led to the concept of role-based
services [101]. This concept has also been used in other application areas than the one
presented in this thesis, e.g. [33].
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1.4 Thesis Overview

The thesis is structured as follows. We start with a discussion of the background of
our research in Chapter 2, where we first motivate our work based on an analysis
of the requirements for supporting non-expert users in the management, design and
evolution of an information space. We then focus on existing approaches proposed
in research and practice that support non-expert users in general software engineering
tasks as well as in personal information management, followed by an examination of how
professional engineers develop software in general and information systems in particular,
with an emphasis on reuse techniques. In Chapter 3, we introduce the concept of
information components that supports modular information system development. We
further introduce a reuse architecture that reflects the crowdsourcing paradigm and
showcase a composition scenario based on an example application. Chapter 4 presents a
crowdsourced a platform for supporting modular information system development based
on the concept of information components. We first introduce a general mechanism
supporting database extensibility through metamodel extensions and then show, how
we used that mechanism for the implementation of information components as a native
extension to our object database. While information components have been defined in
an object-oriented setting, in Chapter 5, we demonstrate the generality of our approach
by applying the concept of information components to a relational setting and present
its implementation as an extension of a relation database management system.

Chapter 6 tackles the problem of lack of support for designing general application
logic as well as the user interface as part of the information system design process. We
complement the concept of information components with an approach that enables the
specification of flexible role-based object behaviour and a simple approach to the defi-
nition of user interfaces based on structure and layout templates. Chapter 7 addresses
the requirement to support non-expert users in information systems design through
adequate tool support. We present a set of graphical tools that build on top of our
platform for modular information system development to support information space
design and evolution. These tools are inspired by Web 2.0 and support non-experts
in the design of information management applications through construction and com-
position of information components, offer generic access and query functionality for
structured databases through graphical user interface as well as support the synchro-
nisation of their information space with Web 2.0 platforms. Finally, in Chapter 8, we
conclude with a summary and discussion of our work, we outline the main contributions
and raise a number of issues that we regard as important for future work.



2
Background

In this chapter, we will present research approaches related to the problem of supporting
users in the management of their information as well as in the design and composition
of their information spaces, focusing on reuse and modular development techniques
for customisable solutions. A user’s information space may consist of one or more
information systems. We define an information system as a system that supports users
in the management of information, that is to retrieve, create, manipulate and compute
information as needed. We specifically refer to everyday applications, such as systems
that support personal information management as well as the management of business
information. Information systems have a rather predefined architectural style that
consists of a storage engine that stores the information and exposes a data model and
operations to work with that information. Information system design is thus the process
of modelling an application domain using a data modelling language, which results in a
application schema that defines the structure and semantics of the information as well
as the functionality needed to work with the information.

The chapter is structured as follows. We will start by examining the various user
groups that manage information and adapt, extend and develop systems that support
them in their information management tasks. We then present two typical information
management scenarios and, based on that, define a number of requirements that need
to be met in order to support users in modular information system development.

We will then discuss how users are nowadays supported in adapting, extending and
developing information systems. We start by introducing the field of enduser deve-
lopment. We then give an overview of two domain-specific approaches to information
system development in the domains of web information management and personal infor-
mation management, and their support in terms of methodologies, tools and platforms.
We then discuss how users are nowadays supported in working with databases directly.

Finally, we will focus on the means to support professional developers in the soft-
ware development process, especially how software is developed nowadays in terms of
software development methodologies and the support for reuse in a general software
development process. We will then present the state-of-the-art in information system

9
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development along with the reuse techniques used in that process. Finally, we will
discuss the applicability of software engineering reuse techniques to information system
development.

2.1 User Emancipation: From Pure Consumers to
Active Participants

As stated earlier, Web 2.0 together with crowdsourcing has had a huge impact on users
and their emancipation. While the web itself has revolutionised the way information
is made accessible to the public, Web 2.0 has managed to empower users to become
active participants who generate content and services. With the proliferation of Web 2.0
platforms such as Wordpress and Facebook, users became familiar with the plug-n-play
style of platform interfaces where extensions provided by the crowd can be installed
and users are empowered to customise these and even develop their own. In the case
of Wordpress, users became familiar not only with content creation in terms of writing
blog posts and commenting on other posts, but Wordpress also offers a configuration
interface, the so-called dashboard, where they can configure the look and feel as well
as the functionality of their web sites. While some users only choose from the vast
amount of plug-ins and layout templates provided, other users advance to manipulate
the CSS files of a shared template to adapt it to their own needs, adapt shared plug-ins
or even develop their own. As a consequence, the clear distinction between application
developers on the one side and endusers on the other side becomes blurred and a new
kind of user has emerged.

In research, this new breed of users has also gained attention. In [151], Ye et al.
identified a wide spectrum of roles related to software engineering activities that re-
quire different skill levels, ranging from pure endusers, over endusers who write macros,
endusers who develop web applications, developers using domain-specific languages,
data-intensive researchers to software professionals. In [27], they focus on a specific
group in that spectrum of user roles which they call domain experts. They argue that
domain experts are usually rather unskilled in software engineering and do not want
to be constrained by any rules imposed by the software. Rather, they want software
environments that are easily accessible and can be customised to their needs. When
doing so, they become unwitting software developers, which in contrast to professional
developers, develop software to reach some other goals. For example in [145], they
provide a tool for scientists to develop software needed for their research. They argue
that, especially in scientific research, software development requires a profound unders-
tanding of the domain, which professional software developers do not have. Therefore,
scientists end up developing their own software, and without formal training or the
provision of appropriate support platforms, they have a difficult time being productive.
Similarly, in [31] they address a user group of so-called advanced web users that are
familiar with Web 2.0 platforms and concepts such as web mashups. They present an
approach and a platform where such users can compose their applications based on
existing components inspired by the creation of mashups. Such advanced web users
can be classified as unwitting software engineers that have familiarised themselves with
web technologies in order to achieve some other goal, such as managing their personal
information, sharing content with others or setting up an online store for their own
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business.
We believe that this group of advanced users should be better supported and empo-

wered in the creation, configuration and extensions of their information systems. This
can be an advantage in different areas. On the one side, small companies often cannot
afford customised implementations of software systems. They face huge costs when
introducing new software components that might have to be extended and customi-
sed since their employees are usually not developers. It would be of great advantage
if, in such environments, some advanced users could take over the task of adapting,
extending and evolving a company’s information space. Similarly, in the area of perso-
nal information management, advanced users could be in control of how their personal
information is managed and could be in charge of designing and evolving their perso-
nal information space based on their own needs. However, this requires appropriate
concepts, technologies and tool support.

2.2 Scenario-based Requirements Analysis

We will analyse and abstract the requirements for supporting such advanced users
and developers in modular information system development based on two examples.
One is a scenario of a small company, and one is in the area of personal information
management. For both examples, we outline the requirements of the respective users
and give an overview of the state-of-the-art support.

2.2.1 Small Business Scenario

Consider a small company that sells products from a number of providers in different
stores and now wants to additionally have their own online store, where they offer a
selection of its products for online purchase. The online store should support the whole
purchase process from product browsing, over product selection into shopping baskets
to checkout including shipment. In a second step, the customer should be provided
with means for reviewing and rating products, compiling wish lists and subscribing
to newletters and store owners may want to track visitor statistics and introduce ad-
vertisement. Figure 2.1 gives an overview of an online store application schema that
accommodates these requirements and has been inspired by application schemas of po-
pular online stores, such as osCommerce. The entities of the application schema have
been grouped into subschemas that each address a specific information management
requirement. Note that the shaded boxes represent alternative groupings. In the lower
part of the figure, a product management schema as well as data structures for rich
product classification means are represented. The management of customers is sup-
ported by a customer management subschema shown in the upper centre of the figure.
The shopping cart functionality is provided by the shopping cart schema on the right
while the order management component on the left supports the ordering, shipment
and payment process. Furthermore, the subschemas in the centre of the figure provide
data structures that enhance the customer experience by means of product ratings and
reviews, customer wish lists, newsletter subscriptions and product recommendations.
Finally, in the upper left corner, subschemas for the management of advertisements as
well as visitor statistics are modelled.
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While such an application schema provides data structures for a fully-fledged online
store, in our scenario, the company starts with existing infrastructure that is incre-
mentally extended. The left-hand side of Figure 2.2 gives a simplified overview of the
company’s current information space. The company sells products from various pro-
viders and currently uses a simple product database to manage its product catalogue
and keep track of the inventory at each store location. Product data is provided by
the providers in various formats and is regularly imported into their system. Since
the products are currently sold only in physical stores, the customer base consists of
only those customers who reported warranty cases or left their names and addresses at
the time of purchase to receive an electronic newsletter. The customer information is
managed using a simple customer database.

An ideal online store solution would combine the existing product database and
the customer database, and would support the composition of an online store in a
flexible and lightweight way by means of reusable, standard building blocks to optimally
accommodate user requirements. A simplified version of such a building block that
supports the management of orders, checkout and shipping functionality is illustrated in
the bottom left corner of Figure 2.2. The right part of the figure illustrates a simplified
online store data model. In this composition example, the domain concepts of both
the product database and customer database have been reused and extended with a
component to manage orders. Customers can place orders and orders contain order
items, which are products, as illustrated by the places relation between customer and
orders and the is relation between order item and product. Furthermore customers are
associated with an online profile that captures all information needed to support online
purchases. The online store could then further be extended with additional building
blocks such as extended product classification, shopping cart and visitor statistics, and
evolve to a more complex and sophisticated online store as illustrated in Figure 2.1.

In reality, companies are faced with the following options: they could either deve-
lop a customised online store from scratch, or use an off-the-shelf online store solution,
such as BigCartel that offers hosted online stores or osCommerce, a customisable online
store software. Developing a customised solution involves the design and implementa-
tion of the previously specified functionality. This includes the design of appropriate
data structures for managing products, customers and orders, application logic that
supports the purchase process from product browsing to order management and ship-
ment, and a user interface that exposes that functionality to customers as well as to
store administrators. The online store ideally would access and use the data from both
the product database for the product catalogue and inventory management, and the
customer data from the customer database. These two databases would possibly have
to be extended to meet the new requirements imposed by the online store. For example
the customer database would have to be extended so that customer online profiles could
be stored together with the regular customer information, as shown in Figure 2.2. In
summary, the development of a customised solution involves significant development
efforts.

In contrast, a solution based on BigCartel or osCommerce by default provides stan-
dard online store functionality including support for product browsing as well as support
for the purchase process including product selection, order management and shipping.
With BigCartel, a user can register online on their platform, create their online store
and customise its look and feel with only a few mouse-clicks. BigCartel provides an ad-
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Figure 2.2: Small business scenario

ministrator interface where users can configure their online stores, but also input online
store data, such as the product catalogue, prices, special rates and sales. All this data
has to be manually entered using provided input forms. These input forms define the
data model, which cannot be changed or extended. BigCartel stores are hosted by the
BigCartel company and not meant to be extended or integrated with existing systems.
They only offer a set of APIs where online store data can be accessed and retrieved
programmatically. In summary, BigCartel stores are intended for small businesses with
a relatively small number of products, that do not have existing infrastructure and can
set up their online store in a plug-n-play manner.

In contrast, osCommerce is an open-source software that is much more configurable
and extensible. Setting up such a store includes the following steps. First, a user has
to install the osCommerce software on a server and, upon installation, can generate a
default store instance that provides the core online store functionality for managing cus-
tomers, products and orders. Secondly, the product catalogue managed by the product
database has to be imported into the osCommerce database instance created alongside
the store. This has a number of implications: The data model provided by osCommerce
might not necessarily match the company’s existing data models. A user could therefore
extend the osCommerce data model manually, which in turn would result in a signifi-
cant development effort, including the extension and adaptation of the corresponding
osCommerce application logic and user interface components. As an alternative, one
could make use of community contributions that support schema extensions, such as
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Product Extra Field1. This extension supports the addition, manipulation and removal
of custom fields for the product type and also reflects these changes in the application
logic and user interface. Finally, users have to import the selection of products to be
sold online from the existing product database into the osCommerce database. To do
so, users have various options. The osCommerce administration user interface supports
manual data import, as does BigCartel. Depending on the number of products to be
sold, this might involve significant manpower, which, in such a scenario, is not a feasible
approach. As a second option, a user could write an application that exports the data
from the product database and customer database and imports it into the MySQL da-
tabase used by osCommerce. This would involve a data mapping between the products
database and the osCommerce database, as well as between the customer database
and the osCommerce database. Alternatively, a user could make use of a community
contribution, such as Easy Populate2, that supports import and export via CSV. They
could therefore export and convert the product and customer data into the appropriate
CSV file format to import it into the osCsommerce database. Having imported the
data from the existing systems, the user can then proceed to adapt the look and feel of
the osCommerce online store by choosing from different templates, customising them or
developing their own. A user can also choose to extend the osCommerce core functiona-
lity with additional community-contributed extensions that provide more functionality,
such as an extension that offers credit card payment or multi-language support.

We have shown different options of how an information space of a small company
with evolving requirements can be extended. However, none of the approaches presented
is perfect: With a customised solution, significant development effort is required and
off-the-shelf solutions are either rather limited in functionality or need to be customised,
which might also involve significant development effort. Furthermore, their use leads
to data redundancies that have to be managed. It is important to note that, in our
scenario, data not only has to be kept synchronised between local copies, but has also
to be updated with changes from the original provider product catalogues.

Most importantly, existing solutions do not specifically cater for evolving informa-
tion management requirements and the subsequent modular development process, as
illustrated by our example scenario. What would be needed is support for incremen-
tal development through controlled sharing of metadata and data within a company’s
information space, where schema and data from one application can be used by another
one in a light-weight and systematic manner, based on a common platform. It would
further be desirable that local product catalogues imported from providers would be
automatically kept synchronised with the original database maintained by them. Fur-
thermore, customised development often requires reimplementation of data and struc-
tures as well as application logic and user interface components that might already be
present in other applications, either within a company’s information space or outside.
For example, shopping basket functionality as well as order management are functions
that are very general and could easily be shared and reused. Therefore, it would be de-
sirable that data structures, application logic and presentation could be shared between
applications, within, but also across, information spaces.

1http://addons.oscommerce.com/info/2202
2http://www.oscommerce.com/community/contributions,500
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2.2.2 Personal Information Management Scenario

Users have similar issues when managing their personal information. Assume a user
manages photos and contacts, and would like to tag persons on photos. Furthermore,
the location information gathered by the photo camera should be used to map the photos
as well as the tagged contacts to their locations on a map. Ideally, users should be able
to choose an application to manage contacts, choose one for photos and locations, and
combine them in flexible ways.

Contacts
Advanced Photo Album

Composition

Di it l Ph tDigital Photo 
Album

Figure 2.3: Personal information management scenario

Figure 2.3 gives an overview of such a scenario. On the left-hand side of the figure,
we illustrate a user’s applications for managing contacts and photos. The contacts
application allows a user to manage contacts and categorise them as being either orga-
nisations or persons. The photo album application supports the management of photos,
where photos are organised in albums and the location information gathered by the ca-
mera is associated with the respective photo. The right-hand side of the figure shows
an advanced photo management application that caters for the user’s new requirements
and supports the tagging of persons on photos.

There are various possibilities for how a user could proceed to accommodate such
requirements that depend on the current applications used for managing both contacts
and photos. With the advent of Web 2.0, it has become common for users to manage a
wide variety of personal information using a mix of desktop applications and Web 2.0
platforms. While desktop applications are primarily used for the management of infor-
mation, Web 2.0 platforms are used for the management of personal information and the
sharing of it with user communities. Even though a user can choose from a wide range
of both local and web-based applications for the management of their information, these
systems are often not very configurable and adaptable to a user’s evolving information
management requirements. A user might for example use a Web 2.0 platform such
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as Facebook for the management of their personal information. By default, Facebook
supports the management of both contacts and photos, and a user can select and install
additional applications for managing specific information from a wealth of community-
provided applications. For example Cities I’ve Visited3 is one of several applications
that manage location information, where users can mark cities they have visited on
a map and get recommendations for cities they might like. While Facebook’s default
photo management application supports the functionality of tagging friends on photos,
location information can only be entered manually on the album level. Consequently,
the functionality of adding location information to the photos and displaying persons
and photos on a map is not supported. Users would have to implement their own Fa-
cebook application that provides that extended functionality. While Facebook offers
platform extensibility through the provision of an API that supports the development of
such applications, it is not possible to combine the information managed by these appli-
cations in an easy and flexible way: Facebook manages the core data, such as contacts,
albums and photos (without location information) while community-contributed ap-
plications such as Cities I’ve Visited manage their data on their own servers, without
offering access through a uniform API. Therefore, a user could only reuse the contacts,
photo and tagging information managed by the Facebook core through the Facebook
API but would have to extend the photo information with location and implement the
application logic and data presentation for presenting photos with their location and
displaying the photos on a map. This is a significant development effort that demands
advanced programming skills.

Alternatively, a user might manage contacts and photos using regular desktop appli-
cations. Digital photo management applications such as Adobe’s Lightroom or Apple’s
Aperture support flexible management of photos, where location information is mana-
ged alongside the photos. Aperture’s face recognition algorithm automatically detects
persons on photos and also supports the display of photos on a map. However, these
applications by default do not support the association of contacts managed by an ap-
plication such as Microsoft Outlook to persons on photos. Most of these applications
can programmatically be extended through a plug-in mechanism and, consequently,
integration with Outlook could be achieved by developing a plug-in that supports the
association from contacts managed with Outlook to persons on photos. However, the
development of such a specialised plug-in might not be the optimal solution. First,
plug-in development requires significant development effort, especially if the APIs of
the two applications to be integrated do not even use the same technologies. For
example, Lightroom plug-ins are developed using the Lightroom SDK4 that is based
on the Lua scripting language5, while Outlook can be accessed via COM. Furthermore,
desktop applications such as Lightroom and Aperture are advanced special-purpose ap-
plications that allow a specific type of data, in this case photos, to be managed. The
integration of all personal data managed by such desktop applications would result in
the implementation of integration code between a number of applications, one for each
type of information to be managed. While this is feasible from a technical point of view,
the heterogeneity of technologies, extension mechanisms and APIs used by the various

3http://www.facebook.com/CitiesIveVisited
4http://www.adobe.com/devnet/photoshoplightroom.html
5http://www.lua.org/
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desktop applications might require a wide variety of skills from a developer as well as
significant development effort. In contrast, online platforms such as Facebook support
the management of various types of information, such as friends, photos and videos,
but, as we have seen, do not support flexible means for combining such information.

As a third option, users could simply develop their own applications that expose the
desired functionality. Assuming that a user manages contact information with Micro-
soft Outlook and maintains an online photo album on a platform such as Flickr, such
functionality is hard to achieve and requires the development of a specific application
that integrates the two data sources and exposes the desired functionality through a
user interface, facing the same challenges as discussed before.

An interesting option is provided by the Google Android6 platform for developing
and running mobile applications. Their SDK supports the reuse of application com-
ponents across applications. An advanced photo management application can simply
reuse a map view component that was originally developed as a part of a street navi-
gator application as well as the set of contacts managed by the contacts application.
However, Android only supports the development of mobile applications and component
reuse is restricted to system-defined components.

In summary, while there are a number of options for how a user could manage
their personal information, the support for evolving requirements is limited. Current
platforms and applications are either limited in terms of openness and extensibility or
only manage specific types of information. This results in a significant development and
integration effort when new requirements arise. Even with platforms such as Facebook,
where users are free to extend the platform with additional applications or develop their
own, it is difficult to combine data of two existing extensions or add new functionality.
Furthermore, the extensibility of such platforms with their own plug-ins includes the
development of data management facilities and application logic as well as the user
interface, which is not feasible for most users, and requires advanced programming skills
and a broad technological knowledge. Users should therefore be supported in choosing
an application for managing contacts, one for managing photos and combining them in
flexible ways. Furthermore, users should be supported in reusing standard functionality
and presentation elements, such as photo presentation in detail view or as a collection
of thumbnails along with other data and metadata.

2.2.3 Requirement Analysis

Having presented two typical information management scenarios that illustrate the need
to support users and their evolving requirements, we will summarise and analyse the re-
quirements for supporting users in the modular and flexible development of information
systems.

Users should be supported in the flexible combination and composition of informa-
tion management applications. We refer to such applications that typically include an
application schema, data and application logic as well as a user interface, as an infor-
mation component. Reuse of such information components, or parts of them, should be
supported within an information system to enable modular and incremental develop-
ment, where existing information components can be reused when creating new ones,

6http://developer.android.com/guide/
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as well as across information systems to import and reuse commonly used information
components for system construction.

In the software engineering community, reuse has been a long standing research
field and is generally defined as the process of constructing new software using existing
software artefacts [94, 113], with the purpose of improving software quality as well as
development efficiency and productivity. This definition implies that the process of
developing software is a modular one, where artefacts can be assembled, configured,
adapted and extended, ideally in an incremental way, which is exactly what we want
to support for information systems. The key difference lies in the fact that reuse in
software engineering aims at improving quality and efficiency, while in our case reuse
acts as an enabler for supporting users in modular information system construction,
where non-expert users can profit from the expertise of more experienced users.

However, the provision of reusable artefacts alone does not guarantee any improve-
ments as argued in [94, 113]: The success of any reuse technique depends on various
other factors. Firstly, it must be easier to reuse an artefact than it is to develop one
from scratch. This can be seen as a trade-off between (re-)usefulness of an artefact
and its usability. The more abstract an artefact is, the more (re-)useful it is, while
requiring some sort of adaptation. In contrast, the more usable an artefact is in a
particular setting, the more specific and therefore less (re-)useful it is in general. While
software engineers are capable of specialising or adapting reusable artefacts, in the case
of non-experts, these artefacts have to be rather concrete, i.e. usable, so that they can
immediately be integrated without any need to specialise, adapt or extend them. The-
refore, while in software engineering reusable artefacts range from very abstract design
patterns to concrete reusable artefacts, the unit of reuse in information systems should
be a concrete, reusable asset that caters for a specific information management task.
Secondly, it must be faster to find an artefact than to build your own. Given that in
our case users are generally not capable of building their own artefacts, it is of utmost
importance that reusable artefacts are accessible in a way that users can easily locate
them, easily assess their relevance and, if required, easily adapt them to the current
needs. Therefore, reuse techniques must best be integrated in the development process
and the development environment, where adequate tools for artefact selection, retrieval
and integration are provided.

In summary, users need an open development platform that supports modular infor-
mation system development where existing information components can easily be com-
bined and extended in a flexible way and where shared information components can
easily be found, inspected and integrated.

Popular Web 2.0 platforms such as Facebook and Wordpress have proven to effecti-
vely provide such an infrastructure where the platform core functionality can be exten-
ded with additional applications or plug-ins. These systems are built using a common
architectural pattern introduced in [89], where Kazman coined the term crowdsourced
systems to describe a new development method. The architecture of such systems is
divided into a kernel infrastructure and a set of peripheral services that are created
by the user community. Kernels are designed and implemented in a more traditional
setting and provide a platform on which subsequent development is based. The de-
sign of the periphery is enabled by the kernel, which exposes its services and protocols
over a well-defined interface. The development of peripheral services or extensions is
constrained by that interface, but otherwise unrestricted. Crowdsourced systems are
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further characterised by continuous and modular periphery development dealing with
unknown and conflicting requirements. System instances are “mashed up” or configu-
red individually by their corresponding users, who extend the kernel with extensions of
their choice. Most crowdsourced systems provide a catalogue of extensions, where com-
munity developers register and offer their extensions for reuse. Also, users can browse
the catalogue and select extensions that meet their requirements.

A crowdsourced architecture caters for all of our requirements: it provides an open
and extensible platform, i.e. a kernel, for which extensions can be developed and shared.
Extensions are concrete applications that can simply be installed and are consequently
suited to non-expert users, while more skilled users are free to develop their own. Fur-
thermore, the extension catalogue provides a central access point for searching for and
browsing extensions to support sharing and reuse based on a crowdsourcing paradigm.

While crowdsourcing has been proven to be a successful paradigm at the level of
content and services, it has yet to be applied to information systems and their develop-
ment. We believe that this architectural paradigm is the key to success for empowering
individuals and companies in the design and composition of their information systems:
It supports them in the customisation of their systems based on their needs, by exten-
ding the kernel with extensions provided by the community that can immediately be
used or by developing their own.

We will now analyse how such a kernel has to be designed to support modular infor-
mation system development. In the case of information system development, the kernel
corresponds to an information system and an extension corresponds to an information
component that comprises data and metadata, that may include the application schema,
application logic, and possibly a user interface. An information system’s underlying in-
frastructure should offer functionality for all tasks involved in accessing, designing and
composing an information space. This tasks range from information component crea-
tion that involves schema, application logic and user interface design, to information
component composition and reuse within and across information spaces. However, cur-
rent information system technology does not support an incremental design process
based on sharing and reuse. In order to support the model of crowdsourcing for infor-
mation system development, information system technology has to be extended. An
information system’s underlying metamodel has to be augmented with means that re-
flect the concept of information components as well as a sharing and reuse paradigm.
This enables a new design process, where users can start the design of their informa-
tion systems by selecting shared schemas and data that match or partially match their
information needs and gradually adapt, extend and compose them to meet their speci-
fic requirements. To support non-experts, it is of crucial importance that all relevant
application building blocks can be shared, starting from data, over metadata and ap-
plication logic to presentation. Application logic might include general services that
provide orthogonal functionality applicable to various contexts, such as a print service
or visualisation service, as well as presentation elements such as generic object browser
or layout templates. As an additional requirement, users should be able to make use of
a controlled mechanism for sharing where they can flexibly specify what should be sha-
red and to what extent. A user might choose to only share the application schema of an
information component or might decide to share a complete information component.
In order to support such a crowdsourcing model, users have to be provided with an
infrastructure for information component retrieval. They should be able to browse and
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inspect shared information components in order to identify elements relevant to their
system.

In the remainder of this chapter, we will analyse related work that has addressed
issues raised by our requirements analysis. We will start discussing approaches that
have generally emancipated the user to become an active participant and focus on
support for application customisation, extension and development as well as on the
provided means of support in terms of approaches, data models and platforms. We
will then focus on the field of software engineering and present the system development
methods, architectures and reuse techniques professional developers use in order to
develop their systems. Finally, we will concentrate on the field of information systems
in regard to their development approaches and current reuse practices in information
system development.

2.3 The User as a Developer

In the following, we will present work related to our goal of supporting users in modu-
lar information system development, starting with an overview of the field of enduser
development and their approach to support users in achieving their computer-related
tasks. We then present domain-specific approaches to information system development
in the field of web information system development, followed by approaches in the field
of personal information management that provide design and development support at
a high level of abstraction. Finally, we discuss how users are supported in working
directly with database systems.

2.3.1 Enduser Development

Enduser development (EUD) is a discipline that addresses the activities and techniques
that support users—both developers and regular users—in developing software for their
own use [105, 91]. It investigates methods, techniques and tools that allow users of soft-
ware systems who are acting as non-professional software developers to create, modify
and extend a software artefact. Examples of enduser applications range from scripts
used by system administrators, over spreadsheets with complex macro-scripts used by
professionals such as teachers or accountants, to regular users that create email filters
to organise their inbox.

While both professional and enduser developers face the same challenges of finding
the appropriate tools and techniques to accomplish a given task, enduser development
differs in various respects and therefore, software engineering methodologies and ap-
proaches cannot just be taken over. Firstly, endusers develop software for private rather
than public use. In contrast, professional developers produce software for others to use
and usually get paid for their work. Consequently, professional software engineers are
extrinsically motivated, while endusers are driven by intrinsic motivation. Secondly,
for enduser developers a specific application is a means to an end, but only one of
potentially many similar applications that can be used to accomplish a given task.
Furthermore, while in professional software engineering requirements are gathered and
translated into specifications, in EUD these phases are implicit. According to [91],
endusers rarely invest time or interest in systematic and disciplined software enginee-
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ring activities. They often start the development process with specific requirements
in mind, which may be implicit and perhaps not even consciously recognised. Their
requirements are likely to change, because they only have to negotiate such changes
with themselves and because the development itself impacts their initial requirements.
This naturally leads to an iterative development cycle. Furthermore, while professional
software engineers plan for reuse, endusers do not follow any systematic engineering
process and therefore reuse is rather unplanned in EUD. Finally, endusers have very
diverse skill levels, ranging from regular users to skilled developers.

Therefore EUD research focuses on the development of environments that allow
endusers with varying skill levels to develop and modify their own systems, with the
ultimate aim of empowering users to flexibly employ advanced information and com-
munication technologies. This is a shift of focus from making systems easy to use to
making systems that are easy to develop [105]. EUD tools aim at supporting system de-
velopment activities ranging from simple parametrisation and configuration, also called
appropriation in the literature, to system creation and modification [105]. They argue
that such tools should therefore provide different modification levels with increasing
complexity and power of expression. A system might for example offer three modifi-
cation levels, where regular users can simply configure the system and more advanced
users compose their systems from predefined components, while experts might even
develop their own components using an API.

One approach to enduser development is Metadesign [52], a methodology that cha-
racterises objectives, techniques, and processes for creating new environments allowing
“owners of problems”, that is, endusers, to act as designers and to engage actively in
the continuous development of systems rather than being restricted to the use of exis-
ting ones. Metadesign extends the traditional notion of system development to include
users in an ongoing process as co-designers, not only at design time but throughout
the operation of the system. Metadesign introduces different levels of abstraction to
system development, where metadesigners design and implement an environment that
supports domain experts in the development and adaptation of their software.

In general, EUD efforts strive to achieve similar goals to our work and their requi-
rements are similar to the ones we have defined before. The Metadesign methodology
is comparable to the crowdsourcing approach, where crowdsourced systems can be seen
as a possible implementation of the Metadesign approach. Kernel developers develop
a platform that enables the user community to extend and configure it as they choose.
We can therefore say that our approach to the problem of modular information sys-
tem development is a concrete enduser development effort that follows the ideas of
Metadesign.

2.3.2 Web Information System Development

While there exist numerous frameworks and development environments for developing
web information systems, most of them require programming skills and knowledge of
various web technologies. However, there have been a number of proposals that support
web information system development on a higher level of abstraction.

In the field of Web Engineering, several methodologies for modelling and generating
web information systems on a high abstraction level have been proposed, e.g. [20, 69,
144]. These methodologies offer a systematic approach to web information system deve-
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lopment based on a set of models, where the structural, navigational and presentation
aspects of web information systems can be defined graphically, and some methodologies
offer a platform for application generation and deployment. WebML [20] is such an ap-
proach that comes with a CASE tool, Web Ratio [147]. It supports model-driven web
information system development based on a three step process. First, the user defines
the application schema by means of an Entity-Relationship model (ER) [24] and selects
a database management system. The system then automatically creates the application
schema in the database of choice. In a second step, the navigational model is designed,
which specifies the structure of the web application in terms of pages, their content and
the navigation between pages. Finally, the presentation model specifies the layout in
terms of styles and element positioning. Based on these graphical model specifications,
an application generator creates and deploys the final web application.

While these model-driven approaches are very powerful, they follow a bottom-up
development approach that stipulates a sequential development approach where the
data model is defined first, followed by the navigation and presentation models. Once
a web information system has been generated and deployed, changes to the models
cannot be propagated to the running system. Furthermore, this approach is based on
the assumption that applications are built from scratch and do not support the reuse
or integration of existing data sources.

Others have proposed to support users in web information system development by
means of so-called WYSIWYG application editors [150, 86]. The WYSIWYG editor
presented in [150] supports web information system development using a top-down
approach where a user simply specifies the presentation layer by creating forms that
represent domain entities. Based on these forms, an ER graph is extracted and the cor-
responding database schema is created automatically along with the presentation views.
Users can then construct additional, more complex views over the data by browsing the
generated ER graph. To support the development process, they provide a test suite
that checks for correctness of the data and the generated views at design-time. In [86],
a more advanced WYSIWYG visualiser and editor for managing structured datasets
based on an active document paradigm is presented. Here, data is stored alongside
structure and presentation as an active document, which basically corresponds to a
web page. Active documents define simple CRUD (create, retrieve, update, delete)
operations over the data that allow data sets to be viewed, sorted, created and ma-
nipulated and supports various kinds of visualisations, such as faceted browsing [152].
Documents are self-contained applications that can be shared. This includes the sha-
ring of complete documents to share structure and data as well as the sharing of empty
documents to only share structure. While the authors argue that, in combination with a
mashup tool, documents could also be combined and mashed up, it is not clear how this
is realised and at what level of granularity the sharing and reuse takes place, especially
considering the fact that they do not account for the separation of concerns.

As already mentioned, web-based publishing platforms, such as Wordpress support
users in the creation of web information systems through simple system configuration
based on the principle of crowdsourcing. Users can design their web pages in terms
of content and structure and choose a presentation style from a wide range of layout
themes that can be changed or adapted, if required. The Wordpress core functionality
can easily be extended by installing plug-ins that provide additional functionality, such
as photo galleries or videos and expert users can develop their own plug-ins. While
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Wordpress provides a powerful infrastructure for supporting web publishing, it is rather
limited in terms of their core data model that only defines concepts such as pages, blog
posts and comments. In contrast, with other approaches, such as WebML, users are free
to define their own, application-specific data model . Furthermore, as with Facebook,
it is not possible to combine information from the core and the various plugins in a
flexible way.

While the previously presented approaches to web information system development
focuses on the provision of a methodology or an infrastructure for designing and de-
veloping web information systems from scratch, a second class of approaches to web
information system development aims at supporting users in the integration of data
from various distributed web data sources. So-called mashups are web information
systems that combine and integrate information from various web sources, and most
often also of different types, and provide some additional services. Examples include
visualisations of geo-tagged data such as real estate services, where housing informa-
tion is displayed on a map, web-based news aggregators, where web feeds from different
newspapers are aggregated to a single view, or shopping mashups where products from
various online stores are combined in a single portal. While early approaches to ma-
shup creation worked with primitive screen scraping techniques, nowadays, there are a
number of tools that support users and developers in extracting and combining data
sources as well as creating and manipulating mashups programmatically [115] as well
as graphically [47, 75]. MashMaker [47] and Yahoo Pipes7 are graphical mashup edi-
tors that support general mashup creation such as the aggregation of feeds and data
visualisation on a map through the graphical composition and integration of data from
different sources. Potluck [75] is targeted at enduser data integration. It supports users
in visually combining and cleaning RDF datasets from various sources. Fields of enti-
ties from different sources can be merged and combined, and new fields can be created
out of existing ones. Data is browsed by means of a faceted browser, where users can
configure the dimensions for the facets based on data fields.

While mashup editors such as [115, 47, 75] help users to integrate information from
distributed sources, they do not provide the basic infrastructure that enables users to
easily compose their own personal information space as we propose. An approach in
that direction is taken by MashArt. MashArt [32, 31] is a platform that combines the
ideas of web information system development and mashups. It enables advanced users
to create their own applications through the composition of user interface, application
and data components, based on the principle of mashups. Users compose new applica-
tions through the integration of existing components based on event-based composition,
where components can react to events of other components. While they offer functio-
nality to combine a set of existing services, we want to empower users in the creation
as well as the composition of information systems in a modular way, where information
elements, rather than services are composed. This requires the creation of new data
structures that integrate and augment existing ones.

7http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes/
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2.3.3 Personal Information Management

In the field of personal information management (PIM) [83], a lot of research has been
done that addresses the issues of supporting users in the management of their personal
information based on information system technology. Personal information manage-
ment systems are domain-specific systems that usually abstract from the underlying
operating system and programming language, and offer a user appropriate means for
the management of personal information. While there have been proposals for systems
that address the management of a specific type of personal information systems most
approaches aim at supporting the management of various forms of information, such
as contacts, photos and emails. Most of the approaches to personal information mana-
gement aim at overcoming the classification restrictions of hierarchical file and folder
structures, and the data fragmentation problem. This stems from the fact that perso-
nal information is managed by different desktop applications and, as a result, ends up
being organised into folders based on type rather than topic [85, 7]. With the advent
of the web and the large number of platforms to manage personal information, more
recent approaches aimed at building a middleware layer over web-based sources to sup-
port personal information management. In the following, we start with a discussion
of desktop-based approaches to personal information management and then go over to
web-based middleware approaches.

Desktop-based Approaches

PIM research has a long tradition. Early approaches aimed at directly using database
systems for the management of personal information [126, 107]. The ER Database
UI [126] supported the graphical definition and manipulation of domain models and
the browsing of the corresponding data. The system was built on top of a relational
database, but abstracted from the underlying model by offering an interface based
on ER models. The system was intended to be used as a personal data manager
and supported the design and management of all kinds of relational data models. The
Schemadesign tool enabled users to graphically create and browse ER models. With the
Databrowse tool, users could view and explore the data by navigating along associations
as well as creating and manipulating data. More expert users could also query both the
data and the models. Similarly, in [107], they introduced a personal data manager that
supported users in designing and evolving their personal databases based on a simple,
but powerful semantic data model. Users were supported in graphically designing and
evolving their personal database through the provision of a set of operators that allowed
schema and data objects to evolve.

While these approaches attempted to support users in designing and managing their
personal information space directly using database technology, other solutions proposed
models based on the idea of documents, such as time-based document streams in the
case of the Lifestream system [55] or the representation of personal data as annotated,
placeless documents as supported by the Presto system [43]. Lifestream managed data
as documents in time-based document streams where newly created documents were
added at the end of the stream. A stream was divided into three parts, a past part
which served as an archive, a present part which consisted of the actual working set, and
a future part which acted as a reminder function for future points in time. The Presto
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system implemented the placeless document model, a uniform document model where
documents were described by properties and could be associated to other documents.
Properties could be static or active, where active ones had some computational action,
such as a copy or backup operation, attached.

A popular approach to personal information management centres around a unifying
layer on top of the desktop. A user’s data is extracted and imported into some kind
of PIM store and automatically classified based on extracted metadata. To access the
data, most of the systems provide generic data browsers, search functionality and/or
query languages. The Rufus system [138] and MyLifeBits [60] have taken such an
approach and focus on integrating semi-structured data into a structured database and
offering users the means to search, browse and organise their data in a structured way,
based on a pre-defined set of classes. Rufus augments the file system representation of
user data with persistent objects that retain information extracted from the original
files. MyLifeBits aims at integrating all of a user’s data and also manages context data
gathered during system use, such as time and navigation trails, in order to optimally
support future information access and retrieval.

With the dramatic increase in the volume of personal data stored by users in recent
years, there have been various proposals that build on the concept of dataspace sys-
tems. In the position paper by Franklin, Halevy and Maier [54], they propose a notion
of dataspace systems where traditional database functionality such as metadata mana-
gement, indexing and query processing can be used alongside traditional file systems
and applications to support the administration, discovery and enhancement of personal
information. Personal information management solutions based on this vision aim at
integrating all of a user’s data and provide support for associating data of various types
and from various sources, mostly following the vision of trails proposed in [14]. These
associations may be automatically created or user-defined [42, 143]. The Semex (Seman-
tic Explorer) [42] platform supports on-the-fly data integration of personal and public
data. They propose so-called malleable schemas as a modelling tool to support data
integration and domain model extension on a per-user base [41] where some parts of the
model are clearly defined, while other malleable parts can be changed later on. Hays-
tack is a customisable PIM system that allows users to manage their semi-structured
data. While they offer standard data integration facilities, as with most of the systems,
they also allow users to define the import process “by example” for more unstructured
data sources. This is done by the user labelling the parts of an item to be imported
and the system is then able to extract similar patterns from the data. Haystack objects
are self-rendering in that they are associated with several context-dependent views and
thus know how to render and display themselves in a given context. When rendering
themselves, they recursively invoke the rendering of related objects. Object views offer
a context menu with possible operations on the object. Additionally, the user interface
offers a set of search tools which range from regular keyword-based search to support
for navigational search. Users can design custom views for any objects, specialise ope-
rations via currying and create applications by means of so-called workspace designs.
The iMemex system [9] builds a layer on top of a user’s desktop where data is modelled
using iDM [39], their own data model that represents any data in a schema agnostic
graph structure and treats information inside and outside of files (i.e. from folders),
that is metadata and data, uniformly. Its query language iQL, is a mix of XPath and
keyword search that allows users to construct simple queries using keywords and path
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expressions. External data sources can be included using iTrails [143], a declarative
“pay-as-you-go” schema integration method. On the level of the user interface, the
iMemex Dataspace Navigator allows users to browse the iDM graph as well as to query
their dataspace and analyse result graphs.

In parallel, ideas from the Semantic Web were brought to the desktop in the form
of so-called Semantic Desktops where a user’s data is represented and managed using
Semantic Web technologies, e.g. [28, 133]. In [28], a system for PIM based on a layered
architecture is presented. The layered framework consists of a set of ontologies that
define a personal information space. The application schema (domain layer) contains
the ontologies that specify the various domain concepts. On top, they define a so-
called application layer which defines an application specific view over the domain layer
and possible extensions. By decoupling the domain and application layers, they argue
that the system becomes reusable and flexible since a number of personal information
applications (PIAs) can operate on the same domain concepts, all having their own
application models. Users design their applications using the PIA designer, a visual
interface for creating new applications. The PIA development is based on the Model-
View-Control (MVC) patterns [56], where the user first models the application domain
based on the domain ontology. The visual layout of the application is designed in a
drag-and-drop manner, where the user can drag visual components such as TextPane,
List or File into the workspace and associate them with application concepts via
queries. Application logic is included via so-called desktop services. PIAs are then
deployed into the PIA browser and can be accessed by the user.

The PIMO framework [133] represents a user’s information space based on a multi-
layered ontology model with five layers, where the bottom three layers basically expose
the storage schema while the domain layer corresponds to the extensible application
schema. The PIMO implementation [131] offers various access interfaces, such as a
search tool, a Thing editor that comprises a Semantic Wiki where every Thing instance,
that is all data, is represented by a Wiki page. Things can be manipulated as well as
associated to other Things.

Comparison

An overview of the presented PIM approaches is shown in Table 2.1. We have cate-
gorised the selection of PIM approaches presented earlier based on the provided data
model, import functionality, tool support and the features, and focus of the system. In
information system development, data models play an important role. Data models can
expose different degrees of specialisation, ranging from a well-specified domain model
to a very general and flexible one. While some approaches strive for a pre-defined and
fixed domain model [60, 138], others are less restrictive and offer a set of classes that
might be extended by the user [84, 42, 133, 28]. Some approaches provide their own
data models [55, 43, 9] while others make use of a general-purpose data model, such
as ER [126] or RDF [84]. Even though the data models of the approaches presented
seem very diverse, they all map to the concepts of resource, property, link and collec-
tion. While some approaches expose these concepts directly to the user, others provide
domain concepts that can be extended using those modelling language concepts. On
the one hand, approaches such as [126, 139, 43] offer very flexible and minimal models,
where a wide range of applications can be developed. However, they do transfer a
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lot of work to the developer as all of the data semantics must be handled within the
individual applications. On the other hand, approaches such as [60, 42, 133, 28] offer
well-defined domain concepts, but are also more restrictive. Since most approaches aim
at unifying and integrating all of a user’s data, they all support the inclusion of existing
data sources except for early approaches such as [55, 126] that either aimed at replacing
the desktop or making relational databases accessible.

On the user interface level, most approaches offer a generic browser and search
capabilities [55, 84, 9, 133]. Others explicitly argue that users prefer small special-
purpose applications for solving a specific information management task over generic
browsers [28, 132], as provided by [28, 84]. This fact is also underlined by the widespread
use of web-based portal-like PIM applications such as Facebook and LinkedIn.

Different support for PIM customisation and extensibility has been proposed. Some
systems support extensibility through APIs, e.g. [43, 139, 133, 9], but these are not
appropriate for endusers who need to have such tasks supported on the user inter-
face level. While most systems support users in organising, associating and annota-
ting resources in a very flexible way, some systems even empower users to roles such
as “ontology designer” [133, 28], “integration code developer” [42, 9] or “application
designer” [126, 28, 84]. However, user studies of such approaches have shown, that
appropriate means for application design have to be provided. For example, in the PIA
designer user study [28], participants found it difficult to browse and manipulate the
large domain ontology graph when designing an application due to its size, complexity
and user interface constraints.

We believe that, especially in the PIM domain, crowdsourcing [72] is an ideal pa-
radigm. Domain artefacts developed for and by the community offer non-expert users
the possibility to actively model and design their information space according to their
information needs based on reuse and customisation. An architecture that provides a
flexible kernel and a set of predefined components that can be extended, adapted and
shared with the community would enable users to design and evolve their personal infor-
mation space. Such a mixed approach prevents a cold-start problem as argued in [133],
while still giving the user maximum flexibility when designing their information space.

As stated in [84], a major problem of PIM systems is the way in which users are
presented with information and consequently a problem in terms of the user interface.
We would therefore suggest the exploration of different visual means for model inspec-
tion, such as the use of tag clouds to visualise and summarise a user’s domain. Query
composition based on visualisations of domain models would further support the user.
Additionally, it is of crucial importance that systems support users in theses tasks,
for example, by leveraging model extensions and integration history across informa-
tion spaces as in [42], by supporting the reuse and composition of applications across
information spaces [103] or by offering “by example” import definitions [84].

Web-based Middleware Approaches

Desktop-based PIM approaches have never been adopted by the industry and thus never
became popular with the user community. Instead, most people still rely on hierarchical
file and folder structures on their computers and it has become common for users to
manage a wide variety of personal information using a mix of desktop applications
and Web 2.0 platforms. Data managed by desktop applications is typically private
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while that managed by Web 2.0 platforms is usually shared with others. Data is often
replicated with a user keeping a copy on the desktop as well as publishing it on one
or more Web 2.0 platforms. For example, a version of a photo may be published on
Facebook and also on Flickr, and a friend on Facebook may also be connected to on
a professional site such as LinkedIn8. In other cases, the data is created and managed
using the Web 2.0 service, leaving the user entirely dependent on that service for access
to the data.

While Web 2.0 platforms offer many advantages over traditional desktop applications
in terms of data sharing and ubiquitous access, there are also drawbacks resulting
from the fragmented management of personal data across desktop applications and
Web 2.0 platforms [100]. A major drawback is a lack of common services for organizing,
sharing and finding data typically offered by desktop operating systems. To address
this problem, researchers have proposed different ways of providing file system services
over Web 2.0 data sources. In [73], they proposed that Web 2.0 platforms should use
independent file system services rather than managing their own data. A less radical
approach is taken in [59] by introducing a software layer that supports an integrated
file system view of a user’s data based on a common interface to Web 2.0 platforms.
In both cases, naming and security are major issues. In [29], they propose the concept
of collaborative dataspaces that span the desktop and one or more Web 2.0 platforms
where a relational database is used to manage metadata about Web 2.0 data sources and
cache data objects. Data is extracted from and synchronised with Web 2.0 platforms
using their developer APIs.

There are also efforts in the industry sector to promote open protocols and standards
for general web-based data management and data compatibility, such as DataPortabi-
lity.org. OpenLink Data Spaces9 implements the recommendation from DataPorta-
bility.org and offers several components for PIM such as an address book and photo
gallery as well as integration with applications such as Facebook. Furthermore, a num-
ber of commercial content aggregator services are available for news, blogs and social
networking data. While some of them, such as GNIP10, act as an intermediate data
aggregator between Web 2.0 services and applications by offering developers a uniform
API and polling services, services such as FriendFeed11, provide an integrated graphical
interface to a user’s web data in terms of a newsfeed, where users can select which
Web 2.0 sites they want to integrate.

Even though these projects provide partial solutions to the fragmentation problem,
they do not deal with issues of data replication and volatility. They also pay little
attention to the publishing process or the need to import Web 2.0 data authored by
oneself or others in order to ensure both offline and long-term access. In addition,
they do not provide the basic infrastructure to enable users to easily design, build and
customise their information space.

8http://www.linkedin.com
9http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/dataspace/dav/wiki/Main/Ods

10http://www.gnip.com/
11http://friendfeed.com

http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/dataspace/dav/wiki/Main/Ods
http://www.gnip.com/
http://friendfeed.com
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2.3.4 Support for Designing and Accessing Database Systems

While database systems build the basic infrastructure for information management,
endusers rarely use them directly to structure, access and manage their information.
They rather make use of special purpose applications, such as contact management or
photo management applications or rely on tools such as Microsoft Excel for managing
structured data. This stems from the fact that there has not been a lot of improvement
with regard to general database usability over the years. Database systems are still
known for being hard to access and query [79] and their design is a task typically
carried out by database experts. Query languages such as SQL and XQuery are the
current means provided by database systems to allow users to access and retrieve data.
While these languages are powerful, they require users to not only master the query
language but also to fully comprehend the schema of the database. Thus, at present, the
capabilities of database systems can only be completely exploited by expert users while
regular users access structured data by means of special purpose applications built on
top of databases. Moreover, only few experts take the step of actually using database
software directly to help them structure and manage their personal information. While
early approaches to personal information management presented in Section 2.2.2 aimed
at supporting users in designing and managing their personal information directly in a
database, such approaches never made it into products and consequently never became
popular with the user community.

However, it has been a longstanding challenge to develop interfaces that support non-
expert users in designing and accessing a database without having detailed knowledge
about the underlying technology. A large body of research has investigated the area
of visual query languages [18], but so far such research has tended to have an impact
only in specific application domains. An exception is Visual SQL [78] that supports the
visual querying of arbitrary relational databases, where, similarly to the approach taken
in [126], the database schema is visualised using the ER model. In more recent work [79],
Jagadish et al. argue that usability cannot be enhanced by just improving the query
interface. Instead, they postulate a change to the database architecture as a whole.
They propose a presentation data model that abstracts from the underlying logical
schema of the database and allows users to structure information in a natural way.
They have experimented with a system that offers a set of alternative user interfaces
for an XML database and came to the conclusion that a good presentation data model
can be enormously helpful, but too many such models tend to confuse the user and are
thus counter productive.

One of the effects of Web 2.0 is that visualisation paradigms such as tag clouds and
faceted browsing are now in widespread use for searching large data collections of user-
generated content as well as professional content. CourseRank [93, 92] is a tool used
by a number of universities for searching and browsing the university course catalogues
using tag cloud support. CTSearch is a research prototype for accessing and browsing
clinical trials [70]. These interfaces are targeted at supporting endusers in the tasks of
browsing and searching data collections in an easy and intuitive way, and are used by
non-experts and experts alike.

However, most of these general approaches to improving database usability focus
on database access and querying, and, with the exception of [126, 107], the problem
of providing appropriate means to support endusers in database design has not been
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tackled successfully yet.

Having focused on the support for endusers in information system design and de-
velopment, we will now analyse how software is developed in general and how software
engineers are supported in this process through development methodologies and reuse
techniques, followed by a discussion on information system development where we focus
on reuse and modular development techniques.

2.4 Software Development

The way software is developed has changed drastically over the last decades for a num-
ber of reasons. The rapid growth in computational power and storage capacity as well
as the process of computerisation led to the development of large and complex systems,
ranging from office automation to complex banking systems that integrate various com-
ponents and sources. The complexity of system development not only increased due
to the higher complexity of the systems themselves in terms of functionality, but also
due to the heterogeneous nature of system components that are built using different
technologies while requiring interoperability. Furthermore, the web has imposed new
requirements on software development methods in terms of speed of development, conti-
nuous evolution and permanent system uptime. Nowadays, development teams must
react quickly to changing requirements where no system downtime is tolerable and
where delivery time is a crucial success factor.

Software development methods must account for these new requirements while ai-
ming at improving developer productivity and offering support for developing high qua-
lity software. Therefore, traditional software development models such as the waterfall
model [128] have been replaced in favour of more iterative and incremental models [97]
such as the spiral model [10] and, more recently, agile methods such as extreme pro-
gramming [6] or SCRUM [135]. The basic idea behind these models is to develop a
software system incrementally by splitting system functionality into small, manageable
components that encapsulate a set of related functions and/or data. System develop-
ment starts with an iteration where a first subset of the functionality is implemented
and released, and then iteratively extended until the full system is implemented. This
allows for changing and evolving requirements throughout the development process. An
important aspect of these models is the aspect of experience that comes from both the
previous development iterations and a steady communication with the system users.
The main difference between traditional iterative and incremental approaches and agile
methods lies in the fact that, with agile methods, development cycles are measured in
weeks rather than months and work is performed in a highly collaborative manner.

The difference between our endeavour to support modular information system de-
velopment and agile methods lies in the goals and their realisation. While in software
engineering, agile methods are used to incrementally develop a system with the goal
of improving quality, reducing complexity and having a running system at any point
in time, our goal is to provide support for evolving requirements, which might only
arise over time. Furthermore, information spaces may most probably be designed and
evolved by a single user and in a way that is not necessarily systematic, while agile
methods are used when developing large scale applications with large teams of software
engineers that follow a systematic methodology. However, the two approaches share
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the idea of constructing a system in a modular and incremental way.
In fact, the crowdsourcing paradigm is also a software development method and has

its roots in the open-source software community. In recent years, the open-source soft-
ware movement has proven that a geographically distributed group of ambitious peers
is capable of developing high quality software. This has been fostered by the fact that
the Internet and the web as a platform have enabled new ways of information exchange
and collaboration between distributed parties. Open-source products such as the Linux
operating system12 or WordPress have been developed using simple collaboration tools
such as mailing lists, forums and wikis. The main difference between agile software
development methods and crowdsourced system development stems from the fact that,
with crowdsourced systems, there are no boundaries between users and developers. De-
velopers are part of the user community and build kernel extensions based on their
own requirements and are therefore intrinsically motivated to produce the best possible
results. Reuse is inherent to crowdsourced systems, in the sense that users can compose
and configure their system instances in a modular and incremental way based on the
set of shared kernel extensions and are free to change them at any time or provide their
own.

2.4.1 Support for Reuse in Software Engineering

The idea of reusing software artefacts to build new systems has been around for a very
long time: In 1968, McIlroy first proposed the development of a library of off-the-shelf
software components for constructing new systems [110]. Over time, various types of
reuse techniques emerged, ranging from component models, over design patterns to
software generators [113].

In the literature, there have been different proposals for classifying reuse tech-
niques [94, 113]. We will discuss a number of techniques based on their impact on
the design, architecture or implementation of software, where architecture is concerned
with the overall structure of a system in an abstract sense, design involves the detailed
models of the abstract elements defined in the architecture, and the implementation
is the realisation of both design and architecture as a running system [44]. Note that
there has been a lot of research in the area of reuse techniques for requirements analysis
and specification. This work is not relevant in the scope of this thesis, since we mainly
focus on system construction by individuals and small companies with relatively small
applications in mind, where the requirement analysis is usually implicit [91]. We spe-
cifically aim at providing a platform for modular development that supports users in
accommodating future requirements.

Design Level

Software design is the process of transforming a specification, i.e. the description of the
external system behaviour into an internal model that exposes that behaviour. Software
is designed by means of a modelling language such as the Unified Modelling Language
(UML) [129], where a set of models are created that capture the different features of
the future system. In the case of object-oriented design [12] and UML, this includes
structural as well as behavioural models. The output of the software design process

12http://www.linux.org
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builds the basis for the implementation. In the following, we will have a closer look at
popular reuse techniques that facilitate software design.

Design Patterns. A design pattern is a general reusable strategy for solving a com-
monly occurring design problem. The concept of design patterns was originally de-
veloped by Alexander et al. [4] as a method of capturing and communicating good
architectural design. The idea was later adopted for designing software, where they in-
troduced a catalogue of widely used object-oriented design patterns [56]. To date, there
have been numerous design pattern catalogue and language proposals in various areas,
not only in software engineering, but also related to HCI [36], such as for interaction
design [13], ubiquitous computing [25] and web design [58].

Patterns are either organised in pattern catalogues, where they are classified accor-
ding to classification schemas to facilitate retrieval, or as a pattern language, where
patterns form a highly connected network with hierarchical composition. Design pat-
terns are usually specified textually, starting with a name and a short summary followed
by a detailed description of the problem, the solution, in what context the design pat-
tern should be applied and a graphical representation of the problem area. While
object-oriented design patterns typically include a figure that shows classes, objects,
relationships and interactions between them by means of a UML diagram, interaction
design patterns include for example a photo showing a typical user interaction scenario.
It is important to note that design patterns are abstract strategies rather than concrete
solutions and it is the task of the developer to identify and decide, if there is a pattern
that matches a given design problem and to implement the solution.

Domain Engineering. Domain engineering is sometimes defined as a part of Software
Product Line engineering, an engineering approach supports the development of families
of systems that share a set of commonalities [124], but it can also be seen in a broader
sense. Domains can be classified as either being vertical or horizontal. Vertical domains
describe an application area, such as personal information management or an airline
reservation system, while horizontal domains focus on the functional domain, such
as data management or graphical user interfaces. Domain engineers provide common
artefacts of a domain that can then be reused in the actual application engineering
process.

The process of domain engineering is similar to the one of regular application engi-
neering, where a domain is first analysed, a domain model is created, domain artefacts
are designed and then implemented. The output of such a process depends very much
on the domain and ranges from catalogues of reusable domain artefacts over domain-
specific architectures to domain-specific languages and application generation systems.
Methodologies such as WebML [20] can be seen as a result of a domain engineering
process that supports users in the design and development of web information systems.

Model-Driven Architecture. Model-driven architecture (MDA) can be seen as a
result of a domain engineering process and is an approach to system specification and
interoperability based on the use of formal models [90]. With MDA, software is designed
by means of platform-independent models that are expressed in platform-independent
modelling languages such as UML. These models are then translated into platform-
specific models by mapping the platform-independent model to some programming
language or platform using model transformation languages. Ideally, this step is already
automated. From this specification, an application generator then generates the actual
application based on a standard architecture.
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Architectural Level

Software architecture defines the structure of a system as a collection of interacting
components [57]. Structural issues include aspects such as the organisation and control
structure of a system in terms of communication and data access protocols as well as
physical distribution.

While reuse at the design level supports actions such as finding an appropriate data
structure or solving an algorithmic problem, reuse techniques at the architectural level
are more concerned with non-functional properties of the development process, that is
the overall structure of the system in terms of components and their communication.

Architectural Styles. Architectural styles or patterns describe system structures by
defining the components and connectors used in instances of that style, together with
a set of constraints on how they can be combined [137]. Examples include client-server
architectures, layered software architectures or event-based approaches. Reference ar-
chitectures are architectural styles that are tailored to a specific application domain and
provide a proven template architecture for that domain as well as a common vocabulary.
An example is the reference architecture for overlay networks in P2P computing [1].

Component-based Development. Component-based development (CBD) is a syste-
matic approach to system construction, where a system is composed from components
that can be extended, adapted and replaced [136]. The cornerstone of CBD is the un-
derlying component model that defines how components are specified, how they can be
constructed, assembled and deployed [98]. A component exhibits a set of functions and
data through a well-defined interface and hides implementation details.

Current component models can roughly be categorised into two classes, where com-
ponents are either seen as objects in the sense of object-oriented programming, or as
an architectural unit of a system. In the case of object-oriented component model
approaches, components are represented as objects, where composition is for example
realised through method calls. Such components are developed and composed in regular
Integrated Development Environments (IDE) such as Eclipse13 and component models
come with a runtime environment, where components can be deployed. Examples of
component models are the CORBA Component Model14 (CCM) or Microsoft’s COM15.
In the case of both CCM and COM, interfaces are described using an interface descrip-
tion language (IDL), and an IDL compatible programming language is used for the
actual component implementation. In the case of COM, components are composed
by method calls between the various component interfaces and then deployed into the
COM server runtime. In the case of CORBA, components are assembled by method
and event delegation and deployed into a CCM container.

In contrast, architecture description languages (ADL), such as Acme16 support the
explicit modelling of an architecture by means of components, connectors, and their
configurations, where connectors are treated as first-class entities [112]. In addition,
ADLs often provide tool support for architecture-based development and evolution.

Note that CBD is a technique that supports the reuse of components, by defining
means for systematic system construction, based on a framework as well as an en-

13http://eclipse.org/
14http://www.corba.org/
15http://www.microsoft.com/com/
16http://www.cs.cmu.edu/ acme/
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vironment to deploy and run a system. However, it does not specify how a specific
component’s inner workings are designed and implemented, which might in turn be the
result of a domain engineering process or the application of a design pattern.

Service-Oriented Architecture. A service-oriented architecture (SOA) [48] is a set
of design principles and can be seen as a continuation of component-based develop-
ment that explicitly addresses the requirements of loosely coupled, standards-based, and
protocol-independent distributed computing. Software components are called services
and are reusable, self-contained, autonomous units, that are described in a standard de-
finition language, have a well-defined interface, and are capable of communicating with
each other via messages. Services are published to a repository by service providers and
can be retrieved and consumed by service consumers. Web services are the most po-
pular implementation technology for SOA, where services are accessible through a web
service protocol such as REST [51] or SOAP17. Web services can either be consumed
by machines or also by endusers, as for example in the case of RSS feeds.

Implementation Level

Implementation is the realisation of a software design and architecture as an application,
software component or other computer system that involves programming. In the fol-
lowing, we will present tools and techniques that facilitate application implementation
through reuse.

Languages and Libraries. High-level programming languages inherently make use
of reuse techniques in various ways. First, high-level language constructs abstract from
low-level language patterns [94]. In the case of general-purpose languages such as
Java, it abstracts from underlying machine code, while in the case of domain speci-
fic languages, such as SQL, it abstracts from low-level storage operations. Secondly,
especially object-oriented languages inherently foster reuse by natively incorporating
concepts such as inheritance for generalisation and specialisation and object compo-
sition. Thirdly, language implementations usually come with a standard library that
provides a set of basic data structures and functions that abstract from the underlying
layer and provide rich functionality. With languages such as Java, a comprehensive set
of standard class libraries is provided that can be extended and combined with a large
set of additional libraries provided by the community.

Frameworks. A framework is commonly defined as a reusable architectural design
that specifies a set of abstract classes and the way concrete instances interact [81].
From a developer’s perspective, a framework is a skeleton of an application with a
default behaviour that can be customised and extended, and where the control flow of
an application is managed by the framework itself.

In contrast to design reuse techniques, frameworks are expressed in a concrete pro-
gramming language and their use implies actions such as instantiating objects and
extending abstract classes. Frameworks can be concrete realisations of reference archi-
tectures and they might include design patterns in terms of concrete implementations.
For example a MVC framework supports the development of user interfaces based on
the MVC design patterns [56] by providing a set of classes that can be extended and
instantiated and by hiding pattern- and component specificities that are not relevant
to the developer.

17http://www.w3.org/TR/soap/
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A special case of frameworks are software factories, which try to adapt the idea
of industrialisation to software development by combining principles of CBD, model-
driven development and Software Product Lines [62]. The idea is that domain and
process artefacts that are specific to a family of systems are combined and integrated
into a so-called software template that can be loaded into an IDE and guide a developer
through the process of assembling an instance of a product family in a systematic way.

Platforms and APIs. A platform describes a combination of hardware architecture
and software framework that allows software to be developed and run. Platforms en-
able various forms of reuse. First, a platform offers a software framework for developing
applications. Secondly, a platform is a runtime environment that is capable of running
any platform-specific applications. Examples are crowdsourced systems such as Face-
book and Wordpress, but also component-based design and runtime systems such as
CORBA and COM.

Comparison of Reuse Techniques

In Table 2.2, we give an overview of the software engineering reuse techniques presented
in this chapter. For each technique, we provide a short description and some examples
and discuss their suitability for supporting modular information system development.

While all the presented techniques support reuse, their re-usefulness and usability
varies significantly. Abstract reuse techniques, such as design patterns and architectural
styles only provide abstract guidelines to recurrent problems that have to be interpreted
and implemented by developers.

In contrast, domain engineering-based reuse techniques often, not only support the
design of software with domain-specific (modelling) languages or CASE tools, but also
provide application generation frameworks that, from a given design specification, au-
tomatically generate applications based on a standard architecture and technology.
Similarly, component-based approaches often come with a runtime environment where
components are deployed after creation.

Reuse techniques that support system implementation are used in a later stage of the
development process when system developers already came up with a design. Again, the
more abstract reuse techniques are, the more implementation effort is required. While
system development in Java leaves the developer with the task of designing the system
in terms of Java classes and their interactions as well as the system architecture, fra-
meworks and platforms often define or constrain the architectural style or even provide
skeleton applications or runtime environments. Reuse techniques at the implementation
level are often integrated into a design and development environment. For example in
the case of WebML, the WebRatio CASE tool supports web information system de-
sign as well as application generation and deployment, and abstracts from underlying
technologies such as the JSP and the web server. Similarly, crowdsourced platforms
such as Facebook and Wordpress provide a software and hardware infrastructure where
systems are both designed and deployed.

An open question is how these techniques relate to information systems and their
development, which will be discussed in the next section.
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Technique Level Description Examples

Design Pat-
terns

Design Abstract description of solution to
recurrent solution

OO-Design Patterns [56],

Domain Engi-
neering

Design (may
involve all
areas)

Wide field of techniques to sup-
port domain-specific application de-
velopment

MDA, domain-specific
languages, frameworks

MDA Design (archi-
tecture & im-
plementation)

Domain engineering approach that
supports application design based
on layered models, sometimes auto-
matic code generation

model-driven Web engi-
neering, ANSI/SPARC
database architecture [80]

Architectural
Styles

Architecture Abstract patterns for system ar-
chitectures (structural components
and interaction)

client-server, reference
architectures

CBD Architecture Systematic approach to system de-
velopment based on well-defined
component model and component
composition

COM, CORBA, ACME

SOA Architecture Special case of CBD that focuses
on loosely-coupled, autonomous ser-
vice composition

Web Services

Programming
languages and
libraries

Implementation Implementation language that abs-
tracts from underlying level

Java and JDE, SQL

Frameworks Implementation Application skeleton with a default
behaviour that can be customised
and extended, inversion of control

Web development, MVC

Platforms Implementation Combination of hardware infra-
structure and software framework
for developing and deploying plat-
form applications

Facebook, Android,
Wordpress

Table 2.2: Comparison of reuse techniques

2.5 Information System Development

While information systems can be seen as a subset of general software systems, the na-
ture of information, especially its longevity, poses a specific set of challenges to informa-
tion systems, their development and the underlying technologies. Firstly, information
might have a complex structure that should be adequately represented in the system, in
order to ensure facile retrieval and manipulation. Secondly, information might be used
across applications, which requires a flexible architecture that caters for distributed
environments. Thirdly, information might evolve over time, which means that support
for schema evolution and object life-cycle management should be provided. Further-
more, the development process of information systems and software in general differs.
Information systems are most often built on top of a platform that is a database ma-
nagement system (DBMS). Information system development is the task of a database
developer and consists of information system design and the realisation of that design
using a DBMS. Information system design is the process of modelling an application
domain by means of a data modelling language to represent an application domain in
terms of a data model and its behaviour. The architecture of the system is given by
the DBMS and the implementation of the design is the process of model creation and
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implementation of database procedures based on a specific DBMS.
DBMSs come in different flavours and expose different models, such as the relational

model in the case of a relation DBMS, an object-oriented model in the case of an object
database, a key-value based model for key-value stores, and the XML data model in
the case of an XML database. All these models offer different modelling concepts and
address different application domains. While relational databases are very well suited
to the storage and management of structured data, such as accounting data, XML
databases are better suited for the management of hierarchical and web data. Recently,
document-oriented databases and key-value stores also became popular as a lightweight
alternative for the management of web data. Object databases tend to be preferred in
settings where the data is more complex and semantically richer, such as in design or
scientific settings, but also in embedded systems.

Ideally an appropriate data model is selected based on the nature of the domain
information to be stored, but in reality, there is rarely a selection process, either be-
cause of a developer’s familiarity and preference with a particular technology or because
of a company’s information technology strategy. Therefore database management sys-
tems are constantly extended to accommodate for new requirements, such as for the
management of multimedia data, social networking data or web data in general.

DBMSs are usually based on the ANSI/SPARC three layered architecture [80], an
example of an MDA, where the design process consists of a conceptual, a logical and
a storage design. First, the data requirements are analysed and a conceptual model is
created that represents the application domain in an abstract, technology-independent
way. The conceptual model is then translated into a logical data model that represents
the conceptual model in terms of a data management technology. Finally, the logical
model is transformed into the storage model which specifies physical storage structures,
access paths and file organisation that are specific to the chosen database management
technology. While the transformation from the conceptual to the logical model is usually
done manually by the database developer, today’s DBMS automatically transform the
logical model into the physical one and developers are free to optimise storage and
access structures as they choose.

In a relational setting, conceptual models are most commonly designed using the ER
modelling language or UML and get transformed to relational models. The relational
model is then mapped to SQL statements to create tables in the database. Compared to
ER, the relational model is limited in terms of expressiveness with no native support for
nested structures and relationships. The mapping from ER thus might lead to complex
relational constructs that are hard to understand and query. Additionally, the major
part of the application logic is implemented on top of the database, as an application
that accesses the data by means of embedded SQL scripts. Due to the model mismatch
between the higher-level programming languages that implement the application logic
and the relational model, data objects have to be mapped to relations and vice versa
when adding or retrieving data to/from the database. Thus, there are two so-called
impedance mismatches that require mappings: between the modelling language and
the relational database during design and between the programming language and the
relational database when accessing the data.

In contrast, with object-oriented approaches to persistence, the impedance mismatch
between the conceptual, logical and storage models as well as between the programming
language and the storage system gets minimised and preferably eliminated. Thus,
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the design process ideally consists of the design of a conceptual model that integrates
the structural and behavioural models, where application logic can be designed and
managed alongside the actual schema and data.

Persistent object systems can be roughly categorised into two groups. There have
been efforts to provide database management systems for specific object-oriented pro-
gramming languages, such as Gemstone for Smalltalk [15], or ObjectStore for C++ [96].
These systems were developed with the intention of supporting database application
programming in a specific language, and therefore extended the language to include the
notion of persistence, a query language, transactions and bulk structures. The data mo-
dels of these systems are very similar to the object model of the respective programming
language and not necessarily designed with conceptual modelling in mind. Recently,
this approach has been revisited and new products such as db4o18 emerged that aim
at providing transparent persistence through very simple and native persistence inter-
faces for both Java and .NET. In contrast, researchers have proposed powerful and
expressive semantic data models [74] specifically for conceptual modelling, that provide
concepts such as complex objects, inheritance, relationships and classification. Some
of these models were implemented either natively as a DBMS or on top of an existing
DBMS. In both cases, the design process of an information system consists of designing
the domain model by means of the provided object model and implementing the data
structures and behaviour.

In summary, information systems are designed in a sequential manner, and incre-
mental information system development is not explicitly supported. Once a data model
is designed and populated with data, changes are difficult to apply. While, in both re-
lational and object-oriented settings, changes to the schema might affect the data and
application logic, in a relational setting, changes to the conceptual model also invoke a
whole chain of changes that affect the logical model, the physical model and the map-
ping between the models. In both cases, schema evolution is a non-trivial task that
might lead to inconsistencies and undesired behaviour. This is still an active field of
research and a number of approaches to versioning [26] and agile schema evolution [153]
have been proposed. Furthermore, object-oriented approaches have introduced concepts
such as role modelling [61, 3] to support object evolution. However, those mechanisms
are targeted more at supporting changing requirements due to longevity of data instead
of supporting new ways of developing and composing information systems in a modular
and incremental way.

In the following, we will present an overview of research approaches that address
the issue of information system development focusing on support for reuse and modular
development.

2.5.1 Support for Reuse and Modular Development

Reuse in information system development can take place at different levels. First, tech-
niques can support the design process by supporting the reuse of application schemas,
that is metadata, as well as of data. Second, reuse can take place at the architectu-
ral level of information systems, where functional components for the management of
information are reused. Since information systems build on top of data management

18www.db4o.com
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platforms that allow the design and also the management of data and developers ra-
rely develop their own storage systems, reuse at the implementation level is supported
through the provision of database management systems.

In the following, we will discuss reuse techniques and support for modular develop-
ment in information system development, on both the design as well as the architectural
level and compare them with software reuse techniques presented in Section 2.4.1.

Design Level

Design level reuse techniques in software engineering focus on the system design, that is
the structure of the system, in terms of design patterns components or domain enginee-
ring approaches. In contrast, in information system design, the reuse can take place at
two levels, that is on the level of metadata, where the structure of the system is addres-
sed, as well as on the level of the data. We therefore distinguish between two types of
reuse in information system design. First, there are approaches that foster reuse in the
sense of the sharing or integration of data between different information systems, either
based on direct sharing or through reuse repositories. In order to share data across
systems, not only the data, but also the metadata, which defines the structure and
semantics of the data, is shared. Secondly, there are approaches that support the de-
velopment of information systems. Some approaches focus on the provision of reusable
schema artefacts while others are based on a methodology or mechanism that stipu-
lates the composition of an information system in a step by step manner, by providing
a means to (incrementally) construct a system in a systematic way. While the sharing
and reuse of data is something inherent to information systems, the reuse of metadata
to support the design process is comparable to design level software engineering reuse
techniques such as design patterns and domain engineering approaches.

Data Sharing and Integration The fact that DBMSs offer concurrent access makes it
easy to run several applications on top of the same database, thus reusing schema and
data across applications. Access control mechanisms, such as role-based access control
support fine-grained configuration of access rights based on role hierarchies, which help
to control sharing of schema and data across applications. Additionally, the concept of
views over relations or classes of objects can be used to provide application-dependent
interfaces to a database, where access rights for users of a given application might be
restricted to specific views. While these mechanisms support controlled data access and
sharing, they do not ensure encapsulation since new requirements of one application
might have negative effects on other applications.

In contrast, an application might access data from distributed data sources. In the
setting of distributed databases, several approaches have been proposed to handle data
distribution transparently, ranging from centralised to loosely-coupled approaches [122].
With centralised approaches, data that resides on different nodes can be accessed
through a centralised, global schema. The design of such a global schema is often
complex and includes the process of integrating the various data sources and creating
mappings between the global and the local schemas. An example of such a centralised
integration is a data warehousing system. Data warehousing systems not only integrate
data from various data sources, but extract, transform, and load data into a single re-
pository with a global schema [22]. While such an approach is suitable for querying and
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analysing data, the integrated data is tightly coupled. Updates to the source data are
only reflected in the repository upon reimporting it, while updates to source schemas
require additional integration efforts.

Other distributed database systems take a loosely-coupled approach, where data is
distributed over a federation of data sources, which operate autonomously. In [68], an
approach is presented where nodes of a federation may reuse data from other nodes and
may expose their data for reuse through well-defined import and export interfaces. Each
node defines an export interface, where the schema elements that describe the data to
be shared, are exposed. Export schema elements are further associated with access lists
that specify access rights for importing nodes supporting fine-grained sharing policies.
Data import is established through a well-defined negotiation protocol. An importing
node can import a (sub-)set of such schema elements from various nodes and can apply
derivation operators to derive new schema elements from imported ones. When an
object of an imported schema element is accessed, the request is forwarded to the
original node and the data is sent over the network. Data updates from remote nodes
are supported, if a node is granted write access. However, when updating instances of
derived schema elements, the importing node is responsible for propagating the changes
correctly.

Similarly, in [119] an approach that supports the sharing of data and metadata
between databases through database connectivity for mobile scenarios is presented. A
database can proclaim itself as a server so that other databases can connect to it, access
and manipulate its data and even extend schema elements. Schema and data can be
shared based on different modes: remote objects are objects accessed remotely by a
client. Remote persistent and remote copy objects are local copies of server objects,
where remote persistent objects are synchronised with the server copy, while remote
copies are not. Through the support for schema extension, fine-grained sharing is
supported, where objects can be horizontally partitioned, with some parts residing on
the server and other parts on the client.

As already mentioned, dataspace systems [54] are a new breed of information sys-
tems that are specifically targeted at managing and integrating heterogeneous types of
data, where structured and semi-structured data is managed alongside documents and
metadata. Traditionally, such heterogeneous information is often integrated by means
of a mediated schema, with a Global as View (GAV) approach, where the mediated
schema is described as a view over all the data sources. In contrast, dataspace systems
take a Local as View (LAV) approach, where the source schema is expressed as a view
over the mediated schema [66]. The advantage of LAV is that new sources can be added
and described without knowing all other sources and their relationships, which enables
“pay-as-you-go” style of data integration [130]. This can be seen as a modular approach
to constructing dataspace systems.

Metadata Sharing and Modular Design While dataspace systems support modular
development of data integration systems, several approaches have been proposed that
generally support modular schema design [16, 37, 142, 114]. In [16], a methodology to
modular database design is presented that is closely related to ideas of component-based
systems in software engineering. They introduce the notion of modules that encapsu-
late a set of relations together with operations and integrity constraints. Construc-
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tion is supported via so-called subsumption modules that reuse a number of regular
or subsumption modules and may create additional relations, operations and integrity
constraints. The interface of such a subsumption module exposes all newly created
elements along with all elements of subsumed modules, except for those that are expli-
citly hidden. Note that once a module has been subsumed, it is no longer available for
further composition.

In [142], they combine the ideas of component-based system construction with the
idea of patterns. They propose the use of composable sub-schemas and other meta-
structures to support the modelling and management of large and complex database
schemas. Their approach is based on the observation that large schemas are often
organised in connected components with similar structuring, so-called star or snowflake
schemas. Such components are database schemas that have an import and an export
interface for connecting them to other components through explicit connector types.
They further support incremental database development between versions of databases
of different development phases through a mechanism that supports the import of data
from one version of a database into another, either as read-only or fully modifiable, in
order to support incremental system design [108].

Other approaches are based on ideas of domain engineering [37, 114]. In [37], they
present a top-down approach to system design. A designer starts with a general and
complete model of a specific application domain that they then refine to meet the
specific requirements. This is supported by a decomposition approach, where the do-
main model is decomposed into so-called concept schemas that represent a subset of
the schema in terms of a specific aspect from a specific point of view. Such concept
schemas include so-called wagon wheel schemas that represent a specific entity and all
its related entities, similar to the snowflake schema in [142], as well as generalisation-,
aggregation or instance-of hierarchies. For the refinement process, concept schemas can
be manipulated with a set of pre-defined operations that maintain the consistency and
integrity of the global schema. A more recent work introduces Galaxy [114], a schema
manager system that provides data sharing within a certain application domain. They
assume that communities working in the same domain agree on general core schemas,
but allow community members to further extend and customise these schemas accor-
ding to their specific needs. They call this a core/corona design pattern, where coronas
are individual, but related extensions. Galaxy provides a platform that supports the
sharing of data among related, evolving data sources. Developers design their schema
by extending the core schema with new entities and by reusing existing entities, which
can be searched and browsed using a dedicated, visual schema search engine [23]. This
idea is not dissimilar to the one of crowdsourcing, where a core can be extended. Ho-
wever, their core is a specific domain model and thus, all extensions are specific to
that domain. Others have focused on the provision of a conceptual model repository,
both general and domain-specific. For example, in [148, 149] an approach for reusing
database schemas in the domain of medical applications is presented. MetaBase is a
reuse repository for medical data models that consist of types and type hierarchies that
can be extended and reused across applications. Such type hierarchies comprise types
such as patients and events such as diseases, injuries and prevention and are highly
domain-specific. Similarly, in [30, 111] a system and repository is presented that en-
ables ecologists to design databases for their various field studies. The idea is that
ecologists design their information systems based on the entities they are observing for
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their studies and compose a domain model out of a set of templates. The design is based
on templates that represent forest structures and observational measurements that can
be combined and extended. Technically seen, templates are comparable to user-defined
data types. From the template composition, the system generates a relational database
model, as well as input forms, which are used to enter and store the data from the user’s
survey. Furthermore, a presentation is generated, where the data can later be visualised
for analysis and evaluation as well as for comparison with other studies. In [17] a much
more general approach for reusing ER models through a library has been presented.
Their approach extracts reusable elements in terms of generic entities and meta-entities
from groups of similar conceptual models, which results in a kind of design pattern
for a specific application domain. These approaches simply provide reusable schema
elements, but do not offer support for the actual design process in terms of modularly
constructing an information system nor do they offer data reuse.

Similarly, there has been research on how to best support collaborative ontology
development and reuse through so-called ontology repositories [67] or ontology servers,
e.g. [49, 2]. However, according to [67] ontologies are still mostly developed from scratch,
due to various reasons. Either ontologies are tailored to a specific applications and the-
refore too specific or ontology developers take a monolithic developing approach, where
an ontology spans multiple domains. They also note that ontologies are difficult to find
due to the lack of standards for documenting them and appropriate tools supporting
intelligent ontology discovery and selection by endusers.

Architectural Level

At the architectural level, reuse has been investigated in terms of component database
system (CDBMS), a component-based approach to DBMS architecture based on the
idea of component-based systems presented in Section 2.4.1. A CDBMS is composed of
a set of core components and can be extended by introducing new components required
for a given application domain [40]. A component typically offers a well-defined set
of functionalities such as an algorithm or the implementation of a specific data type
and application developers can configure the DBMS by linking together the components
required for a specific application domain. The emergent trend of SOA has led to a num-
ber of proposals for service-oriented database architectures, e.g. [141, 77, 127] which,
essentially, can be considered as modernised versions of CDBMS that exploit recent
technological developments and trends. These approaches all address a specific require-
ment, such as increased reliability through a flexible DBMS architecture [141], runtime
adaptation [77] or design-time adaptation of databases in embedded systems [127]. Ho-
wever, both CDBMS and SOA approaches are purely functionality-based and reuse is
not supported on the schema or data levels.

2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have defined the requirements for modular information system de-
velopment to support users in the design and evolution of their information spaces. We
have presented approaches that support non-expert users in information system design.
We have further examined the way in which software in general, and information sys-
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tems in particular, are developed and what reuse techniques are used in order to make
that process more efficient. While modular development has become state of the art in
software engineering, information systems still tend to be developed in a sequential way,
with little support for modular and incremental evolution. There have been proposals
on how to facilitate information system design by means of incremental schema design
methodologies, e.g. [16, 37, 142], and a lot of research has been done in integrating
and sharing data from various sources, e.g. [68, 119, 54]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, none of these approaches catered for the case where an information system
is developed in an incremental way by reusing metadata and data within as well as
across information systems.

While skilled developers can make use of mature software engineering methodologies
for modular development and reuse techniques, the field of enduser programming is not
quite there yet. Domain engineering takes a promising approach in providing means
that facilitate system development, ranging from reusable domain models over domain-
specific languages to WYSIWYG editors [150, 86] and CASE tools, e.g. [147] with
integrated application generators. However, all of these approaches require a significant
development effort for designing and developing these domain artefacts, before a single
application can be developed. In addition, the design and thus the features of domain
artefacts very much depend on the view of the domain engineer and may not reflect the
view of the users. Furthermore, domain artefacts need to be evolved continuously in
order to accommodate new and changing requirements. We therefore believe that the
concept of crowdsourcing is a very promising one, where the community is in charge of
evolving the system to cater for their own needs. Furthermore, crowdsourcing inherently
supports a modular and incremental approach to system development based on reuse,
which should be exploited for information system development.

Users should be able to define their own information components based on a flexible
data model which can be combined with a set of pre-defined and community-shared
components when designing their information spaces. Such a mixed approach seems
appropriate and prevents a cold-start problem as argued in [133], while still giving the
user maximum flexibility when designing their information space. The sharing and
reuse of domain artefacts developed for and by the community offers non-expert users
the possibility of actively modelling and designing their information space according
to their information needs based on reuse and customisation. Even though the idea of
users as application designers might sound very ambitious, our studies of these systems
and also various Web 2.0 platforms have shown that such task-specific applications tend
to be rather small and simple. In addition, such applications mostly support users in
solving a specific task and users therefore tend to understand them quite easily, as can
be underlined by current research in enduser development [105].





3
Information Components

In this chapter, we introduce the notion of information component that forms the basis
for the proposed approach to modular and incremental development of information sys-
tems based on the principle of crowdsourcing [99]. Information components cater for a
specific information management task by means of data structures and behaviour, and
act as building blocks for information system construction. With our approach, systems
are composed by combining existing information components with newly defined ones
as well as with information components developed by the community and offered for
reuse. We also introduce a general reuse architecture that supports sharing and reuse
operations both within an information system to support the modular and incremental
development as well as across information systems to support the sharing and reuse of
information components among the user community. Finally, we illustrate the process
of modular information system development based on the example presented in Sec-
tion 2.2.1, where a small company designs a new online store component by making use
of previously defined ones.

3.1 Information Components

We have designed the concept of information components to allow information systems
to be constructed in a modular way based on local and global sharing of metadata and
data. Our approach allows new information components to be created by making use of
existing ones and combining them in new ways, based on fine-grained reuse of metadata
and data. By doing so, solutions can be customised and redundancies prevented. The
unit of reuse is an information component that comprises metadata and data. If only
metadata is present, then reuse is only at the schema level to support the design process.
Optionally, data may be included to support data reuse.

We have defined information components within an object-oriented setting and claim
that object databases are ideal for supporting such a concept. Object databases not
only support the creation and management of data structure, but also the definition
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of behaviour by means of object methods. The inclusion of application logic as an
integral part of the information system makes for a more seamless application design
and development process where the data structure, application logic and data are tightly
coupled. Given that application logic is managed alongside the data structure, it can
also be shared and reused as part of a component’s metadata. This is a great advantage
when aiming at supporting users that are neither data modelling experts nor familiar
with programming languages, in information system design.

We will now define the concepts in detail. First, we define an information space IS
as a set of information components

IS = {C1, C2, ..., Cn}

where each information component Ci can be composed of other information com-
ponents and thus arbitrarily nested. An information component caters for a specific
information management task in terms of data structures, application logic and data.
An information component C is defined as a triple

C =< NC ,MDC , DC >

where NC is a unique name, MDC is a set of metadata objects defining the schema of
C and DC is a set of data objects conforming to that schema. The schema is defined
by means of an information system’s data model constructs and consequently, MDC is
model-dependant. In the case of an object database application schemas are modelled
by means of an object model and the data consists of objects and their relationships.
Object models generally include (variations of) the following constructs. Objects that
exhibit the same structure and behaviour are said to be of the same object type. An
object type defines the structure and behaviour in terms of attributes and methods and
every object is an instances of at least one object type. Types can form type hierarchies
that are built using inheritance relationship between supertypes and subtypes. The set
of objects of a given type is said to be the type extent. In addition to this, the concept
of collection allows for the semantic grouping and classification of objects, where one
object can be member of a number of collections. Each collection has a member type
that governs which objects can be contained in the corresponding collection. The
member type also determines the default view on objects when accessed in the context
of that collection. Collections and type extents are used as access points to iterate or
query over member objects. Just as types can be specialised through subtypes, the
classification of objects can be specialised through subcollections. A collection may
have multiple subcollections and supercollections, and classification constraints may
be placed over such collection hierarchies. Relationships between objects are modelled
through associations between collections of objects and are often represented as a first-
order concept of the object model. Associations are defined by means of a source and
a target collection, as well as cardinality constraints and support two-way object graph
navigation.

Given this description of a general object model, the metadata MDC of a component
C defines a set of object types, collections of objects, associations between objects and
various forms of constraints. Note that we consider type extents as a special type of
collection that contains all objects of a given type. The metadata of a component C
can therefore be defined as

MDC =< TC , CLC , AC , CSC >
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where TC = {t1, t2, ..., tm} is a set of object types defining both attributes and methods,
CLC is a set of collections of objects where each Coli ∈ CLC has some membertype
tj ∈ TC , AC is a set of associations where an association Ai ∈ AC is defined over some
pair of collections (Coli, Colj) with Coli, Colj ∈ CLC , and CSC = {Cs1, Cs2, ..., Csn} is
a set of constraints including Isa relationships, representing subtype and subcollection
relationships, cardinality constraints over associations and classification constraints over
collections.

For the sharing and reuse of information components, we have revisited a well-known
mechanism from federated database architectures [68], where the collaboration between
peer databases is established through import/export agreements. We also define export
interfaces in terms of queries over metadata and data, which correspond to views over
the original metadata and data. An information component C can be made available
for reuse through a well-defined export interface φexp(C) defined as

φexp(C) =< δexp(NC), Qexp(MDC), qexp(DC) >

where δexp(NC) provides a possible renaming to ensure uniqueness, Qexp is a query over
MDC and qexp is a query over DC . The query expression qexp must be defined in a way
that the resulting data objects are compatible with the metadata objects defined by
Qexp(MDC). If qexp = nil then no data is exported and only the schema part defined
in the export interface is available for reuse. Note that multiple export interfaces may
be specified for a single component to allow different versions to be made available for
reuse.

An information component may reuse other information components in its definition
by importing them. If an information component C ′ reuses the information component
C, an import function φimp may be applied to the export interface φexp(C) to perform
any desired renaming and filtering of metadata and data shared by C. Then component
C ′ would be defined as

C ′ =< NC′ ,MDC′ , DC′ >

with
MDC′ = ∆(MDC′) ∪Qimp(Qexp(MDC))

and
DC′ = ∆(DC′) ∪ qimp(qexp(DC))

where ∆(MDC′) and ∆(DC′) denote metadata and data defined within component C ′,
and Qimp(Qexp(MDC)) and qimp(qexp(DC)) denote metadata and data imported from C.
The newly defined metadata and data is indistinguishable from the imported metadata
and data and it may even be dependent on imported metadata. For example, a com-
ponent could define a type ti as a subtype of tj or a collection Coli with membertype
type tj where tj is an imported type. In this way, a component can not only reuse
components but also extend them.

In general, an information component Ck is composed of newly defined data struc-
tures ∆Ck as well as reused metadata and data imported from shared information
components Ca...Cz.

The composition of a component Ck is therefore defined as

∀Ck ∈ IS : Ck = ∆Ck ∪ (Ca ◦ Cb... ◦ Cj)
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where the composition takes place at two levels—at the level of metadata and at the
level of data.

The metadata and data of the composed component are defined as follows.

MDCk
= ∆(MDCk

) ∪Qimp(Qexp(MDa)) ∪ ... ∪Qimp(Qexp(MDj))

DCk
= ∆(DCk

) ∪Qimp(Qexp(Da)) ∪ ... ∪Qimp(Qexp(Dj))

Such reuse scenarios are supported within an information space to support modu-
lar construction as well as across information spaces, where a component from one
information space may be reused by another. We refer to reuse within an information
spaces as local reuse and across information spaces as global reuse. In the following
section, we will present a reuse architecture that supports local as well as global reuse
of information components.

3.2 Reuse Architecture

The reuse architecture has been inspired by the architecture of crowdsourced systems,
such as Wordpress or Facebook, where developers can share their artefacts and shared
artefacts are made available for reuse through an artefact catalogue that is accessible to
the community. In these crowdsourced systems, artefact catalogues are made available
through a centralised system component accessible to community members. We adopt
these idea of an artefact catalogue in two ways. We support so-called global sharing
of information components, where a centralised system component, the global registry,
manages the sharing and reuse of information components and thus supports the model
of crowdsourcing. In addition, we also adopt the idea of an artefact catalogue to support
local component reuse, that is reuse within an information space. Such a local registry
allows to reuse existing, local components when defining new ones.

The reuse architecture is illustrated in Figure 3.1. In the bottom left, a local infor-
mation space is shown with a component manager providing operations for creating
and manipulating information components as well as types, collections, associations,
constraints and data objects. Local component sharing and reuse is managed by the
local registry through a specific set of operations. A component can be made available
for local reuse using the share operation that creates an entry in the registry with the
component name, a description and the export interface. To reuse a component, the
registry can be accessed using either the search operation with a keyword as input or
the browse operation to browse the registry for component inspection. Once the user
has found a suitable component, the reuse operation is invoked to import component
metadata and data when defining a new one. The reuse is based on import queries over
the shared component’s export interface and these queries are specified by the user as
part of the component design process.

The global reuse architecture supports crowdsourcing of information components.
The global information space, shown in the top right of Figure 3.1, is a component
repository that can be accessed by local information spaces to share information com-
ponents, search and browse the global registry and import globally shared components
into local information spaces. The global registry exposes the same set of operations
as a local registry. Local users can share a component with the community by calling
the share operation on the global registry, passing a component name, description and
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Figure 3.1: Local and global reuse architecture

export interface. They can use search and browse operations to access the global
registry for component inspection and reuse to import globally shared components
into their local information spaces. It is possible to share a component using different
export interfaces in order to make different versions of the same component available
for reuse. For example, a simple version of a component could be shared in addition to
a full version, or a user could decide to share two versions of a component, where one
version only shares metadata, while the other version also offers data to be reused.

The reuse of metadata and data can be based on reference or copy. Currently, we
assume reuse by reference within a local information space and reuse by copy for global
sharing. For local reuse, reuse by reference is a reasonable approach for supporting
modular development of a local information space, since changes to data in one infor-
mation component are most probably desired to be reflected in another. Assume that
a user manages contacts with one application and reuses the contacts in another ap-
plication to tag photos with persons. In such a scenario, changes to the contacts data,
such as the addition of a new contact or updates to an existing contact should also
be reflected in the application that reuses contacts for photo tagging. An information
component therefore only defines an interface to the metadata and data available for
that component.

In the case of global reuse, we offer two modes for reuse by copy—detached and
synchronised. The detached mode creates an independent copy of the imported meta-
data and data objects, while the synchronised mode offers the possibility to synchronise
data with their globally shared counterparts. This is useful in cases where a general
data set, such as a product catalogue or country information is shared and imported,
since it enables users to periodically update their local data copies. Note however, that
synchronisation only applies to data and not to metadata. This is fundamental to our
approach, since our aim is to support modular evolution of information spaces, where
metadata can be reused and evolved when creating new information components, while
existing components remain unaffected. Therefore, changes to metadata objects typi-
cally result in the definition of a new information component. Also note that care has
to be taken, when repeatedly sharing and reusing data that has been imported using
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the synchronised mode, since this may result in long synchronisation chains. Note that
sharing policies may be used to avoid such scenarios and that concurrency mechanisms
for shared datasets have been a matter of intensive research [45].

There are a number of restrictions on the sharing and reuse of metadata and data:
first, there are dependencies between metadata objects that may constrain their sharing
and reuse. For example, when sharing or reusing a type, the supertype definition is
automatically shared/imported. Moreover, if a type defines methods that depend on
other metadata objects, they also have to be shared/imported. For example, the sharing
and reuse of an order type that declares a method getOrderItems is only sensible, if
the subschema handling orders and order items is also shared/imported.

When sharing or importing a collection, the membertype of the collection also has
to be shared/imported. Similarly, when sharing/reusing an association, the two asso-
ciated collections also have to be shared/imported, along with their membertypes. The
same applies to constraints: sharing and reuse of constraints is only supported if the
constrained metadata objects are also shared/imported. Finally, data objects may only
be shared or imported if their defining metadata objects are also shared or imported.
For example, the sharing and reuse of data objects that are members of a collection
is only supported, if the collection itself as well as its membertype have been impor-
ted. Similarly, the import of association extents is only supported, if the corresponding
collection extents containing these data objects are also imported.

3.3 Constructing an Information Space

We now use the example scenario introduced in Section 2.2.1 to show how a small
company could develop an OnlineStore component based on the reuse of local as well
as globally shared information components. Note that we based the following example
on the simplified scenario, but our approach supports complex scenarios such as the
composition of a a comprehensive online store as illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the scenario. The component schemas are modelled using ER
notation. The entities represent collections and the relationships denote associations.
Subcollection relationships are represented by Isa constraints. Note that we omitted
cardinality constraints for the sake of simplicity.

In the upper left of Figure 3.2, a company’s information space is defined as IS =
{CC , CP}, where CC is the Customers component and CP the Products component.
The Customers component manages customers, some of which are regular customers.
Assume CC =< ‘Customers’,MDC , DC > where

MDC ={{customer},
{Customers,RegularCustomers},
{},
{Isa(Customers,RegularCustomers)}}

DC ={Customersext, RegularCustomersext}

This component defines the type customer and collections Customers and Regular-
Customers, both with the membertype customer, and an Isa constraint specifying that
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RegularCustomers is a subcollection of Customers. Note that the type definition com-
prises a set of attributes that have a name and a domain type, as well as a set of methods
that declare a name, a method body as well as a set of input and output parameters.
Customersext and RegularCustomersext refer to the extents of these collections, that
is to all the members of the collections RegularCustomers and Customers, respectively.
Further, assume that the component has been shared locally by calling share on the
local registry with the export interface

φexp(C) =< δexp(‘Customers’), σ(MDC), σ(DC) >

which means that all metadata and data is made available for reuse.
The Products component manages all the products from different providers and sold

at different locations, defined as CP =< ‘Products’,MDP , DP > where

MDP ={{product, location, provider},
{Products, Locations, Providers},
{Delivers(Providers, Products), SoldAt(Products, Locations)},
{}}

DP ={{Productsext, Locationsext, P rovidersext},
{Delivers(Providers, Products)ext, SoldAt(Products, Locations)ext}}

The component defines three types, product, location, provider, three collections Products,
Providers and Locations, and the associations Delivers between Products and Providers
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and SoldAt between Products and Locations. Note that DP includes both—the extents
of collections as well as the extents of the associations defined in MDP . The component
is shared locally with the export interface

φexp(P ) =< δexp(‘Products’), σ(MDP ), σ(DP ) >

which means that all metadata and data are shared.
We now proceed with component composition. From a domain model perspective,

an online store requires an Orders component that handles customer orders. A user
could access the global registry for finding suitable components using the operations
search and browse and find a suitable component to be reused. In the lower left of
Figure 3.2, we have sketched a component for managing orders, where orders can either
be OpenOrders yet to be delivered, DeliveredOrders yet to be paid, or PastOrders. An
order comprises a set of order items, as indicated by the Has association between the
Orders collection and the OrderItems collection. The Orders component is defined as
CO =< ‘Orders’,MDO, DO >, where

MDO ={{order, orderItem},
{Order,OpenOrder,DeliveredOrder, PastOrder,OrderItem},
{Has(Order,OrderItem)},
{Isa(OpenOrder,Order), Isa(DeliveredOrder,Order),

Isa(PastOrder,Order), Partition(OpenOrder,DeliveredOrder, PastOrder)}}

with an export query

φexp(O) =< δexp(‘Orders’), σ(MDO), nil >

which reflects the fact that only the metadata is shared. Note that the collections
OpenOrders, DeliveredOrders and PastOrders all share the membertype order. Further-
more, there are three Isa constraints defining subcollection relationships between the
Orders collection and its subcollections as well as a Partition constraint that constrains
the membership of an order object to a single Orders subcollection.

To support the creation and composition of a new information component from
existing ones, the reuse operation can be invoked during component design process
to import metadata and data from locally as well as globally shared components. On
the right side of Figure 3.2, we show the new version of the local information space,
where an OnlineStore component has been added. The new component is composed by
associating the collections OrderItems with Products via a Is association that models
the fact that order items refer to products. The Places association between the Custo-
mers and Orders collections reflects the fact that orders are placed by customers. The
customer type is specialised with an onlineCustomers type that defines additional
customer details such as the login data as well as a method resetPassword that trig-
gers the reset of the customer’s password. Online customers are grouped by a collection
OnlineCustomers defined as a subcollection of the Customers collection. Note that im-
ported metadata and data becomes indistinguishable from newly created one and can
be extended. For example when reusing a type, both the attributes as well as methods
are reused. Imported type definitions can be specialised through subtypes, where a
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subtype can define additional attributes and/or methods, as well as override existing
attributes and methods. Similarly, a user may decide to further specialise an imported
collection by means of subcollections. The new OnlineStore component is defined as
COS =< ‘OnlineStore’,MDOS, DOS >, where

MDOS =∆(MDOS) ∪Qimp(Qexp(MDP ))∪
Qimp(Qexp(MDC)) ∪Qimp(Qexp(MDO))

which is a union of newly defined metadata and imported metatdata.
The metadata import queries over the export interfaces of the Products, Orders and

Customers components are defined as follows. Note that Qimp(Qexp(MDx)) is abbre-
viated to Qimp(MDx) for the sake of space. Furthermore, we assume that metadata is
represented as objects with a name attribute n and thus metadata objects are simply
accessed through the value of n.

Qimp(MDP ) =σ(n=‘provider’ ∨n=‘Providers’ ∨n=‘product’ ∨n=‘Products’ ∨n=‘Delivers’)(MDP ),

Qimp(MDO) =σ(MDO),

Qimp(MDC) =σ(n=‘customer’ ∨n=‘Customers’ (MDC)

The query Qimp(MDO) expresses that all metadata objects from the Orders components,
are imported, while Qimp(MDP ) and Qimp(MDC) specify a selection over MDP and
MDC , respectively, to return just those metadata objects required.

∆(MDOS) refers to the newly created metadata and is defined as

∆(MDOS) ={{onlineProfile},
{OnlineCustomers},
{Is(OrderItems, Products), P laces(Customers,Orders)},
{Isa(onlineProfile, customer), Isa(OnlineCustomer, Customer)}}

The new information component defines a new type onlineProfile, a corresponding On-
lineCustomers collection, the newly defined associations Is and Places, and two Isa

constraints, one that declares the new onlineProfile type as a subtype of the imported
customer type and one that defines the collection OnlineCustomers to be a subcollection
of the Customers collection. DOS is the set of all data objects and therefore includes
both data created within the component as well as the imported data defined as

DOS = ∆(DOS) ∪ qimp(qexp(DP )) ∪ qimp(qexp(DC)),

qimp(DP ) = σproduct.price≥15(Productext) ∪Deliversext ∪ Providerext
qimp(DC) = σemail 6=NULL(Customerext)

Here, we filter the data import based on two criteria. We only import those products
that cost at least 15 CHF, as formulated in qimp(DP ), since no products under 15 CHF
should be sold in the online store. Furthermore, we import only those customers with
an email address since these will be used as user identification in the online store. The
imported customers could then be notified about the release of the online store as well
as special offers in the future. ∆(DOS) will be populated once the component is being
used, i.e. when customers start to place orders.
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Once this new component has been created, the local information space is defined
as IS = {CC , CP , COS}. Note that the Orders component CO is not explicitly part of
the local information space since it has only been reused in the definition of COS.

As a last step, the newly created OnlineStore component is shared both locally and
globally. The OnlineStore component is registered for local sharing by calling the share

operation on the local registry with the following export interface.

φexp(O) =< δexp(‘OnlineStore’), σ(MDOS), σ(DOS) >

which defines all metadata and data to be made available for reuse. Furthermore, the
component is shared with the community by calling share on the global registry, with
the query

φexp(O) =< δexp(‘OnlineStore’), σ(MDOS), nil >

where only the schema is made available for reuse.
Note that the imported Orders component might have been designed as part of a

community user’s online store, where only the subschema that caters for order manage-
ment has been shared. As a result of the presented composition process, the subschema
defined by the Orders component is again shared with the user community: this time
in the context of an online store information components.

Finally, we would like to note that our example has nicely illustrated that the use of
an object model with a first-class construct for association that naturally supports the
decomposition of a schema in subschemas that can be shared and reused. At the same
time, associations are used for the composition of a schemas from imported subschemas.
Furthermore, the distinction of types and their classification allows for a fine-grained
sharing of metadata and also data objects. Instead of defining queries over type extents,
a user can simply share and reuse a collection defined as part of the application schema.

3.4 Discussion

We have presented the concept of information components and shown how it can be
used to compose an information space based on a sharing and reuse paradigm. On
the one side, we support the modular development of an information space based on
reuse of metadata and data within an information space. On the other side, the prin-
ciple of crowdsourcing allows information components shared by the community to be
integrated and reused locally, thus empowering endusers in information system develop-
ment by harnessing the skills of more experienced users. Consequently, the presented
concepts build the basis for a kernel system that supports modular information system
development, where users can design and compose information components by sharing
and reusing existing ones, within, but also across information systems.

The basic model of sharing and reusing metadata and data is based on that of federa-
ted databases [68] where autonomous nodes could set up export and import agreements.
Our approach could be considered as a modernised and adapted version of the federa-
ted database concept to provide reuse of metadata and data within as well as across
information systems, taking advantage of crowdsourcing. However, it is also important
to highlight the differences that arise from the intended uses of the model. A federated
architecture addresses data reuse in a distributed setting to support collaboration and
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metadata is only shared as a means to interpret the shared data. In contrast, our focus
is on the modular design and development of information systems based on the local
and global sharing and reuse of metadata and data. Metadata and data are shared
locally to support information space evolution based on the composition of existing
components combined with new ones. In the case of global reuse, it is mainly metadata
that is shared to support the design process, although it is possible to also share data.
Last but not least, while federated architectures targeted large-scale applications, our
approach is based on the idea of constructing information spaces from small, easily
understood pieces and hence information components tend to be small and relatively
simple in terms of the schema. Consequently, the import and export queries tend to be
fairly simple, consisting mainly of selections and possibly renamings, especially in the
case of metadata. As illustrated in our example, an export query for metadata objects
might simply list the full set of types, collections, associations and constraints offered
by a component. The significance of this is that it is simple for non-expert users to
specify these queries through a graphical tool, while leaving the possibility for advanced
users to have finer-grained control over the export and import mechanisms through the
use of a query language.

We envision a crowdsourced platform that supports non-expert users in modular
information space development based on the notion of information components and the
reuse architecture presented in this section. We will now analyse the platform charac-
teristics required to realise such a system. First, information system technology has to
be extended with the concept of information components, so that information systems
can be developed in a modular and incremental way. The platform should support an
application design process that supports the creation of an information component as
a combination of selecting and importing metadata and data from existing components
and combining them with newly created ones. Second, the platform must cater for a
distributed reuse architecture, where the crowdsourcing of information components is
governed by a central system component. The platform should abstract from low-level
operations required for establishing a connection between local and global information
spaces as well as from metadata and data transfer in case of component sharing and
reuse.

Finally, our ultimate goal of supporting endusers in information system develop-
ment poses a number of challenges. First, the provision of adequate tool support that
empower endusers to create, reuse, compose and share information components is of
utmost importance. Ideally, they should be provided with rich graphical tools that
support a plug-n-play style of application composition. Second, the definition of such
components through graphical tools should lead to a fully functional information mana-
gement application, including rich application logic and a user interface. While object
databases offer the integration of application logic in terms of object methods, this
might not be sufficient. Therefore, the underlying platform has to be extended with
support for defining general application logic that is not tightly coupled to an object
type. Moreover, the information component definition must be complemented with a
user interface definition. Finally upon component creation an application should be
automatically generated and deployed.

We ultimately aim at supporting endusers in the application design and development
process where no programming skills are required. It is therefore essential that both—
rich application logic and user interface definitions—can also be shared and reused as
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part of an information component. While we are well aware of the fact that our goal
is ambitious, we strongly believe that a crowdsourced paradigm to information system
development as well as adequate tool support can greatly minimise development efforts.

In summary, we aim for an extensible platform, where concepts such as information
components, their sharing and reuse as well as support for rich application logic and user
interface definition can be natively integrated into the platform in an elegant and light-
weight manner. The platform should be made accessible to endusers through a number
of graphical tools that support them in information system design and development
based on the principle of crowdsourcing, where application schema, data, application
logic and user interface definitions can be shared, reused, composed and extended.

In the remainder of this thesis we will address these requirements. In the next
chapter, we present a crowdsourced platform for information system development based
on the concept of information components. The platform is based on an object database
that offers extensibility through the definition of so-called metamodel extension modules
and we show how we used that mechanism for the realisation of information components.

While we made a case for choosing an object-oriented setting for the definition of
the information component concept, in Chapter 5 we show how the concept can be
generalised and applied to a relational setting and compare it to our object-oriented
approach. In Chapter 6, we will address the need for developing fully functional infor-
mation management applications and extend the crowdsourced platform with support
for defining and sharing richer application logic and user interface definitions. We first
present a flexible concept for developing and sharing general application logic by means
of role-based services, followed by a template concept that supports the definition of
user interfaces. Finally, in order to support endusers in the design of their information
space, in Chapter 7 we present a number of graphical tools that are built on top of
our crowdsourced platform and support users in information system design as well as
general information management tasks.



4
A Crowd-Sourced Platform for

Modular Information System
Development

Having described the general concept of information components in the previous chap-
ter, in this chapter, we introduce a platform that integrates that concept and acts as
a system kernel for modular information system development based on the principle of
crowdsourcing. In order to realise such a platform, we decided to extend information
system technology with a mechanism that allows to natively integrate the notion of
information components as part of the database system. Therefore, the contributions
of this chapter are twofold. First, we have investigated, how to make a database sys-
tem extensible. We introduce an approach to adaptive data management that allows
a database system to be extended through revisions of the metamodel [65]. Second,
we have made use of this mechanism to implement the concept of information compo-
nents as native part of an extensible database system, which builds the basis for our
crowdsourced platform for modular information system development.

In the following, we will first present a general overview of our platform architec-
ture as well as the offered functionality, illustrated by means of an example. We then
introduce the concept of metamodel extension modules, a general database extension
mechanism that supports the integration of novel concepts, such as information com-
ponents, as native parts of a database system. We then present OMS Avon, an object
database that supports the notion of metamodel extension modules. We describe the
implementation of OMS Avon and how we integrated the concept of information com-
ponents as a metamodel extension module that provides the functionality for modular
information system development. For the realisation of global component sharing, we
rely on a metamodel extension module that has been developed in the scope of ano-
ther research project and supports the sharing of metadata and data between peer
databases [34].

59
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4.1 Information Components Platform

We designed and implemented a crowdsourced platform for modular information system
development that provides the functionality to create, manipulate and compose infor-
mation components as well as to share and reuse them within and across information
spaces.

The platform architecture, shown in Figure 4.1, consists of local information spaces
and a global information space. Local information spaces are managed by their users
and support them in modular information system design, while the global information
space is a centralised system component that manages all shared components.
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Figure 4.1: Platform architecture

A local information space consists of three modules, i.e. the core module, the infor-
mation component module and the sharing module, which are built on top of standard
database facilities and storage management.

The core module supports the development of an application that typically involves
the definition of an application schema. Application schemas are defined in terms of
the data model that specifies the core constructs supported by the system. The core
module encapsulates data definition functionality to design an application schema by
means of basic database operations to create, retrieve, update and delete instances
of the metamodel concepts, as well as data manipulation functionality for basic data
creation, retrieval, manipulation and deletion operations.

With our platform, application schemas are designed in the context of an information
component. The typical application design process is augmented with operations for
component construction and composition and consists of a combination of selecting
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and importing metadata and data from existing components and combining them with
newly created metadata. The information component module extends the standard
data definition operations offered by the core module with functionality that supports
this new design process. The component manager encapsulates the operations required
for component creation and management, while the registry manages the sharing and
reuse operations. While local sharing is realised by reference and is simply a view on
local metadata and data objects, for global sharing, the information component module
relies on the sharing module, that caters for the sharing of metadata and data objects
between peer databases and abstracts from underlying connection and data transfer
operations.

From a technical point of view, the global information space is realised in the same
way as a local information space, consisting of the core module, the sharing module and
the information component module. The global component registry works analogously
to the local component registry and manages the set of information components, which
have been shared by community members. When a component is registered with the
global component registry, it is copied into the global information space using the
aforementioned sharing module as well as some additional sharing facilities that are
part of the information component module to support the global sharing. The sharing
module orchestrates the transfer of the shared metadata and data objects in the global
information space. When globally shared information components are imported from
the global component registry into a local information space, again, the sharing module
is used to transfer copies of the metadata and data objects.

In summary, the platform exposes a uniform platform API that abstracts from the
underlying modules and supports modular information system development in terms of
information component creation, composition, sharing and reuse in a transparent way.

4.1.1 Platform Usage

We now describe the process of modular information system development based on the
presented platform. In the example that follows, we use a Java-like notation for the
data definition as well as an SQL-like notation for the query formulation. For the sake
of simplicity, we assume that in this example, the created objects are transparently
persisted.

Assume a similar scenario as the one presented in Section 2.2.1, where a user develops
an online store by reusing a Products and an Orders component. In the following, we
will first illustrate, how a Products component is created, followed by the creation of an
OnlineStore information component that is composed from existing ones.

A typical development process starts with the creation of an information component
and definition of the application schema, which includes the import of existing meta-
data (and data) as well as the creation of new metadata. The example below shows
the creation of a Products information component and the definition of an application
schema.

//create component

Component productsComp = new Component("ProductsComponent");

// create application schema

productsComp.addType("product", [ATTRIBUTES], [METHODS]);
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productsComp.addType("provider", [ATTRIBUTES], [METHODS]);

productsComp.addCollection("Products", "product");

productsComp.addCollection("Providers", "provider");

productsComp.addAssociation("Delivers", "Providers", "Products", ...);

...

Two types with names product and provider have been created that specify attributes
and methods. Note that we omitted the definition of attributes and methods to keep
the example simple. Furthermore, two collections Products and Producer, which are
specified by their name and their membertype. Finally, an association is created by
defining a name, a domain and a target collection as well as cardinality constraints.
In our example, the Delivers association is defined from the Providers collection to the
Products collection.

After having created the Products component and its application schema, we register
it with the local component registry for local sharing, as well as with the global com-
ponent registry for global sharing, using different export interfaces. The local export
queries select all metadata and data to be shared, while the global export query defines
that only metadata is to be shared with the community. The queries are passed as
arguments of the share method invoked on the local and global registries, respectively.

//metadata and data query for local sharing

Query lMetaDataExport = "SELECT metadata FROM ProductsComponent";

Query lDataExport = "SELECT data FROM ProductsComponent";

LocalRegistry.share(productsComp, lMetaDataExport, lDataExport);

//metadata query for global sharing

Query gMetaDataExport = "SELECT metadata FROM ProductsComponent";

GlobalRegistry.share(productsComp, gMetaDataExport, null);

At a later stage, the user decides to extend the local information space with an On-
lineStore component. Given that products from the local products component should
be sold, metadata and data from the Products component is reused. Instead of desi-
gning an application model for the management of orders, the user inspects the global
registry for a suitable order management component and decides to import the Orders
component.

In the following code snippet, the user first creates a new information component
OnlineStore. Then, an import query is formulated that specifies the import of the me-
tadata defined by the shared Orders component. The query is passed as argument to
the import method and the query result is imported into the OnlineStore component.
Analogously, metadata and data from the locally shared Products component are im-
ported from the local registry. Note that the user decides to only import the product
type and the Products collection along with the corresponding data.

Component onlineStoreComp = new Component("OnlineStoreComponent");

//import orders component from global registry

Query ordersMDImport= "Select metadata from OrdersComponent";

onlineStoreComp.import(GlobalRegistry, ordersMDImport, null);

//import products from local regsitry
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Query productsMDImport = "SELECT metadata

FROM ProductsComponent

WHERE name = ‘product’ or name = ‘Products’ ";

Query productsDImport= "SELECT *

FROM ProductsComponent.Products";

onlineStoreComp.import(LocalRegistry, productsMDImport, productsDImport);

As a last step, the imported metadata objects are combined with newly created
metadata objects. In the example below, the Products collection is associated to the
OrderItems collection via a Is association that expresses the fact that an order item
corresponds to a product.

onlineStoreComp.addAssociation("Is", "Products", "OrderItems");

...

The developer might define further metadata objects and might then register the com-
ponent for local and/or global sharing.

The example above has illustrated the usage of the extended data definition functio-
nality that supports the creation of application schemas in the context of an information
components, including the sharing and reuse of information components during the de-
sign process.

4.1.2 Platform Requirements

Having introduced the general platform architecture as well as the platform usage from
a developers point of view, we now discuss the requirements imposed on an implemen-
tation platform supporting these concepts and interactions.

With our approach, applications are encapsulated as information components. Conse-
quently, we need a system that supports an extended set of data definition and mani-
pulation operations that, not only allow for the creation of application schemas, but
also include operations for creating, composing, sharing and reusing information com-
ponents. The information component concept should be represented in the underlying
system as a native concept of the platform data model where information components
can be created, retrieved, manipulated and deleted by means of data definition and ma-
nipulation operations. Furthermore, global sharing requires metadata and data to be
transferred from one information space to another. To support these global sharing and
reuse operations, we need an additional system component that transparently handles
the connection to the global information space as well as the transfer of metadata and
data from one information space to another.

While object databases are known to be flexible, they are typically not flexible
enough to support all these requirements. What is required, is a mechanisms that
allows the extension of a database system with new data management concepts, such
as information components, as native parts of a database system. We aim at facilitating
the design and development process and therefore, we strive for a tight integration of
new data management concepts with the system’s data model as well as the provision
of a uniform set of data definition and manipulation operations.

These are common requirements that emerge when one investigates how to best
address the requirements of new applications domains in terms of data management
facilities. We encountered the need for a flexible and adaptive database architecture
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repeatedly in our research group and therefore addressed this problem by providing da-
tabase extensibility to cater for and adapt a database system to new data management
requirements. In a joint effort, we developed an approach to database extensibility ba-
sed on the concept of metamodel extensions modules and implemented OMS Avon, an
object database systems that follows this approach by natively supporting the notion
of metamodel extension modules. In the following, we first present the concept of me-
tamodel extension modules as well as the OMS Avon system. We then show, how we
realised a crowdsourced information systems development platform by extending OMS
Avon with the concept of information components.

4.2 Metamodule Extension Modules

We investigated ways how to provide flexible database extensibility and adaptation and
claim that many requirements imposed by database applications can be met by exten-
ding the system metamodel with additional concepts. Therefore, we decided to address
the requirement of adaptive data management through a modular system metamodel.

Our approach assumes that data and metadata are handled uniformly, so that both
the data model that defines the functionality of the database system and the application
schema are represented explicitly as data. This means that, not only may all database
functionality such as storage management, query processing and constraint management
be applied to metadata as well as data, but also can they be updated dynamically at
run-time.

The key to our approach is a modular system metamodel that allows the core meta-
model, corresponding database operations and the database language to be extended.
This can be done either through a configuration process at design-time or by extending
functionality dynamically at runtime to allow the database system to adapt to new
requirements. An overview of this approach is shown in Figure 4.2

The core database module Modulecore is shown on the left-hand side of Figure 3.1. It
comprises the core metamodel MMcore, operators to create, retrieve, update and delete
core metamodel concepts (CRUDcore) as well as the core database language DBLcore.
MMcore is a set of meta concepts {MC1, ...,MCn}. Note that our approach is model
independent. In case of an object database, MMcore defines concepts such as object
type, collection, association and constraint, while it would be defined by concepts such
as relation, tuple and attribute in the case of a relational system.

As seen in Figure 4.2, the definition of metamodel extension modules follows the de-
sign of the core system in the sense that each module also provides metamodel concepts,
operations to manipulate them and an extension to the database language. The additio-
nal manipulation operations and database language extension for the new metamodel
concepts are required to make the new functionality available to other parts of the
system as well as to the application developer or enduser. In summary, database exten-
sions consist of three components which, together, form what we refer to as a metamodel
extension module.

More formally, a module can be defined as a triple

Moduleext = 〈MMext,CRUDext,DBLext〉

where MMext is a set of additional concepts made available to the application deve-
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Figure 4.2: Metamodel extension modules

loper to model the application domain according to application-specific requirements,
CRUDext refers to the database operations and DBLext refers to the extensions to the
database language.

In general, such an extension is a set of concepts {C1, ..., Cm} where each concept
Ci ∈ MMext is an instance of a meta concept MCj ∈ MMcore. Note that, once the
metamodel extensions have been added to the metamodel by loading the module, they
become part of it and remain indistinguishable from the perspective of an application
or developer. Therefore, the application developer can easily take advantage of these
additional concepts in order to model the application domain.

The term CRUDext refers to those facilities required for an application or developer
to manage the instances of all concepts defined by the module.

∀ Ci ∈ MMext ∃ CRUDext(Ci) ∈ CRUDext

where CRUDext(Ci) allows for instances of the concept Ci to be created, retrieved,
updated and deleted. When a module is loaded, the set of its operators CRUDext are
registered with the database in such a way that they can be retrieved and used by the
developer or application. In a more general sense, the database operations can be seen
as forming the API of the module.

The component DBLext is a set of symbols extending the core database language
DBLcore to allow access to the operations offered by CRUDext. In general, a database
language is defined by a grammar G consisting of a set N of non-terminal symbols, a set
Σ of terminal symbols and the set P of production rules where each rule maps from one
string of symbols to another. In short, the grammar can be written as G = (N,Σ, P ).
Consequently, with each module loaded, the core language DBLcore defined by the core
grammar Gcore is extended by DBLext by unifying its grammar with the core grammar
as

Gcore ∪Gext = (Ncore ∪Next,Σcore ∪ Σext, Pcore ∪ Pext).
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Moreover, there may exist dependencies among modules. By default, all modules
are dependent on the core module. However, a module may additionally be dependent
on other modules which means that they must be loaded first. Similarly, a module
cannot be unloaded if other loaded modules depend on it. In order for the module
run-time to check dependencies, a list [Module1, . . . ,Modulen] of all dependent modules
is defined as part of each module declaration.

Our approach advocates that the core itself is defined as a module and loaded
accordingly. In contrast to all other modules, the core module cannot be unloaded at
run-time since all other modules depend on it. Nevertheless, the core module can be
configured at design-time to adapt it, for example, to a mobile environment requiring
lightweight databases or a heavily-used Web application relying on additional concepts
to increase performance.

4.3 OMS Avon

Having presented a general approach to database extensibility, we now present an object
database that is built according to the proposed system architecture. OMS Avon [120]
is a Java-based object database. The system architecture of OMS Avon is a modular
one that follows the architecture proposed by our database extensibility mechanism
and introduces the notion of metamodel extension modules. An overview of the system
architecture is given Figure 4.3.

The Core Module implements the core database functionality, which in the case of
OMS Avon, is based on the OM data model [117]. The OM data model is a semantically
rich object model that has been developed in our research group. It defines metamodel
concepts such as object types, collections, associations and constraints, similar to the
concepts defined by the object model presented in Chapter 3. The core module exposes
the semantic richness of the OM model to client applications and consists of three parts,
the OM Metamodel Concepts that represent the OM data model concepts, OM CRUD
Operators that form the database API and the database language OML [106].

OMS Avon supports the uniform treatment of metadata and data. Therefore the
OM metamodel concepts that define the functionality of the DBMS as well as the
application models designed by developers are represented as data objects. The OM
CRUD operators implement the basic data management operations of creating, reading,
updating and deleting these metadata objects and provide additional methods that im-
plement higher-level operations. The database programming language OML associated
with the OM data model encompasses a data definition, data manipulation and query
language. The query language is based on a collection algebra that defines a set of ope-
rators to query, manipulate and process collections and associations. Apart from being
used for data definition, manipulation and querying, OML also serves as a declarative
object-oriented implementation language for the methods of database objects as well
as for stored procedures and triggers.

The core functionality can be extended by means of Metamodel Extension Modules,
as illustrated in the top right corner of Figure 4.3. The definition of such metamodel
extension modules follows the design of the core module. The additional manipulation
operations for the new metamodel concepts form a module’s API and are required to
make the new functionality available to other parts of the system as well as to the
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Figure 4.3: OMS Avon architecture

application developer. Note that the definition of a language extension is optional
for metamodel extension modules. If no language extension is defined, the module
functionality is only accessible via their CRUD operators, which build the module
API. The metamodel extension module mechanism is based on a module runtime that
governs the modules at run-time. The module runtime is responsible for loading and
unloading modules: when the database is initialised, the module runtime first loads the
core module, followed by all registered metamodel extension modules. Once loaded,
metamodel extension modules become integral parts of the system.

The module concept is built on top of standard database facilities such as a database
manager that allows the creation and management of databases, transaction manage-
ment, query processing and storage management. Note that our system exposes a
standardised storage API that has been implemented for different storage engines, for
example for db4o [120] and Berkeley DB [64] as well as an in-memory solution mainly
used during application development.

In the following, we will first present the implementation of the module runtime,
before giving a description of the implementation of the core module. Finally, we present
the implementation of information components as a metamodel extension module.

4.3.1 Module Runtime

The module runtime manages the database bootstrap and configuration as well as the
module lifecycle. The UML class diagram of the module runtime is shown in Figure 4.4.
The ModuleManager class offers methods to load and unload modules. When the mana-
ger is initialised, the method loadModules is invoked which first loads the core module.
Then a configuration file is read where extension modules may be specified at design-
time and loaded upon runtime initialisation. At runtime, the methods loadModule and
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unloadModule can be invoked to respectively load an additional module or to unload
a loaded one. The ModuleManager requires that a module implementation follows the
Module interface defined by the runtime. This interface defines four methods that cor-
respond to the lifecycle of modules. To load a module, a module’s metamodel concepts
are created by invoking the bootstrap method, then the CRUD operators are initiali-
sed by calling registerCRUDs and, finally, generateDBL loads the database language
extension. If no longer required, the manager disposes of modules by invoking the
unload method.

bootstrap(name: String)
registerCRUDs(name: String)
registerDBL(name: String)
unload(name: String)

<<interface>> 
Module

loadModules()
loadModule(name: String)
unloadModule(name: String)

ModuleManager

Figure 4.4: UML class definition of modules runtime

To generate the database language of a module, we currently use JavaCC1 and,
therefore, the grammar is expressed in terms of the JavaCC syntax. Each module
provides its grammar as a single file that is merged with the corresponding grammar
files of other modules to obtain a comprehensive grammar before generating the parser.

4.3.2 Core Module

Having described the system architecture, we now present the implementation of the
core database module consisting of a core metamodel MMcore, core management func-
tionality CRUDcore and a core database language DBLcore. As already mentioned, the
core module is an implementation of the OM data model. We will therefore start with
an introduction of the OM data model followed by the module implementation details.

OM Data Model

Essentially, the OM data model is an integration of ER and object-oriented models
that has both operational and structural components. It introduces a clear separation
between the typing and the classification of entities using a two-level model [118]. The
types describe the representation of objects, whereas the classification level captures
the semantics of objects using collections to represent semantic groupings. Each object
is defined by at least one object type that specifies the attributes and methods of
its instances. Object types can form type hierarchies that are built using inheritance
between supertypes and subtypes. In contrast to most existing object databases, OM
supports the concepts of multiple inheritance and multiple instantiation that allows
objects to gain and lose types dynamically. Objects are classified through membership
in collections. As an object can be a member of multiple collections at the same time, the
OM data model is said to support multiple classification. Each collection has a member
type that governs which objects can be contained in the corresponding collection. The
classification of objects can be specialised through subcollections, where a collection
may have multiple subcollections and supercollections. Classification constraints such

1http://javacc.dev.java.net/

http://javacc.dev.java.net/
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as disjoint, cover, partition and intersect may be placed over these collection families.
Relationships in OM are represented by bi-directional associations that are defined in
terms of a source and a target collection. Associations are a first-order concept of the
model and are represented by binary collections. Cardinalities over associations are
specified in terms of a minimum and maximum value that expresses the number of
objects to which an object can be linked. Finally, associations may also be specialised.
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Figure 4.5 shows an application schema of a contact management application desi-
gned using the OM model notation. A collection is represented graphically as a shaded
box with the membertype specified in the shaded part. Associations are represented
graphically as shaded ovals. In this example, the Contacts collection is associated to the
Locations collection via a LocatedAt assoication. Contacts are further classified as either
organisations or persons. Persons work for organisations, as illustrated by the WorksFor

association between the Persons collection and Organisations collection, and are further
classified as private contacts or as contacts that word, or used to work at ETH. Private
contacts live at a certain location, which is reflected by the LivesAt association as a
specialisation of the LocatedAt association.

Core Module Implementation

The implementation of the metamodel concepts, CRUD operators and the database
language of the core module will now be explained in detail.

The metamodel concepts of the core module corresponds to the OM metamodel,
which is illustrated in Figure 4.6. The instances of all constructs of the core model—
types, collections, associations, ISA relationships (subtypes and subcollections) and also
classification constraints—are represented as objects, shown in the top left part of the
figure. These objects are classified through membership of the corresponding metadata
collections. The concepts defined by the core metamodel MMcore are given by its set of
types, its set of collections and its set of associations.

MMcore = {{object, type, collection, association, . . .},
{Objects,Types,Collections,Associations, . . .},
{HasMembertype, . . .}}
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Figure 4.6: Graphical representation of the OM metamodel

In our implementation, we chose a flexible approach and represented all the me-
tamodel concepts uniformly with a single Java class OMObject. The CRUD classes

OMObject Instance
name: String

ObjectType
name: String
type: Type

Attribute

Figure 4.7: Object representation

are used to handle instances of that OMObject class as instances of the respective me-
tamodel concepts. Internally, we distinguish the notion of an object, represented by
the instances of the class OMObject, which strictly identifies a real-world object and
an instance which bears the attribute values declared by an object type, as illustrated
schematically in Figure 4.7. Here an object is associated to a number of instances,
which are each defined by an object type. By separating the metamodel concepts from
the actual concept representation within the programming language, we can support
multiple instantiation: once an object has been created, instances can be added or
removed.

In Figure 4.8, we show the UML class definitions of the most important CRUD
operators for the metamodel concepts along with standard database facilities, which
together form the core module API. The CRUD classes declare the methods to create,
retrieve, update and delete instances of the corresponding type. The ObjectCRUD class
encapsulates the functionality that can be used in the context of simple objects, be it
a metadata or data object. It supports multiple instantiation through the dress and
strip methods to add and remove instances of a specific type. Attribute values of a
specific type can be set and retrieved by invoking the methods setAttributeValue

and getAttributeValue, respectively, providing the object, the object type declaring
the attribute to be accessed and the attribute itself. Furthermore, the set of associated
objects can be retrieved via the getLinks and getInverseLink methods. The class
CollectionCRUD supports CRUD operations on collection objects. The create me-
thod supports the creation of a collection that takes the name and membertype of the
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create(): OMObject
dress(OMObject obj, OMObject type)
strip (OMObject obj, OMObject type)
setAttributeValue(OMObject obj, OMObject type,  String name, Object value)
getAttributeValue(obj: OMObject, type: OMObject, name: String): Object
delete(OMObject obj)
getLinks(OMObject obj)
getInverseLink(OMObject obj)

ObjectCRUD

create(String name): OMObject
retrieve(String name): OMObject
getName(OMObjecttype): String
addAttribute(OMObject type, String name, Object type)
remove Attribute(OMObject type, String name)
getAttributes(OMObject type): OMObject
delete(type: OMObject)

ObjectTypeCRUD

create(String name, OMObject memberType): OMObject
retrieve(String name): OMObject
getName(OMObject coll): String
getMemberType(OMObject coll): OMObject
addMember(OMObject coll, OMObject member)
removeMember(OMObject coll, OMObject member)
delete(OMObject coll)

CollectionCRUD

create(String name, OMObject domain, OMObject range...): OMObject
retrieve(String name): OMObject
getName(OMObject assoc): String
getDomain(OMObject assoc): OMObject
getRange(OMObject assoc): OMObject
getRelation(OMObject assoc): OMObject
addMember(OMObject assoc, OMObject domain, OMObject range)
removeMember(OMObject assoc, OMObject domain, OMObject range)
delete(OMObject assoc)

AssociationCRUD

bootstrap(name: String)
registerCRUDs(name: String)
registerDBL(name: String)
unload(name: String)
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Module

createDatabase(String)
openDatabase(String): Database
closeDatabase(Database)
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Figure 4.8: UML class definitions of the core System

collection as argument and creates a collection. Internally an instance of OMObject

is created and dressed with the collection type. The name and membertype attributes
are set and the object is returned. Given such a collection object, its name and mem-
bertype can be retrieved using the getName and getMemberType methods. An object
dressed with a collection’s membertype can be added to or removed from the collection
using the addMember and removeMember methods, respectively. Finally, the delete me-
thod is used to delete a collection object. The creation, retrieval, and manipulation of
other metamodel concepts works analogously using the respective CRUD classes. The
AssociationCRUD, ObjectTypeCRUD, ConstraintCRUD and QueryCRUD classes provide
methods to create, retrieve, update and delete objects of the corresponding metamo-
del concepts. Note that domain objects are represented as OMObject instances and
are handled using the ObjectCRUD. These objects are dressed with user-defined object
types. For example, a user might define a contact type using the ObjectTypeCRUD and
then create an instance of the class OMObject and dress it with the contact type.

The third component of the core module is the database language OML, which
exposes the functionality defined by the CRUD operators. An example of an OML
script is given below.

//data definition language

create type customer ( name : string, phone : string );

create collection Customers as set of customer;

//data manipulation language

$obj := create object;

dress $obj with customer ( name = "Fred Bloggs", phone = "555-2223344" );

insert [ $obj ] into Customers;
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//query language

$fred := first(all $c in Customers having ($c.name like "(F|f)red.*"));

In the data definition section, the application developer creates an object type cus-
tomer, which is used as membertype for the Customers collection. The first statement
creates an object of type customer , while the second statement creates a collection object.
The data manipulation section demonstrates how an object is created and instantiated
with the customer type using the dress operation. Then the object is inserted into the
Customers collections. Finally, a simple selection query over the Customers collection is
shown that selects the previously created object.

Formally, OML is defined by a grammar expressed as a set of productions Pcore. For
reasons of space, only a subset of Pcore is given below.

statements → statement { ";" statement }
statement → [ ddl statement | dml statement | query expression ]

ddl statement → create statement

create statement → "create" [ create object | create objecttype | . . . ]

create object → "object"

create objecttype → "type" name "(" attribute list ")"

. . .

Correspondingly, the DBLcore component is given by

DBLcore = {{statements, statement, ddl statement, . . . },
{"create", "object", "type", . . .}, Pcore}.

It is beyond the scope of the thesis to give a detailed description of the OML
implementation.

4.3.3 Core Module API Usage

Having introduced the implementation and the API of the core module we now show
how a simple application model can be implemented using the core API. We will base
the example on the Orders component presented in Section 3.3. We first declare the
object types, that is orderitem, order and deliveredorder as well as the subtype relationship
between deliveredorder and order.

//create object types

//type orderitem

OMObject orderItemType = ObjectTypeCRUD.create("orderitem");

ObjectTypeCRUD.addAttribute(orderItemType, "quantity", INT);

...

//type order

OMObject orderType = ObjectTypeCRUD.create("order");

ObjectTypeCRUD.addAttribute(orderType, "price", FLOAT);

...

//type deliveredorder

OMObject deliveredOrderType = ObjectTypeCRUD.create("deliveredorder");
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ObjectTypeCRUD.addAttribute(deliveredOrderType, "shippingdate", DATE);

...

//create subtype relationship

ConstraintCRUD.subType(deliveredOrderType, orderType)

Having created the object types, we can now create the OrderItems collection, the Orders
collection, its subcollections, as well as the has associations between the Orders and the
OrderItems collections.

//create collections

OMObject ordersColl = CollectionCRUD.create("Orders", orderType);

OMObject deliveredOrdersColl = CollectionCRUD.create("DeliveredOrders",

deliveredOrderType);

OMObject orderitemColl = CollectionCRUD.create("OrderItems", orderItemType);

...

//create association

OMObject hasAssoc = AssociationCRUD.create("Has", ordersColl,

ordersItemColl, ...);

Having defined the schema, data objects can be created, dressed with object types,
attribute values can be set and the object may be added to collections, as shown in the
following code snippet. Here, we first create an object myOrder and dress it with the
order type. We then set an attribute value for the price attribute and add the object
to the Orders collection.

//create object, dress it, set attribute values and classify it

OMObject myOrder = ObjectCRUD.create();

ObjectCRUD.dress(myOrder, orderType);

ObjectCRUD.setAttributeValue(myOrder, orderType, "price", 18);

CollectionCRUD.add(ordersColl, myOrder);

4.4 Information Components in OMS Avon

Information components have been implemented as an extension of OMS Avon. Fi-
gure 4.9 gives an overview of the extended system architecture. The core system,
combined with the information component module and the sharing module build a
crowdsourced platform for modular information system development. As shown on
the right of the figure, the information component concept has been implemented as
a metamodel extension module that encompasses metamodel constructs and CRUD
operators. Note that we did not extend the database language but only provide pro-
grammatic access through the CRUD operators. The sharing module allows for the
sharing of metadata and data between peer databases where an application developer
can choose to make objects shareable with peer databases at the granularity level of
collections. We make use of this module for the global sharing and reuse of informa-
tion components. Note that we have not introduced the sharing module on its own,
since it is not a contribution of this thesis. We will however combine the description of
the information component module implementation with details of the sharing module,
where appropriate
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Figure 4.9: Extended OMS Avon database

4.4.1 Information Component Module

The information component module consists of metamodel extension and CRUD classes
to handle instances of the metamodel constructs. Figure 4.10 gives an overview of the
metamodel extension for information components. An information component defines
information elements, that is both metadata and data. Metadata objects are instances
of the metamodel concepts of the core module, modelled through the subcollection
relation between Metadata and the OM model concepts, where the corresponding sub-
collections group the members of a specific metamodel concept. The metadata objects
define the structure of the data objects, as indicated by the DefinedBy association bet-
ween the Metadata collection and the Data collection.

An information component may reuse information elements, that is metadata and
data, from other components and may share metadata and data for reuse. The reuse of
information elements is reflected by the Import association that is a subassociation of the
Defines association between the InformationComponents collection and the InformationE-
lements collection. The Import association defines, for a given information component,
the information elements that have been imported from other information components.
A component may also offer metadata and data for sharing. This is reflected by the
export association between InformationComponents and InformationElements that is also
a subassociation of Defines. Information element export is specified by a query that
declares the information elements to be reused. Note that an information component
can define multiple such export queries.

In summary, the concepts defined by the information component metamodel MMic
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are given by its set of types, collections and associations.

MMic = {{component, exportinterface},
{InformationComponents,ExportInterfaces, InformationElements, . . .},
{Defines,Exports, . . .}}

These concepts are created as part of the module bootstrap using the core CRUD
operators, when the information component module is loaded.

We define a set of CRUD classes that form the module’s API and can be used
for creating and manipulating instances of the metamodel constructs. The Infor-

mationComponentCRUD class supports the creation, retrieval, deletion, composition and
manipulation of information components. This corresponds to the functionality pro-
vided by the component manager. Sharing and reuse functionality, encapsulated by
the component registry in the system architecture, is provided by the RegistryCRUD

class. Components can be shared with both the local and global registries using the
method share that takes three input parameters—the registry name, the component
name (which may be a new name due to renaming) as well as an export interface.
ExportInterface objects encapsulate all information needed to support component
export, such as a possible renaming, a component description used when browsing the
registry and inspecting the component, queries over the metadata and data to be expor-
ted, as well as the sharing mode. Information components may import metadata and
data from the local or global registry using the reuse method that again takes three
input parameters, namely the registry name as well as the queries over the metadata
and data. Note that the queries already encapsulate the component name, as will be
shown in Section 4.4.2.

Local sharing is realised by reference and is simply a view on local metadata and data
objects and thus supported by OMS Avon. Global sharing is based on a sharing module
implemented for OMS Avon and described in [34]. The sharing module is represented by
the SharingCRUD and supports collection-based sharing between two peers based on a
push approach, where members of a collection residing in one database can be pushed to
a collection residing in another database. The two collections have to be made available
for sharing, using the method makeAvailable that comes in different forms. Collection
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members can either be shared with any database, or sharing can be restricted to a
particular database or a group of databases. A local database can initiate the sharing
process by invoking a sharing method that pushes the members of the shared collection
from the local database to the remote database. The sharing module supports different
sharing modes which is reflected in the provision of different sharing methods. While
the method shareDetached simply copies objects to the remote database, the method
shareSynchronised also propagates updates to these objects to the target database as
they occur.

We created a number of metadata collections to realise the global sharing of informa-
tion components, as illustrated in Figure 4.12. Both the local and global information
space define the two collections SharedSync and SharedDetached to support the two
sharing modes. This two collections are made available for sharing by invoking the
setAvailable method of the SharingCRUD class. The global information space shares
these collections with all community members in order to make it possible for commu-
nity members to push their information components to be shared into these collections,
while the same collections residing in the local information spaces are only shared with
the global information space.

A developer can share a component by calling RegistryCRUD.share passing the glo-
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bal registry name. The RegistryCRUD will then add the component to the appropriate
shared collection, specified by the sharing mode in the ExportInterface. According
to that mode, the RegistryCRUD invokes the appropriate share method of the class
SharingCRUD and passes the members to be shared, a reference to the database and
the query that specifies what should be exported to the global registry. Note that the
query to be passed is constructed by the RegistryCRUD from the export queries pro-
vided by the developer including possible renamings. The metadata and data objects
to be shared are then copied to the global information space, along with the export
interface.

To import an information component from the global registry, the developer calls
the reuse method and passes the name of the global registry. Since the sharing module
only supports pushed-based sharing, the import of metadata and data into a local
information space is realised by means of a separate Requests collection. When invoking
the method, a request object that defines the component name and the import queries
defined over the export interface is created as a member of the Requests collection and
shared with the global information space. The request object is pushed from the local
Requests collection to the global Requests collection. The addition of that object in
the global Requests collection triggers the sharing of the requested component by the
global information space. It pushes the shared metadata and data objects to the local
information space using the corresponding sharing method of the SharingCRUD and a
constructed query that consists of the component name to be imported and the import
queries over the metadata and data.

4.4.2 Information Component API Usage

Having presented the implementation of our platform, we will now illustrated the plat-
form usage based on the uniform platform API. We will now show, by means of an
example, how to create, compose and register information components using the infor-
mation component API as well as the APIs provided by the other database modules.
While OMS Avon provides its own database language OML, in this example, we use
OQL [19] as the query language, since it is better known and its notation is similar
to SQL notation. OQL makes use of path expressions to navigate complex objects.
In our implementation, a Component graph has two child elements Data and MetaData
over which metadata and data queries are executed. As already mentioned, all ob-
jects have a name attribute that allows us to access them by name. Note that com-
ponent names are prefixed with a ‘C’ in order to prevent name clashes and the class
InformationComponentCRUD is abbreviated to IcCRUD for the sake of space. In the fol-
lowing example, we first create an OnlineStore component. Then, we import metadata
and data from the local Products component.

// create component

// type names: lower-case, collection names: upper-case

IcCRUD.createComp("COnlineStore");

// retrieve metadata

Query mdQuery = new Query("

SELECT *

FROM CProducts.MetaData md

WHERE md.types.name = \"product\" or

md.colls.name = \"Products\" or
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md.types.name = \"provider\" or

md.colls.name = \"Providers\" or

md.assocs.name = \"Delivers\" or

");

// retrieve data

Query dQuery = new Query("

SELECT d.Products, d.Providers, d.Delivers

FROM CProducts.Data d

");

// import metadata and data from local component registry

RegistryCRUD.reuse(LOCAL, mdQuery, dQuery);

The imported metadata comprises types, collections and associations. The import from
the Customers component is done similarly to the Products component and therefore
not shown.

As a next step, we import metadata and data from a Orders component shared in
the global component registry. Note that since only metadata will be reused, there
will be no data query and therefore the last parameter of the importGlobal method
invocation is set to null.

// import metadata

Query mdQuery = new Query("

SELECT *

FROM COrders.MetaData

");

// import metadata and data from global component registry

RegistryCRUD.reuse(GLOBAL, mdQuery, null);

As a next step, we associate the collections Products and OrderItems via an Is associa-
tion. We then add this association to the OnlineStore component. Similarly, a Places
association is created between Customer and Order.

// create association

OMObject isAssoc = AssociationCRUD.create("Is", "Products", "OrderItems");

// add association to component

IcCRUD.addMetadata("COnlineStore", isAssoc);

As a last step, we show how one can offer metadata and data for reuse. We first show,
how components are locally shared, followed by an example of a global sharing.

For illustrating the local sharing, we register the newly created OnlineStore com-
ponent with the local component registry. We first define the export queries and then
create an export interface for registering the component.

// register for local reuse

Query mdQuery = new Query("

SELECT *

FROM COnlineStore.MetaData

");

Query dQuery = new Query("

SELECT *

FROM COnlineStore.Data
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");

ExportInterface export = new ExportInterface("COnlineStore", "Description...",

"COnlineStore", mdQuery, dQuery, REFERENCE);

RegistryCRUD.share(LOCAL, "COnlineStore", export);

As a second example, we register the Products component for global sharing. Note that
we restricted the sharing of data: only the products where the condition provider=
"yourCompany" is satisfied are shared.

// register for global reuse

Query mdQuery = new Query("

SELECT md.type and

md.coll and

md.assoc and

FROM CProducts.MetaData md

");

Query dQuery = new Query("

SELECT *

FROM CProducts.Data

WHERE Provider.name = \"yourCompany\"

");

ExportInterface export = new ExportInterface("Products", "Description..",

"CProducts", mdQuery, null, DETACHED);

RegistryCRUD.share(GLOBAL, "Products", export);

Note that when exporting a component, a renaming could be defined.

4.5 Discussion

We presented the design and implementation of a platform that acts as a kernel system
for the modular development of information systems based on the principle of crowd-
sourcing. The kernel provides functionality for designing the periphery by means of
information components. The platform aims at facilitating application development
through sharing and reuse operations, and provides a fine-grained mechanism for the
sharing and reuse of metadata and data based on user-defined queries. The platform
is based on object database technology and its functionality is reflected through the
platform API. While the platform API offers maximum flexibility for modularly deve-
loping information systems, it is still a programmatic interface and can only be used by
skilled developers. We addressed this problem and we will present a number of tools
that build on top of this API and offer the described functionality at the user interface
level in Chapter 7.

To realise such a platform, we introduced a general approach to database extensi-
bility based on a modular system metamodel, which allowed us to natively integrate
information components into the database system. The concept of metamodel exten-
sion modules has proven to be a successful approach in a number of research projects.
OMS Avon has been extended with additional functionality, such as events [63], and
has been adapted to a number of application domains, such as mobile computing [34]
and Web engineering [116].
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Our current core module implementation is based on the OM model, which provides
rich means for data modelling. We have shown that the OM data model is especially sui-
ted for modular information system development, given its semantically rich constructs
and the fact that application models can easily be composed from and decompose into
subschemas in very natural way by adding/removing associations. Note however, that
the concept of metamodel extension modules works independently of the given sys-
tem data model as long as it is defined through a metamodel, and data and metadata
are treated uniformly. Therefore, we claim that the concept of metamodel extension
modules can be equally applied to relational, XML and object databases.

This will be addressed in the next chapter, where we introduce a generalisation of
the information component concept to a relational database and we will compare it to
our current implementation.
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Information Components in

Relational Systems

Having introduced the concept of information components in an object-oriented setting,
we will apply the concept to the relational world to show how we can support modular
information system development based on relational technologies. In this chapter, we
show how we adapted the definition of information components to the relational model
and how we extended the relational database system to support modular information
system development.

We will first give a short analysis of the relational model and relational database
management systems with regard to the support for modular information system deve-
lopment, followed by a definition of the information component concept as part of an
extended relational database. We then present the implementation of the concept in
the relation database management system MySQL, followed by an example of its use.
We will then discuss the concepts’s generality, followed by a concluding discussion.

5.1 Analysis of Relational Model and DBMS

A relational database is a database system that manages data specific to a certain appli-
cation domain by means of a relational model and data that is structured accordingly.
The model of a relational database encompasses a set of relations and set of views over
these relations. Every relation declares a set of attributes, as well as integrity constraints
in terms of primary and secondary keys. Attributes are associated to a certain type
which constrains the value domain. Relations contain a set of tuples and a tuple is an
ordered set of values based on the structure defined by its relation. Views are stored
queries that may be defined over one or more relations. In contrast to object models,
the relational model does not offer means to define any behaviour. Note, however, that
relational database management systems usually support the definition of behaviour by
means of triggers and stored procedures. These are, however, not necessarily coupled
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to the application domain, but are also commonly used for general tasks, such as access
control or data validation. Application logic is typically implemented in a layer on top
of the database system and a database may be accessed by several external applica-
tions. Consequently, the data and behaviour is not tightly coupled. This separation
is also reflected in the design process of a relational database. As already mentioned
in Section 2.5, the process of defining a relational database is a rather sequential one,
where a developer first designs the conceptual model, usually by means of an ER model.
The conceptual model is then manually transformed into a relational model that acts
as the logical representation. Schema and data are created, manipulated and queried
by means of data definition and data manipulation operations defined as part of the
database language SQL. The definition of application logic is handled in a separate
design process and therefore completely separate from the application schema design.

Once the database schema has been created from the schema definitions and is
populated with data, applying changes to the schema is a non-trivial task that might
lead to inconsistencies and undesired behaviour. In practice, new data management
requirements are often accommodated by creating a specific view that combines and
presents the data in the required form. However, SQL does not provide any support
for modular development as defined within this thesis, where we advocate reuse and
composition as key principles of modular information system development.

In a relational database, metadata is usually represented by a number of system-
defined relations, where information about all the created schema elements such as
relations, their attributes, views and stored procedures are managed. The fact that
metadata and data is treated uniformly as data is beneficial to our endeavour. Note,
however, that in contrast to object databases, relational systems use value semantics
for both the metadata and the data. Consequently, metadata and data can not simply
be referenced, when sharing and reusing it. Furthermore, there is a lack of separation
between metadata and data. Relations define the structure of the data and at the same
time, act as data containers. These two facts have a number of implications on the
sharing and reuse of metadata and data, as will de discussed later.

5.2 Information Components in a Relational Setting

In order to support modular information system development in a relational setting,
we extend the definition of a relational database with the concept of information com-
ponents.

A database D is therefore defined as a set of information components

D = {C1, C2, ..., Cn}

where each information component C is defined as C =< NC ,MDC , DC >. NC defines
the component name, MDC denotes the metadata and DC the data defined within an
information component C.

This definition stipulates a clear separation of metadata and data concepts, which
is of crucial importance to our approach. We therefore distinguish between the notion
of a relation definition, which is metadata, and the relation, which is data. Relation
definitions declare a set of attributes and are instantiated as relations that contain data
and have a unique name within a database.
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The metadata MDC defined by any relational model is set of relation definitions,
constraints, view definitions and stored procedures, described as

MDC =< RDC , CC , VDC , SPC >

RDC defines the set of relation definitions where RDC = {R1, R2, ...Rn}. Every relation
definition Ri ∈ RDC declares a set of attributes AS where every attribute ai ∈ AS

has a name na that is unique within AS and a value domain constraint di ∈ CC .
Attributes may act as primary or foreign keys. CC is a set of constraints, including
integrity constraints and domain constraints. VC is a set of view definitions VDC =
{vd1, vd2, ...vdn} defined over one or more relation definitions and SPC is a set of stored
procedures SPC = {sp1, sp2, ...spn}.

The data DC of an information component C consists of relations, defined as

DC = {r(R1), ..., r(Rn)}

Each relation r(Ri) ∈ DC is an instantiation of a relation definition Ri ∈ RDC and has
a unique name ni within an information component C.

Import and export interfaces are specified by means of queries that define the me-
tadata and data to be made available for reuse, defined as

φexp(C) =< δexp(NC), Qexp(MDC), qexp(DC) >

Metadata reuse includes the reuse of relation definitions, constraints, view definitions
and stored procedures, while data reuse may include the data from one or more relations,
represented by queries over these relations. Note that in contrast to an object-oriented
setting, where the data reuse was defined by a single query, in a relational database
qexp(DC) defines a sequence of queries, one per relation that is to be reused.

There might also be dependencies between metadata objects as well as between
metadata and data objects when sharing and importing them. When sharing/impor-
ting a view definition, the underlying relations, that is both the relation definitions
as well as the data, also have to be shared/imported. Similarly, when sharing/impor-
ting data, the defining metadata also has to be shared/imported. Furthermore, stored
procedures might operate on relations or views or even invoke other stored procedures
and therefore, depending on a stored procedure’s body, all required metadata has to be
shared/imported along with the stored procedure.

In Figure 5.1, we have modified the metamodel definition of information components
presented in Section 4.1 and adapted it to the relational world. While the core concept
of information component has not changed, the difference lies in the representation
of metadata and data, where, in the relational world, metadata consists of relation
definitions, view definitions, stored procedures and constraints, and data is represented
by relations.

5.3 Implementation

We have implemented the concept of information components as an extension to the
relational database management system MySQL 5.51.

1www.mysql.com
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Figure 5.1: Information component metamodel in a relational setting

To integrate the concept of information components, we have followed the approach
taken by MySQL to manage the system metadata by means of relations and have
extended the set of system relations with a number of relations where information
components and their metadata are managed together with their export interfaces. We
have also implemented a number of stored procedures that support the operations of
component creation, the definition of export interfaces and the reuse of metadata and
data. We support reuse by copy and reuse by reference, where the former reuse mode
corresponds to a snapshot of the metadata and data while the later is a view represented
by means of queries that get executed on demand.

The representation of metadata has been complicated by the fact that in relational
databases metadata cannot be referenced, as well as by the tight coupling of the relation
with its data. We therefore choose to represent metadata objects by their CREATE
statements. Upon reuse, new copies of the metadata objects are created by executing
the shared CREATE statements. In the case of a relation definition, a relation is crea-
ted, in the case of a view definition a query is processed and in the case of a stored
procedure, the procedure is registered with the system and can be executed. Conse-
quently, the export of metadata objects corresponds to the sharing of such definitions
that are represented by CREATE statements and can be invoked upon import. The
metadata export query is a query over a component’s metadata, which returns a set of
such CREATE statements, one for each metadata object to be shared.

Similarly, data objects cannot simply be referenced or copied upon reuse. Data
exports are defined by means of SELECT queries over shared relations and a data
export interface might include a number of such SELECT statements. For a data
import, the user simply defines queries over the shared relations.

We have transformed and adapted the information component metamodel presen-
ted in Figure 5.1 to a relational model and give an overview of the the additional sys-
tem relations below. For the representation of the metadata objects, we use a simple
textual notation. Relations and views are represented by their names and their attri-
butes in brackets. Note that constraints are implicitly included in the relation defini-
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tion, where underlined attributes represent primary keys, whereas dashed underlined
attributes represent foreign keys. Stored procedures are represented by their proce-
dure signatures. Note that we omitted domain value constraints for the sake of space.

component(name, description)

relations(name,create query)
hasRelation(component name, relation name, rename)
exportRels(name, component name, relation name, data query)

views(name,create query)
hasViews(component name, view name, rename)
exportViews(name, component name, relation name)

storedProcedures(name,create query)

hasSP(component name, sp name, rename)

exportSP(name, component name, sp name)

The component registry is represented by a relation component with attributes
name and description. Metadata about relations, views and stored procedures defi-
ned for information components are managed in the relations relations, views and
stored procedures, respectively. These relations define two attributes, a name attri-
bute as well as a create query attribute, where the CREATE statement of the respec-
tive metadata objects are stored as strings. In the case of a relation, the create query

attribute corresponds to a CREATE TABLE statement. In the case of views it is a
CREATE VIEW statement and in the case of a stored procedure, it is a CREATE PRO-
CEDURE statement. An information component is associated to its relations, views
and stored procedures via the relations hasRelation, hasView and hasSP, respecti-
vely. The export interface of an information component is defined over the relations
exportRels, exportViews and exportSP that all define metadata sharing. The sharing
is manifested through the association of a component to relations, views and stored pro-
cedures via the corresponding relations. Data exports are only relevant in cases where
relations are shared. Therefore, the relation exportRels defines an additional attribute
data query, which holds a SELECT query that specifies the data to be shared. Note
that the export relations also define a name attribute that makes it possible to share
multiple export interfaces for a single component.

We have also defined a number of stored procedures that facilitate the creation and
management of components. The process of component creation is supported through
the stored procedure createComponent, which creates a component. The procedures
defineRelation, defineView and defineStoredProcedure take a component name
and a corresponding CREATE statement as arguments and create new metadata objects
as part of the component definition. We further defined a set of procedures that faci-
litate the specification of the export interface that may consist of relation definitions,
view definitions, stored procedures and relations. The procedures exportRelation,
exportView and exportSP support the definition of an export interface and all take
the name of the component, the name of the export interface and the name of the res-
pective metadata object as input. Finally, the procedure getExportInterface returns
a view over a component’s export interface, consisting of relations, views and stored
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procedures defined to be shared. Note that constraints are implicitly shared as part of
the relation and view definitions.

createComponent(compName, description)
defineRelation(compName, createQuery)
defineView(compName, createQuery)
defineStoredProcedure(compName, createQuery)

exportRelation(compName, iName, relName, dataQuery)

exportView(compName, iName, viewName)

exportSP(compName, iName, SPName)

getExportInterface(compName, iName)

We also provide a set of procedures that support metadata and data reuse, both by
copy and by reference. They all take the component name, the interface name relevant
for the reuse as well as a possible renaming as input parameter. In the case of metadata
reuse, the name of the metadata object is also passed. In the case of data reuse, the
relation name, as well as a query that specifies the data reuse, are passed as arguments.

reuseMetaDataByRef(compName, iName, mdName , newName)
reuseDataByRef(compName, iName, relName, newName, dataQuery)

reuseMetaDataByCopy(compName, iName, mdName, newName)

reuseDataByCopy(compName, iName, relName, newName, dataQuery)

In the following, we discuss the implementations of the two reuse modes in more
detail.

Reuse by Copy The reuse of metadata and data by copy corresponds to the reuse of
a snapshot, where, upon reuse, new instances of both data and metadata objects are
created. In the case of pure metadata reuse, relations, views and stored procedures are
instantiated from their schema definitions when defining a new information component.
In the case of a relation, where also data is reused, the user defines a data import query
by means of a SELECT statement over the export query of the relation to be reused.
The reuse process works as follows. First, the new relation is instantiated from the
shared relation definition using a new name. The copy process of data is a combination
of the user-defined SELECT statement over the relation to be imported combined with
an INSERT statement that inserts the selected data into the newly created relation.
For example, a user might decide to reuse a contact relation and the data defined by
the query “SELECT ∗ FROM contact WHERE contact.age ≤ 50”. The reuse of this
relation results in the following operations: first, the relation definition for the contact
relation is executed and a new relation is created in the scope of the new component.
Second, an INSERT statement is formulated that inserts the tuples selected by the
user’s query into the newly created relation.

The synchronised copy mode of data is realised using triggers. For shared relations,
every INSERT or UPDATE operation on the original relation triggers the propagation
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of these operations to their copies reused as parts of other information components.

Reuse by Reference The reuse of metadata and data by reference corresponds to
an on-demand access: changes to data objects made in one component are reflected
in components that reuse that data. While reuse by reference is straightforward in an
object-oriented setting, in a relational setting, where metadata and data are treated
as values rather than as objects that can be referenced, the reuse mechanisms slightly
differ.

In the case of view definitions and stored procedures, the views and stored proce-
dures can simply be reused. When sharing and reusing relations, one has to differentiate
between the combined reuse of metadata and data and the reuse of only metadata.

In the case where only metadata is reused to support the design process, reuse by
reference is handled as follows: Given that relations are tightly coupled with the data,
it is not possible to simply reuse the relation, without its data. Therefore, metadata
reuse corresponds to the sharing of the relation definition. Upon reuse, a new relation
is created that structurally corresponds to the original one, but will only manage data
created within the new information component. Note that, when reusing metadata
within a database, the instantiation of a new relation with a relation definition requires
a new name, which might simply be a qualification through the component name. For
example, a products relation defined in the scope of a Products component might be
renamed to OnlineStore.products, when reused as part of an OnlineStore component.

When reusing metadata and data of a relation, the reuse may be realised through
an SQL VIEW defined over the shared relation, where the view provides access to the
imported metadata and data. Note, however, that if a developer decides to further
share such an imported relation, which is technically a view over the original relation,
this leads to a view definition over a view definition, which might eventually result in
long chains of view definitions. Alternatively, one can make use of the synchronised
copy mode for the realisation of reuse by reference, where the system makes sure that
changes to the data are propagated from the original relation to all copies. This would
also result in a uniform approach to handling reuse by reference, independently of
whether only metadata or also data is shared.

Open Issues Our current implementation supports modular information system de-
velopment only within a database, and not between peer databases. The realisation
of that concept in a distributed setting, however, would be realised as follows: SQL
statements that define the metadata and data to be reused can simply be sent from
one database to another and the metadata and data objects can be created in the
remote database by executing these shared statements. Synchronised sharing of data
would require an active component that is able to detect events in remote databases as
presented in [63].

Furthermore, we currently only offer the sharing and reuse of complete relation
and view definitions. However, in the relational world, projections are very common
operations and it is desirable that the reuse of partial relation and view definitions
would be supported. This would require a flexible reuse mechanism, where CREATE
statements can dynamically be composed based on a selection of attributes a user
chooses to reuse from a relation. Such functionality could be realised with an import
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function, where only a selection of attributes chosen by the user would be composed to
form a new CREATE statement. Note however, that this might involve the definition
of new key constraints as well as requiring the adaptation of the data export queries to
conform to the structure specified by the new relation definition.

5.4 Example

We will describe the use of the presented database extension and showcase the process of
component composition based on an example, where a Contacts component and a Photos
component are composed to form a PhotoTagging component. The composition process
is illustrated using relation definitions, metadata structures and SQL statements. Note
that the SQL syntax corresponds to the SQL dialect inherent to MySQL.

Assume a user’s information space is represented by a database D with two compo-
nents D = {CC , CP} where CC is a Contacts component and CP a Photos component.
The contact component supports the management of contacts along with the orga-
nisations they work for, represented by the three relations contact, worksFor and
organisation defined as

CONTACTS
contact(name, birthdate, phone)
organisation(name, street, city)
worksFor(contacts name, organisation name)

CP is a Photos component used for the management of photos, where photos are ma-
naged together with the location where they have been taken and organised in albums.
This information is represented by the three relations album, photo and contains as
well as a view PhotosByLocation that groups photos by location, shown below.

PHOTOS
album(a name, date)
photo(id, photo, location)
contains(album name, photo id)

photosByLocation(photo)

The creation of components and their domain models is supported by the set of
stored procedures presented in Section 5.3. The procedure calls and the SQL statements
for the creation of the Contacts component are illustrated below. First, the contacts
component is created by calling createComponent, followed by the creation of the
relations in the scope of that component. This is done by invoking the create procedure
and passing the component name and the corresponding CREATE statements. Note
that, in the code example, we store the CREATE statements in variables for the sake
of legibility.

//create components

call createComponent("ContactsComponent", "Manages contacts...");

//define create statements
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SET @contacts = "

CREATE TABLE contacts (

name varchar(45) NOT NULL,

birthdate date DEFAULT NULL,

phone varchar(45) DEFAULT NULL,

PRIMARY KEY (name))";

SET @organisation = "CREATE TABLE organisation ...";

SET @works_for = "CREATE TABLE works_for ...";

//create relations as part of a component

call defineRelation("ContactsComponent", @contacts);

call defineRelation("ContactsComponent", @organisation);

call defineRelation("ContactsComponent", @works_for);

In a second step, the relations are registered for sharing, by calling the exportRelation
procedure that populates the export relations with the defined export interface data.
Note that only a single interface defaultIF has been defined for this component.

//define data export queries

SET @contactsData = "SELECT * FROM contacts";

SET @organisationData = "SELECT * FROM organisation";

SET @works_forData= "SELECT * FROM works_for";

//define export interfaces for contacts, organisation and works_for

call exportRelation("ContactsComponent", "defaultIF", "contact",

@contactsData);

call exportRelation("ContactsComponent", "defaultIF", "organisation",

@organisationData);

call exportRelation("ContactsComponent", "defaultIF", "works_for",

@works_forData);

...

The Photos component is created analogously. Assume that the two components are
now used by a user and populated with data. In the upper part of Figure 5.2, we
give an overview of the metadata relations and the data that describes the current
scenarios after the two components have been created. The component relation manages
the two components. The relations relation manages the relation names and their
CREATE statements, the hasRelations manages the component affiliations and the
relation exportRels manages the export interface. The same structure is also used for
managing meta information about views and stored procedures.

A user now composes a photo tagging component. The code snippets below illus-
trate the steps involved. A user first creates a new component and inspects the export
interfaces of the existing components. Based on that, the user decides to import the
contacts relation, that is metadata and data, from the Contacts component and the
photos relation from the Photos component. The newly created relation tagged asso-
ciates the two imported relations.

//create components

call createComponent("PhotoTaggingComponent", "Photo mgt where ...");

//inspect contacts and photo component
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component

relations hasRelations exportRels
name create_query component_name relation_name rename component_name name relation_name data_query
contact CREATE TABLE… ContactComponent contact NULL ContactComponent defaultIFcontact SELECT * FROM c…
organisatioCREATE TABLE… ContactComponent organisation NULL ContactComponent defaultIForganisation SELECT * FROM o…
works_for CREATE TABLE… ContactComponent works_for NULL ContactComponent defaultIFworks_for SELECT * FROM w…
photo CREATE TABLE… PhotoComponent photo NULL PhotoComponent photos photo SELECT * FROM p…
album CREATE TABLE… PhotoComponent album NULL PhotoComponent photos album NULL
contains CREATE TABLE… PhotoComponent contains NULL PhotoComponent photos contains NULL

views hasViews exportViews
name create_query component_name relation_name rename component_name name view_name
photoInA… CREATE VIEW… PhotoComponent photoInAlbum PhotoComponent photos photoInAlbum

storedProcedures hasSP exportSP
name create_query component_name relation_name rename component_name name sp_name

description
Manages contacts along with their work place
Photo management with albums

name
ContactComponent
PhotoComponent

Figure 5.2: System relations (1)

call getExportInterface("ContactsComponent", "defaultIF")

call getExportInterface("PhotosComponent", "defaultIF")

//define data import queries

SET @contactsImport = "SELECT * FROM contacts";

SET @photoImport = "SELECT * FROM photos WHERE location = "Europe";

//reuse contacts and photos relations

call reuseMetaDataByCopy("PhotoTaggingComponent", "contacts" ,

"pt.contacts");

call reuseDataByCopy("PhotoTaggingComponent", "contacts" ,

"pt.contacts", @contactsImport):

call reuseMetaDataByCopy("PhotoTaggingComponent", "photos" , "pt.photos");

call reuseDataByCopy("PhotoTaggingComponent", "photos" ,

"pt.photos", @photoImport):

//define create statements & create relations as part of the new component

set @tagged = "CREATE TABLE tagged (...)";

call defineRelation("PhotoTaggingComponent", @tagged);

Finally, an export interface ptAll is registered for the PhotoTagging, where all metadata
and data is made available for reuse.

//define export interfaces for picture tagging component

call exportRelation("PhotoTaggingComponent", "ptAll", "pt.contacts",

"SELECT * FROM pt.contacts");

call exportRelation("PhotoTaggingComponent", "ptAll", "pt.photos",

"SELECT * FROM pt.photos");

call exportRelation("PhotoTaggingComponent", "ptAll", "tagged",

"SELECT * FROM tagged");

...
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component

relations hasRelations exportRels
name create_query component_name relation_name rename component_name name relation_name data_query
contact CREATE TABLE… ContactComponent contact NULL ContactComponent defaultIF contact SELECT * FROM c…
organisatio CREATE TABLE… ContactComponent organisation NULL ContactComponent defaultIF organisation SELECT * FROM o…
works_for CREATE TABLE… ContactComponent works_for NULL ContactComponent defaultIF works_for SELECT * FROM w..
photo CREATE TABLE… PhotoComponent photo NULL PhotoComponent photos photo SELECT * FROM p…
album CREATE TABLE… PhotoComponent album NULL PhotoComponent photos album NULL
contains CREATE TABLE… PhotoComponent contains NULL PhotoComponent photos contains NULL
tagged CREATE TABLE… PhotoTaggingC… tagged NULL PhotoTaggingC… ptAll tagged SELECT * FROM t…

PhotoTaggingC… contact pt.cont PhotoTaggingC… ptAll pt.photo SELECT * FROM pt.
PhotoTaggingC… photo pt.pho PhotoTaggingC… ptAll pt.person SELECT * FROM pt.

views hasViews exportViews
name create_query component_name relation_name rename component_name name view_name
photoInA… CREATE VIEW… PhotoComponent photoInAlb.. PhotoComponent photos photoInAlb..

storedProcedures hasSP exportSP
name create_query component_name relation_name rename component_name name sp_name

PhotoTaggingComponent Photo mgt where photos can be tagged with 
PhotoComponent Photo management with albums

name description
ContactComponent Manages contacts along with their work place

Figure 5.3: System relations (2)

Figure 5.3 shows the the system relations after component composition. Note that
the export relations manage possible renamings, and by doing so, also the reuse history.
The relation contact has been imported into the newly created component and renamed
to pt.contact and the export table holds a reference to the original relation. This
allows the reconstruction of the reuse history at any point in time.

5.5 Generalisation

Having defined the concept of information component in object-oriented and relatio-
nal settings, we now analyse the steps involved in generally augmenting a data model
with such a concept of modularity. Figure 5.4 gives an overview of the general defi-
nition of information components through its metamodel description. An information
component can be seen as a unit that encapsulates metadata and data and offers a
well-defined interface over which metadata and data can be reused, thus enabling sys-
tematic system composition. This is a general and data model-independent approach,
where the adaptation to a specific data model is done exclusively through the metadata
and data definitions.

To demonstrate the generality of our approach, the lower part of Figure 5.4 illus-
trates the definition of metadata and data for three different data models, the OM
model on the left side, the relational model in the middle and XML on the right side.
Metadata objects are instances of a data model’s concepts, while the data is represented
by objects structured according to these metadata objects. In the case of the OM mo-
del, metadata is represented by types, collections, associations and constraints, while
the data consists of objects. In the case of the relational model metadata consists of
relation definitions, view definitions, stored procedures and constraints, and the data
corresponds to relations. In the case of XML, metadata would be defined by means of an
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XML schema language. Nowadays, XML Schema2 is usually used for the definition of
the metadata. XML Schema supports the design of an application schema through the
definition of application-specific types represented as simple types and complex types.
Such types are specified through a combination of attribute and element definitions as
well as constraints. XML data is structured according to such type definitions by means
of elements and attributes, and data is represented as element content and attribute
content.
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Figure 5.4: Information components in various contexts

While we have not illustrated the adaptation of the queries in Figure 5.4, we note
that export interfaces as well as import queries are represented by specific queries
formulated in a model-specific query language. In the case of the OM model a query
would be formulated using OML, while in case of the relational model, queries are
formulated by means of SQL statements and XML queries are formulated by means
of XQuery expressions. Note that XQuery can also be used for developing application
logic, as proposed in [21].

We will now generalise the definition of information components to cater for various
data models. Generally, metadata is described by means of metamodel constructs MCi

2http://www.w3.org/standards/xml/schema
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that that define a data model DM, defined as

DM =< MC1,MC2, ...,MCm >

Consequently, metadata of a component C is defined as

MDC =< C1, C2, ..., Cn >

where Ci is a set of instances of MCi, formally written as

∀ci ∈ Ci : ci / MCi

In summary, the concept of information components is a general construct and its
definition in the scope of a specific data model may represent any application model that
can be specified as an instance of that specific data model. It basically extends the data
model with means for application encapsulation and modular composition and thus,
augments the general application modelling process, where an application is modelled
through a combination of selecting, importing and combining existing metadata and
data objects with newly created ones. The expressive power of a platform that supports
the concept of information component lies in the choice of the platform metamodel. We
will discuss this issue in the next section.

5.6 Discussion

We have shown how data models in general, and the relational model in particular, can
be extended with the concept of information components. At the conceptual level, the
adaptation of the information component model to a specific data model is straightfor-
ward and consists of the definition of metadata and data constructs. The expressiveness
of application models, however, highly depends on the underlying data model and its
semantic power in terms of supported model constructs, which also includes the support
for application logic. While we have shown that it is well possible to define the concept
of information components in a relation setting and provide users with a platform ba-
sed on relational technology, we note, that with such a platform our approach cannot
harness the same semantic expressiveness inherent to object models. While an object
model allows for the definition of semantically rich application schemas, the relational
model is rather limited in terms of provided constructs and their semantic expressive-
ness. For example, the construct of association defined by an object model not only
allows to model relationships in an explicit and intuitive way, but also fosters a natural
decomposition and composition of application schemas. In a relational system, however,
there is no equivalent construct, but application schemas are represented exclusively by
means of relations. For non-expert users it is much harder to identify, how domain
entities and their associations are represented. Furthermore, in a relational setting, the
management of the data and the application logic is typically kept apart. This makes
it difficult to support a sharing and reuse paradigm that would support the combined
sharing of application schema, data and the behaviour. This further aggravates an ef-
fective use of a relational platform for enduser development. We strongly believe that,
especially when aiming at supporting endusers, the expressiveness of the provided data
model plays a crucial role, and therefore, advocate the use of an object model.
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On the implementation level, we have shown, how MySQL can be extended with the
concept of information components. The creation, management and reuse of informa-
tion components is currently based on a set of stored procedures, which forms an API
to our extension. While this shows the feasibility of our approach in a relational setting,
we would prefer a tighter integration as well as a uniform platform API that enhances
the platform usability. SQL would have to be extended with a set of keywords and
statements that support the CRUD operations required for the creation, management
and reuse of information components. While this would be adequate support for ap-
plication developers, endusers could not make use of our platform. In order to support
them, the provision of graphical tools that support the information component design
process would be essential.

We would like to emphasis, that the difference of the relational and object-oriented
implementations is strongly influenced by the underlying database system architecture
and implementation. The implementation of the information component concept as
part of MySQL has mainly been complicated by the tight coupling of metadata and
data as well as the handling of metadata and data through value semantics. Further-
more, the architecture of MySQL and relational database systems in general does not
offer dedicated support for database extensibility. In contrast, OMS Avon allows the
metamodel to be extended and new functionality is integrated as part of a uniform plat-
form API, where extensions and core modules are indistinguishable from an application
developer’s point of view. The uniform treatment of metadata and data as data objects
allows for a elegant realisation of reuse operations. Given that our approach to database
extensibility is a general one and data model independent, relational database systems
could be built based on this architectural paradigm and allow for a native integration
of novel data management concepts into the database system.
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Application Logic and Presentation

So far, we have introduced concepts and a platform that support modular information
system development based on the sharing and reuse of metadata and data to facilitate
the application development process for non-expert users. However, in order to support
non-expert users in the composition of fully functional information management appli-
cations, the information system development process must be augmented with means
that support the design and development of general application logic that goes beyond
the static definition of behaviour by means of object methods as well as the presen-
tation of data and application logic. In the spirit of our crowdsourced approach and
in view of pursuing our goal of optimally supporting non-expert users in information
system design and evolution, the sharing and reuse mechanisms should be expanded
to also include application logic and presentation. Ideally, both application logic and
presentation should be shared and reused along with information components, locally
as well as globally. These requirements are addressed in this chapter.

First, we introduce a general approach for extending the notion of application logic
in information systems. We have complemented the concept of object methods with
a general approach for flexibly associating functionality to data objects at both design
and runtime by means of so-called role-based services [101]. Second, we present an
approach for defining an information component’s user interface based on structure
and layout templates, and show how the data and application logic can be combined
at the level of the user interface. Finally, we show how services and presentation can
be shared and reused based on our crowdsourced platform.

6.1 Application Logic

In order to support the development of fully functional information management ap-
plications through non-experts, we introduce a concept that supports the development
of general application logic and integrates application logic design into the information
system design process.

95
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Object-oriented information systems traditionally represented application logic by
means of object methods defined for a type and tightly bound to an object through its
type definition. Every object instance of a specific type therefore shows the behaviour
defined by its type methods and any behaviour inherited from its supertypes. However,
there are cases where a user may want to define and to reuse behaviour more generally
and flexibly, for example across type definitions, or for that behaviour to evolve over
time. It is therefore desirable to have a distinction between fixed type-based behaviour
and some role-driven runtime behaviour that can be flexibly adapted over time and
fosters functionality reuse.

Adaptation of object behaviour in object-oriented languages such as Java or C++
is generally only supported at design-time through inheritance and the overriding of
methods in a subclass. With the exception of a few dynamic object-oriented languages
such as Smalltalk that offer the possibility of altering class definitions at runtime, ob-
ject evolution in terms of gaining or losing certain behaviour over time, is generally not
supported. Methods that do not directly describe any object behaviour are often im-
plemented as library services represented as static methods that access object instances
only by passing these objects as arguments within method calls. In such cases, there is
no binding between classes of objects and their associated library services and it is up to
the programmer to make an explicit connection from an object instance to its services as
part of the design-time application development process. In contrast, service-oriented
approaches, such as Web Services [123] and SOAs [48] enable the flexible composition
of services in distributed environments based on a language-independent service reuse.
Our aim was to get the same flexibility of service-orientation in terms of dynamically
coupling services to objects within the database in order to be able to support the
variable and dynamic aspects of object behaviour as well as maximising the reuse of
behaviour. In the following, we will present our approach of role-based services [101].

6.1.1 Role-based Services

We have designed and developed a concept that allows domain objects to be associated
with application logic in a flexible and dynamic way. We have augmented the concept of
type-based methods in object-oriented settings with a notion of role-dependent services
that support the dynamic binding of active content to database objects. The behaviour
of an object is thus defined through a combination of intrinsic and extrinsic behaviour
with methods in the object type defining the former and services associated with object
roles defining the latter.

Our approach supports the assignment of services to a group of objects, based on
collection membership, where a collection semantically groups a set of objects and the
role of an object is defined by its collection membership. The classification of objects
is orthogonal to the type hierarchy offered by the object model and, through multiple
classification, an object can participate in multiple roles at the same time. Specific
services can be associated with a collection to dynamically extend the behaviour of
its member objects. These services can either be executed manually by some user
interaction or triggered automatically by specific system events (e.g. the insertion of
an object into a collection). The flexible runtime reclassification of objects provides a
powerful mechanism to dynamically assign new services to an object without affecting
its class definition.
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Figure 6.1: Type, classification and service model

Our approach is based on a three-layered modelling approach including type, clas-
sification and service models as shown in Figure 6.1. The type model deals with type
specification in terms of attributes and methods. The classification model is used for
defining semantic groupings of objects based on collections and associations between
objects. The service model specifies the bindings between services and collections. The
three models are orthogonal to each other resulting in a clear separation of concerns.
Note that such dynamic assignment of functionality to objects is not a replacement for
object methods but rather complementary to allow for greater flexibility.

In the following, we will introduce each of the three models based on the previously
introduced online store example. We have made use of the OM model for defining the
first two layers, given that the clear separation of a type and classification layer is an
inherent characteristic of the OM model.
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Type Model

The type model defines the types of the objects for a given application domain in
terms of the declared set of attributes and methods, as well as the type inheritance
hierarchy. In the example shown in Figure 6.1, we use UML as the graphical notation.
We have defined the five types customer, onlinecustomer, product and orderitem, order and
deliveredorder. The customer type defines a set of attributes such as name, address

and email as well as exemplary methods getMail and setMail, which are used to
access the mail attribute. Note that all types expose getter and setter methods for
attribute access, which have been omitted in Figure 6.1 for the sake of space. The type
onlinecustomer is a subtype of customer and defines a set of additional attributes, such as
login and password. The type product declares the attributes name, description and
price, and the type orderItem the attributes quantity and price. The order type defines
the attributes orderDate, discount and price. Types not only declare attribute access
methods, but also methods that define some computation. For example, the method
getDiscPrice is a method that calculates the discounted price, based on the regular
price and the discount rate. The type deliveredorder is a specialisation of the order type as
represented by the subtype relationship and defines an additional attribute shipping

that marks the shipping date. Note that the OM data model supports objects that
have multiple of these types through multiple instantiation. An object can gain or lose
types at runtime based on specific operators for object evolution. For example, an order

object might evolve to a deliveredorder object and thus gain that additional type over
time, using the dress operator. Similarly, an object may also lose a type over time
using the strip operator.

Classification Model

The classification model is based on the concepts of collections that group a set of
objects of the same type, associations that associate members of one collection with
members of another as well as constraints. The classification model in Figure 6.1 illus-
trates the online store data model presented in Section 3.3 using OM notation. The
Customers collection contains objects of type customer and defines a subcollection for
regular customers that are frequent buyers, represented as members of the RegularCus-
tomers collection. Furthermore, customers can be OnlineCustomers that have already
created an online account and thus have gained the type onlinecustomer. Customers
can place orders, displayed through the Places association between Customers and Or-
ders, where an order is from exactly one customer and a customer can place zero or
more orders, as indicated by the (1,1) or (0,*) cardinality constraints, respectively. The
Orders collection contains objects of type order and is specialised through the three sub-
collections OpenOrders, DeliveredOrders and PastOrders. Orders consist of OrderItems,
as indicated by the Has association and OrderItems refer to Products of the companies
product catalogue through the RefersTo association.

Role modelling through classification is represented by the fact that objects of one
type can simultaneously be members of different collections. For example, customers
can also be regular customers, since the subcollection RegularCustomers has the same
membertype as its supercollection Customers. The role of a particular object can be
manipulated by simply adding it to, or removing it from, these collections. The fact
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that a customer may be a regular customer simply means that the object may be ad-
ded to the RegularCustomers collections. Note that while some collections do not put
further restrictions on the membertype, others do. For example, while the Regular-
Customers collection groups members of type customer, the OnlineCustomers collection
contains members of type onlinecustomer even though they are both subcollections of
the Customers collection. Similarly, order objects can be a member of the collection
OpenOrders, while DeliveredOrders and PastOrders both have the deliveredorder type as
membertype. In such cases, roles may imply additional properties and methods by a
more specific subcollection membertype. Through multiple instantiation, objects can
gain or lose types and be classified independently of the type hierarchy.

Service Model

The service model supports the assignment of services to collections at design and
runtime. On the left-hand side of the service model in Figure 6.1, we show the set
of collections defined in the classification model and the right-hand side gives a set of
available services.

A service defines arbitrary functionality that can be bound to a collection of ob-
jects. Services further specify to which type of objects they can be assigned. A service
has a unique name and exposes well-defined functionality. The binding happens at
the collection level as illustrated by the arrows between collections and services. An
arbitrary number of services can be assigned to one or multiple collections where the
only restriction is that the collection membertype must be compatible with the type
declared by the service. Consequently, a collection defines a context to its members
which specifies the set of available services. Since all members of a given subcollection
are also members of their supercollections, they also inherit the service assignments
from the supercollections. This is illustrated by the dashed arrows between collections
and services.

Service assignment enables the association of functionality on a very fine-grained
level, where very specific functionality may be associated with a selected group of
objects. At the same time, it also allows for the binding of very general services to
large numbers of objects or even to metadata objects, taking advantage of the uniform
treatment of data and metadata. For example, a very general Logger service may be
associated to the metadata collection Objects that can be seen as the root collection
that groups all metadata and data objects of the system. By doing so, the Logger

service could be invoked with any object managed by the system, be it metatdata or
data.

We distinguish between two types of service invocation. A service can be invoked
either automatically based on system events, for example as a reaction to events such as
object update, an addition to or removal of an object from a collection, or explicitly by
some user interaction. Our example shows both automatic and manually invoked ser-
vices. The ShippingNotification service is an automatically invoked service assigned
to the DeliveredOrders collection. It reacts to events generated when an order is inserted
into the DeliveredOrders collection and has been configured to automatically send an
email to a customer as soon as their orders have been shipped. Note that, to get access
to the corresponding customers and their email addresses, the ShippingNotification

service makes use of the Places association between Customers and Orders to navigate
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from the order object that has been passed as a parameter, to the associated customer

object. Similarly, the service PaymentReceived is automatically invoked when the pay-
ment of an order has been received and reclassifies the order object by moving it from
the DeliveredOrders collection to the PastOrders collection. The service Archive is also
automatically invoked, based on a parameter periodicity with the value monthly, which
means that the service is invoked once a month for a monthly archival of all past orders.
Note that even though there are two collections with membertype deliveredorders, only
objects in the PastOrders will be archived. This shows that it is the collection mem-
bership, i.e. its role, that defines which services are available for a given object rather
than its type.

The Print, NewsLetter and PromotionCode services are invoked explicitly by some
form of user interaction. The Print service is a versatile service that prints objects ge-
nerically, be it a customer or an order. The NewsLetter service is a service assigned to
Customers that, upon invocation, triggers the sending of a newsletter to the selected cus-
tomers. Similarly, the service PromotionCode is a service assigned to RegularCustomers
and invokes the sending of an email to regular customers, offering them a promotion
code for future purchases. For an explicit service invocation, the services are exposed
over the application’s user interface from where users can select services to be invoked
for a given object based on its collection membership. For example, an online store ad-
ministrator may be presented with an interface to browse the list of regular customers
where they can choose to send them an email with a promotion code. We will discuss
the integration of such services into the user interface in more detail in Section 6.2.

As indicated in Figure 6.1, services can either be directly assigned, or be assigned
by inheritance. In our example, the NewsLetter and Print services are assigned to the
Customers collection. Due to the fact that the RegularCustomers collection is a subcol-
lection of the Customers collection, the Print and NewsLetter services are also available
to the members of that collection by means of the collection hierarchy, while the service
PromotionCode is only available for members of the RegularCustomers collection. The
Logger service is currently not bound to a collection. When assigned to a collection, it
automatically logs information when member objects are accessed. Note that there can
also be different implementations of a single service which one can choose at runtime as
indicated for the NewsLetter service. In this example there are two NewsLetter service
implementations and the company can choose whether the newsletter should be sent
as electronic email for online customers or printed for physical mail delivery. Service
invocation can further be constrained by a given context. If a context has been defined
for a service assignment, the context is evaluated, and the service is only invoked if the
context evaluation was successful.

It is also possible to create new services based on the composition of existing ones
in order to define more complex functionality. For example, the Archive service is
a composition of a an email service followed by a copy service. For this purpose, a
service may be composed of an arbitrary number of services associated in a specific
order defining the sequence of execution.

The service layer is extensible in that new services can be added easily. A service
definition consists of the specification of a compatible type, the parameters needed for
service invocation as well as the implementation of the service functionality. The set
of compatible types specifies the types of objects with which a service can be used
with. For example, the Print service is compatible with the order type. This means
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that objects of type order or any subtype can be used with that service. The service
Logger is a very general service and compatible with the object type. Given that all
types are subtypes of the object type, that service is compatible with all objects, be it
metadata or data. A service invocation may trigger pure computation, invocations of
other services as well as calls to external applications as in our example, where a Print

service is used to initiate a regular print job.

In summary, our approach integrates the design of application logic into the infor-
mation systems modelling process, where the three models are defined consecutively,
starting from the type model, over the classification model to the service model. We
have realised that functionality by exploiting features of the object model. We make
use of multiple instantiation to support dynamic gaining and losing of types at runtime
and use multiple classification, where objects can dynamically become members of new
collection. These two model features ultimately enable dynamic and flexible service as-
signment and service reuse. Moreover, our approach is extensible in that new services
can be designed and added to the system at runtime.

6.1.2 Service Module

The concept of role-based services has been implemented as another metamodel exten-
sion module that extends the OMS Avon database system. The system architecture of
the extended database system is shown in Figure 6.2. Since the core module already
covers the implementation of type and classification models, the service module simply
introduces the service model and all associated functionality, as indicated schematically
in the figure. After loading the service module, our system offers an API that allows
an application developer to make use of the general core module functionality as well
as the service functionality through a uniform API. The service module allows services
to be created, invoked and deleted, and service bindings to be managed through the
Service API. The service manager is a runtime component that manages the service
assignments and invocations as well as context evaluations, and supports the loading
and unloading of services at runtime.
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Figure 6.2: Extended system architecture

Services can either implement functionality themselves, or act as a bridge to third-
party functionality and applications. The fact that they can access external functiona-
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lity is illustrated by the three clouds on the right-hand side of Figure 6.2 that represent
a printer, email gateway and a backup facility. The Print service, for example, accesses
printing functionality provided outside the database. In contrast, a Logger service would
implement the logging functionality within the database.

Service Module Implementation

The service module encompasses a number of metamodel constructs as well as CRUD
operators to create instances of these metamodel constructs. The service module me-
tamodel extends the core metamodel as shown in Figure 6.3. The Collections collection
is part of the core module and is a metadata collection that contains all collections, be
it metadata or data collections.
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Figure 6.3: Services module metamodel

Service assignment is represented by the HasServices associations that assigns mem-
bers of the Services collection to members of the Collections collection. A service assi-
gnment can be further constrained by contextual conditions (Contexts) defined via the
InContext association. A context instance defines a condition that can be evaluated
based on information available in the metamodel as well as any external contextual
information and returns true if the condition is satisfied. A service is only executed
if all associated contextual conditions are satisfied. Services can be composed from
other services, illustrated by the composite pattern that relates the ComposedServices
collection to the Services collection via a Contains association, and where the Compo-
sedServices collection is a subcollection of the Services collection. Note that, in our
current implementation the Contains association is a ranking which means that there is
an order defined on the subservice relationship defining the order of precedence when
executing multiple cascaded services. In summary, the concepts defined by the service
metamodel are given by its set of types, its set of collections and its set of associations.

MMservices = {{service, composedService, context},
{Services,ComposedServices,Contexts},
{HasServices,Contains, InContext, . . .}}

These metamodel constructs are created when the module is loaded. At runtime,
application developers can create instances of these constructs using the service module
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API that consist of the service module CRUD operators. Figure 6.4 gives an overview of
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Figure 6.4: UML class definition of services module

CRUD operators that expose the service module functionality. The ServiceCRUD class
encapsulates the functionality offered by the service manager and provides methods to
create and delete services as well as the bind method for binding services to collections.
In addition to the collection and service to be assigned, the bind method takes further
optional parameters to specify an event triggering the service invocation, any context
classes it depends on or any further parameters needed for the service execution. The
unbind method removes the binding between a collection and a service.

A service can only be invoked on an object in the context of a collection which
defines the role of that object. Based on the collection, the ServiceCRUD determines
which services can be invoked on a specific object through the getBindings method.
Services have a unique name and the implementation of any service must conform to
the Service interface definition, which defines the three methods getParameterTypes,
getExpcSourceType and invoke. The first two methods simply return the type of the
arguments required by the invoke method, namely the type of the expected source
object on which the service is to be invoked, as well as the types of the parameters
needed for the service execution. The invoke method implements the actual service
functionality. This can either be some computation, an invocation of other methods
defined within the same class, or a call to an external service that resides outside of
the database. For example, a Print service could invoke an external print job and pass
along the object to be printed. Note that such computation may include access objects
associated to the source object through object graph navigation.

Services can be invoked by first retrieving them by name, using the retrieveSer-

vice method and calling invoke on the returned Service object. Automatic service
invocation is either based on periodicity or a database event. In both cases, we make
use of the event module that is part of OMS Avon [63] and takes care of event regis-
tration, detection and notification. The ServiceCRUD is notified upon an event. The
notification contains the event type, the object that triggered the event and its role.
The ServiceCRUD then invokes the corresponding service.

The service module further supports dynamic addition and loading of new services at
runtime. Developers simply have to develop a class that implements the Service inter-
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face, compile it and add it to the database using the create method of the ServiceCRUD
class that takes the service name and a path to the Java class file as argument. The
method then stores the bytecode along with the service name in the database for future
retrieval and invokes our modified class loader ServicesClassLoader that loads the
bytecode and returns the Service object. Later, a service may be retrieved for invoca-
tion using the retrieveService method, which invokes the modified class loader that
loads the stored byte code and returns the Service object.

The ComposeServiceCRUD handles the creation of composed services. Such services
are created using the create method that takes the new service name, as well as the
sequence of names of the services to be composed as parameters. In our current im-
plementation, service composition is only supported if the services are compatible in
the sense that they take the same types of objects as input. The parameters used
for invoking the composed service are a union of the parameters passed to the indivi-
dual services. Note, however, that this could be extended to allow for more complex
compositions.

Context can optionally be passed when invoking a service. The context functio-
nality is provided by the ContextCRUD class that supports the creation and retrieval
of a context. Contexts are implemented analogously to services, where context classes
implement the Context interface and can be loaded into the database at runtime. A
context is specified by implementing the Context interface declaring an evaluate me-
thod that returns a boolean value which indicates whether the context evaluation has
been successful or not. The evaluate method has access to any database content as
well as the object on which the service is to be invoked. Note that, for context eva-
luation, the ContextCRUD may access associated objects, similar to ServiceCRUD upon
service invocation.

6.1.3 Service Module API Usage

In the following, we will illustrate the usage of the presented APIs exposed by the core
and service module. Assume that we want to implement the ShippingNotification
service. The service should send an email to a customer as soon as the customer’s order
has been added to the DeliveredOrders collection. To implement that functionality, a
developer first defines a ShippingNotification class that implements the Service
interface, as illustrated below. The body of the invoke method implements the actual
service functionality. In this example, the Places association is accessed, and, for the
given order object, the corresponding customer object defining the email address is
retrieved. The service then invokes the sending of the email through an external email
gateway to which it passes the email address and the text document that has been
passed as parameter.

public Class ShippingNotification implements Service {

public OMObject[] getParameterTypes() {

//return document type

return ObjectTypeCRUD.getType("document");

}

public OMObject getExpectedSourceType() {

return ObjectTypeCRUD.getType("order");

}
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public void invoke(OMObject source, OMObject[] args) {

OMObject places = AssociationCRUD.retrieve("Places");

OMObject customerColl = places.getDomain(source);

for (OMObject current : customerColl) {

URL email = current.getAttributeValue("email");

//send email to address using Java API

}

}

};

After having implemented the ShippingNotification class, the service is loaded into
the database system using the create method of the ServiceCRUD and then it is assi-
gned to the OpenOrders collection using the bind method, as shown below.

//add service to the system

ServicesCRUD.create("ShippingNotification", FILE_PATH);

//assign service to collection

ServicesCRUD.bind("ShippingNotification", "DeliveredOrders",

INSERTION_EVENT);

Note that the service binding defines an automatic service invocation triggered by an
insertion event. This means that the service is invoked on an object upon its insertion
into the DeliveredOrders collection.

In the following code example, we show the creation of a composed service. Assume
that we have already defined a OrderCompleted service that send a final email to the
client and a Copy service and we want to compose an Archive service from these two
services. Note that a composed service is a sequence of other services. In this specific
case, the OrderCompleted service should first be invoked, followed by the Copy service.

//create composed service

ComposedService.create("Archive", ["OrderCompleted", "Copy"]);

//assign service to collection

Services.bind("Archive", "DeliveredOrders", MONTHLY);

We first create the new service Archive and pass the two service names “OrderCom-
pleted” and “Copy” that together build the archive functionality. Then, we bind the
newly created service to the DeliveredOrders collection and we also define the event that
triggers its invocation, which is the periodicity MONTHLY.

6.1.4 Discussion

Role-based services support the definition of general application logic that is not tightly
bound to an object via its type definition but that supports the same flexibility of
service-orientation in terms of dynamically coupling services to objects within the da-
tabase to cater for the variable and dynamic aspects of object behaviour. Our approach
is based on a three-layered conceptual model that provides a clear separation of concerns
between the object type specification, the classification and association of objects and
the dynamic role-based service invocation on individual objects. As a consequence, ap-
plication logic is defined through a combination of fixed object behaviour and flexible
role-based behaviour that can be assigned at design and runtime.
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Given that role-based services have been implemented as a metamodel extension
module, this functionality can be integrated into our crowdsourced platform as a native
concept that augments the core data model. Role-based services become an integral
part of an information component’s metadata and can be shared and reused as part
of an information component. This brings us a step closer to supporting enduser in
information system development. While more skilled users may develop and share
general services as part of their information components, endusers can simply reuse the
ones developed by the community.

While we have based the approach on the OM model that distinguishes between
typing and classification levels, we note that the concept of role-based services is general
and could be applied to other data models. It only requires that the data model be
extended with the notion of collections, as described in [101] for the Java object model.
In that work, standard Java classes were used to represent instances of the type model
whereas the classification model was covered by a collection and association framework
reflected in an extended database API. Services specified in the service model were
implemented based on a well defined service interface and bound to objects in a role-
dependent manner through the collection interfaces. The implementation of the service
metamodel covering the concepts of each of the three models resulted in a compact
software layer on top of the db4o object database.

6.2 Presentation

So far, we have presented concepts for defining application schemas as well as application
logic as part of a modular information system design process. In this section, we
complete the application design process with an approach for defining the user interface
in an easy and intuitive way. We introduce the concept of templates that define the
presentation. Templates define user interactions in terms of how data is viewed, browsed
and manipulated. We also show how application logic can be integrated as part of the
template definition, thus supporting the specification of a complete and functional user
interface. Templates are, in the spirit of our vision, units that can be shared, reused
and extended.

6.2.1 Templates

With our approach, the user interface of an information system is defined by a set
of templates, from which a user interface can be generated. These templates define
how data is structured and presented. We provide a number of system-defined default
template that support the visualisation of application entities in a generic way and
users are free to adapt and extend them, or even define their own.

Our approach has been inspired by the development of Web interfaces, where re-
search and practice advocate a separation of structure from layout. The structure
defines which data is displayed, which operations are exposed and in which order, while
the layout specification defines how the data is displayed in terms of presentation style,
object placement, fonts and colours. We therefore distinguish between the notion of
structural and layout templates. Structural templates specify how objects should be
displayed in terms of attributes and associated objects, and the order in which these
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should be presented. In addition, they specify whether data is in read or write mode
and, depending on that mode, they define a set of operations offered through user in-
terface controls. As we have seen, our approach supports operations on two levels, i.e.
on the type level in terms of object methods and on the collection level in terms of role-
based services. While some operations are invoked automatically, for example based
on system events, other operations are invoked explicitly by some user interaction, and
therefore, these operations have to be integrated into the user interface.

We differentiate between collection view templates and object detail view templates.
Collection view templates define the presentation of collections of objects and, depen-
ding on the mode, support operations such as object creation and deletion as well as
other functionality in terms of assigned services. Object detail view templates specify
the presentation structure of single objects and again, depending on the mode, allow
attribute values to be viewed or modified as well as type methods to be executed.

The actual layout and positioning of data is defined in separate layout templates
that are assigned to structural templates. While structural templates are defined in an
implementation-independent XML dialect, layout templates depend on the used user
interface technology. In case of a web-based interface, layout templates correspond to
CSS files.

To facilitate the process of defining the user interface, a set of standard structural
templates for displaying collections of objects as well as single objects in read or write
modes are provided. Default templates specify the set of attributes to be displayed as
well as the operations that should be made available to the user in a generic way. An
operation specification in a template definition includes the operation name, that is
either a method name in the case of an object detail view or service name in the case
of a collection view, the definition of the input parameters required by that operation
and the corresponding user interface control(s).

The default collection view template CollView is illustrated in Listing 6.1. The tem-
plate defines the presentation of a collection of objects as a list, and includes a layout
template DefaultListLayout to place and present the objects. Objects are represented
by the attribute name and value of the first attribute defined for the collection mem-
bertype, as specified by the path expression in the attribute tag. The CollView template
provides four system-defined operations namely the AddObject and RemoveObject ope-
rations to add members to and remove members from the collection, the Sort operation
that supports the sorting of members based on a specific attribute and the Select ope-
ration that offers navigation functionality to the object detail view of the selected object.
Collection views are by default in write mode so that objects can be selected, sorted,
added to and removed from the list. For each operation, the interface controls required
to invoke the operations, are specified. For example, the Sort operation is represented
by a dropdown where a user can select the sort attribute, as well as two radio buttons
with the labels Asc and Desc that represent the sort order required as input parameter
when invoking the Sort operation.

Listing 6.1: Default collection view template

<strucTemplate name="CollView" mode="write">

<layout source="DefaultListLayout">

<attributes >

<attribute name="/attributes [1]. name()" value="/attributes [1]/">

<attributes >
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<operations >

<operation name="AddObject">

<input type="button" name="AddObject"/>

</operation >

<operation name="RemoveObject">

<input type="button" name="RemoveObject"/>

</operation >

<operation name="SelectObject">

<input type="button" name="DetailView"/>

</operation >

<operation name="Sort">

<input type="option" value="/attributes" name="Attributes"/>

<input type="radiobutton" value="asc" name="Asc"/>

<input type="radiobutton" value="desc" name="Desc"/>

</operation >

</operations >

</strucTemplate >

Users can define their own templates and extend the default templates using a
single inheritance mechanism. When extending a default template, they can choose to
either overwrite or extend both attribute and operation definitions defined in the default
templates. Listing 6.2 illustrates the CustCollView template that extends the CollView
template and defines a view over the Customers collection. The template definition
overwrites the attribute definitions by setting the mode=overwrite and displays the
list of customers by their firstname, followed by their lastname. Furthermore, the
NewsLetter service is added to be exposed along with the operations defined by the
default layout.

Listing 6.2: Customer collection view template

<strucTemplate name="CustCollView" extends "CollView" mode="write">

<layout source="CustomerListLayout">

<compatiblecollections >

<collection name="Customers"/>

</compatiblecollections >

<attributes mode = "overwrite">

<attribute name="First Name" value="attributes/firstname"/>

<attribute name="Last Name" value="attributes/lastname"/>

</attributes >

<operations >

<operation name="NewsLetter" ...>

<input type="text" ...>

</operation >

</operations >

</strucTemplate >

While the default templates can be used for all collections, such customised tem-
plates are only compatible with some collections, especially when assigned services are
integrated into the collection views. We therefore introduce the set of compatible col-
lections for a given collection view template that specifies which collections can be
displayed using the current template. This implicitly also includes all of a collection’s
subcollections. In the current example, the CustomerView template is designed for vi-
sualising the Customer collection and all its subcollections, that is the OnlineCustomers
as well as the RegularCustomers collections. Note that the inclusion of services at the
interface level also bears some disadvantages. If a service is unbound from a collection,
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all collection-specific templates that include services as an operation in their template
definition, have to be adapted.

The DetailView template in Listing 6.3 is the default object detail view template. It
represents objects in a generic way, where attributes are presented in the order defined
by the object type and displayed by the attribute name, followed by the corresponding
value. The layout is defined by the layout template DefaultGridLayout. In read mode,
attributes can be viewed and the user can navigate along associations to obtain detailed
views of associated objects using the general object method getAssocObj. In write
mode, attribute values can also be edited, using the setAttributeValue method and
new associations can be created using the createAssociation method.

Listing 6.3: Default object detail view template

<strucTemplate name="DetailView" mode="write">

<layout source="DefaultGridLayout">

<attributes/>

<operations >

<operation name="setAttributeValue"...>

<input type="text"...>

</operation >

<operation name="getAssocObj"...>

<input type="option"...>

</operation >

<operation name="createAssociation"...>

<input type="option"...>

</operation >

</operations >

</strucTemplate >

Analogously to collection view templates, the DetailView template can be extended.
The CustDetailView template shown in Listing 6.4 is an extension of the DetailView
template. While the DetailView template is a generic template that can be used for
viewing objects of all types, customised templates might only be compatible with one or
more types. The set of compatible types for a given template specifies which types can be
displayed using the current template. In the current example, objects of type customer,
and implicitly also of the subtype onlinecustomer, can be browsed and manipulated with
the CustDetailView template. The template overwrites the attribute specification of the
default template and specifies that the customer number should be displayed, followed
by first name, last name and the set of purchased products. Note that while default
templates only display attributes defined by the object type itself, customised versions
support the presentation of associated values in a single view. The customer number,
firstname and lastname are attributes of the customer type, while the set of purchased
products is related through an Orders association from customer to products as specified
by the path expression for that specific attribute value. By declaring type="set", we
indicate that the navigation may yield a set of values all of which should be displayed.

Listing 6.4: Customer detail view template

<strucTemplate name="CustDetailView" extends "DetailView" mode="read">

<layout source="CustomerGridLayout">

<compatibletypes >

<type name="customer"/>

</compatibletypes >
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<attributes mode="overwrite">

<attribute name="Customer Number" value="attributes/customerId"/>

<attribute name="First Name" value="attributes/firstname"/>

<attribute name="Last Name" value="attributes/lastname"/>

<attribute name="Purchased Products"

value="assocs/orders/products/attributes/name" type="set"/>

</attributes >

</strucTemplate >

Note that while a template can be used for various collections or types, there also
might be various templates that are applicable for a certain collection/type and it
is up to the component developer to choose and associate types and collections with
compatible templates. If no specific template is assigned, the system automatically falls
back on the default collection and detail view templates.

Our current solution allows collections and objects to be visualised in a generic way.
The generic inclusion of operations, however, is not supported. Since object methods
and services require variable input parameters and user controls, their generic inclusion
is not straightforward. Users have to define their own templates in order to integrate
these operations as they choose.

6.2.2 Presentation Module

The concept of templates has also been implemented as a metamodel extension module
in the OMS Avon database with the functionality for creating, managing and assigning
templates to metadata objects.

The system architecture of the extended database system is illustrated in Figure 6.5.
The main component of the presentation module is the interface manager that manages
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Figure 6.5: Extended database architecture

the creation and assignment of structural and layout templates. While structural and
layout specifications define how data should be displayed, we need an operational com-
ponent that, by combining the data, the structure and the layout templates, generates a
specific user interface. This is the task of the view generator that takes a set of objects
and the corresponding templates as an input and generates a concrete user interface.
A view generator is implementation technology-specific and may collaborate with other
components, such as runtime compilers, view caches etc., depending on the implemen-
tation technology. View generators are implemented as services. As a consequence,
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there can be multiple such generators, one for each implementation technology, such
as an HTML view generator that generates HTML documents, a Java view generator
that generates a Java GUI or a PDF view generator that generates PDF documents.
Note, however, that the pesentation module only defines the view generator interface,
but no specific view generator implementation.

Presentation Module Implementation

The presentation module extends the core module with a number of metadata constructs
as well as corresponding CRUD operators that support the creation and management
of templates.

The presentation module metamodel depicted in Figure 6.6 extends the core module
with the concepts of structural and layout templates for both object and collections
views.
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Figure 6.6: Templates module metamodel

Templates can either be StructureTemplates or LayoutTemplates, where a member of
StructureTemplates can be associated to a member of the LayoutTemplates collection via
the DefinesLayout association. Furthermore, StructureTemplates can be CollectionView-
Templates or ObjectViewTemplates, and thus are compatible with Collections or Types,
respectively, as illustrated by the compatibleWith association. For the actual interface
construction, the developer explicitly associates members of the CollectionViewTem-
plates to collections and members of the ObjectViewTemplates collection to types, as
illustrated by the respective AssignedTo association. When generating an interface, for
each requested collection view or object view, the interface generator navigates these
associations to generate the requested view based on the associated templates. In the
case where no template, or more than one template, is associated, the system falls back
on the default template for generating the user interface.

In summary, the metamodel constructs are defined as

MMpres = {{template},
{ObjectViewTemplate,CollectionViewTemplate, StructureTemapltes, . . .},
{AssignedTo,CompatibleWith, . . .}}
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Upon module loading, these metadata constructs are created and the CRUD ope-
rators can be used to create and manage templates. The CRUD classes are defined in
Figure 6.7. The TemplateCRUD class encapsulates the functionality offered by the inter-
face manager. The create method supports the creation of new templates and takes a
unique template name and the template source, which is an XML definition of the struc-
ture as presented in Section 6.2, as input parameters. Furthermore, the TemplateCRUD

class offers operations to retrieve templates by name, as well as to change the source via
the setTemplateSource method. Structural templates can be associated with layout
templates using the attachLayout method. Note that while we have integrated this
information as part of the template definition in Section 6.2.1 for efficient processing,
we maintain that relationship in the database. Structural templates can be assigned
either to collections or to types, via the corresponding association methods.

The view generator is responsible for the generation of the actual user interface.
As already mentioned, we use the concept of services for the generation of the user
interface which allows us to offer different implementations of view generators. A view
generator service is created by implementing the ViewGenerator interface. This inter-
face is an extension of the Service interface presented in Section 6.1.2 and defines the
two additional methods generateCollView and generateObjView, which are called by
the execute method upon service invocation. The ViewGenerator services is automa-
tically associated to the metadata collection Objects, which means that all objects can
be viewed. Since our system metadata is also data and thus objects treated uniformly,
all metadata and data can be viewed using this service. Additional view generator can
simply be added by defining a new service and assigning it to the Objects collection.

createTemplate(String name, Document source)
retrieveTemplate(String name) 
setSource(OMObject temp, Document Source)
associateToColl(OMObject temp, OMObject coll)
associateToType(OMObject temp, OMObject type)
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Figure 6.7: UML class definition of presentation module

6.2.3 Presentation Module API Usage

In the following, we first show how templates can be created and assigned to collections
and types. We first create the template CustomerCollView as defined in Section 6.2,
attach a layout template DefaultListLayout and assign it to the Customers collection.

//create StructTemplate and attach a layout

TemplateCRUD.create("CustomerCollView", xmlDocument);

TemplateCRUD.attach("CustomerCollView", "DefaultListLayout");

//assign template to collection

TemplateCRUD.associateToColl("CustomerCollView", "Customers");
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6.2.4 Discussion

We have made a clear separation between the definition and the management of tem-
plates as part of the template module and the actual user interface generation that is
implemented by means of services. The presentation module can be seen as a template
repository, where the templates reside, while the view generator builds on external user
interface technology, which is usually a dedicated user interface frameworks. This can
be realised by means of services, allowing them to access external functionality. In
the next chapter, we will present the implementation of a view generator where our
platform is accessed using a web-based application.

Our template approach has been inspired by the Web, where platforms such as
Wordpress, empower users to adapt the look and feel of their web site by choosing a
layout theme from a huge selection of default and user-defined layout themes. The
provision of such themes animates regular users to not only select a custom theme, but
also to adapt and customise it in order to accommodate their specific needs. We are well
aware of the fact that our template-based approach to user interface definition is rather
simple. Given that our target users are non-experts and the target applications are small
information management applications that tend to be rather simple, we believe that
such a light-weight approach together with an adequate set of interactive user controls
may suffice to satisfy a wide range of user requirements. We note however, that there
have been proposals for more sophisticated approaches for defining user interfaces, for
example based on a context-aware content management system as presented in [116].
There, a domain specific language for defining context-dependent user interfaces has
been presented. Such an approach could be used to replace our rather simple approach.

6.3 Sharing and Reusing Services and Templates

In this chapter, the concept of information components has been complemented with
support for dynamic behaviour based on role-dependent services as well as with tem-
plates that define an application’s user interface. For optimally supporting endusers,
application logic as well as templates should be made available for sharing as part of a
component’s metadata.

From a conceptual point of view, services and templates represent metadata of an
information management application, and therefore, we extend the metadata definition
of an information component with these two concepts.

Consequently, the metadata MDC of a component C is defined as

MDC =< TC , CLC , AC , CSC , SC , TEC >

where the metadata sets of types, collections, associations and constraints are com-
plemented with services and templates. SC defines the set of services where a service
si ∈ SC is compatible with a type ti ∈ TC and associated to at least one collection
Coli ∈ CLC . TEC denotes two sets of templates defines as TEC =< STC , LTC >. STC is
a set of structural templates and LTC a set of layout templates, which are used for gene-
rating the user interface. Every structural template sti ∈ STC is either associated with
a type ti ∈ TC in the case of an object view template or with a collection Coli ∈ CLC

in case of a collection view template. Every layout template lti ∈ LTC is associated to
at least one structural template sti ∈ STC .
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Given that we only extended the definition of the metadata concepts, the mecha-
nisms for defining the export interface and reusing information components are left
unchanged and implicitly enable the sharing and reuse of templates and services. We
will show the definition of an updated version of the Customers component presented in
Section 3.3 that also defines services and templates. The Customers component declares
a single type customer, two collections Customers and RegularCustomers and a subcollec-
tion constraint between the RegularCustomers collection and the Customers collection.
The component further defines two services, namely NewsLetter and PromotionCode

and three templates, CustDetailView and CustCollView defined as defined in Sec-
tion 6.2.1, and an additional template RegularCustView that specifies a view over the
RegularCustomers collection.

MDC ={customer},
{Customers,RegularCustomers},
{},
{Isa(RegularCustomers, Customers)},
{NewsLetter, PromotionCode},
{CustDetailV iew,CustCollV iew,RegularCustCollV iew}}

DC ={Customerext, RegularCustomerext}

The export query is left unchanged and makes all metadata and data available for
reuse, thus also services and templates.

φexp(C) =< δexp(‘Customers’), σ(MDC), σ(DC) >

Note that by sharing services and templates together with the metadata object that
they are assigned to, we assume that the service bindings as well as the template as-
signments are shared along with the services and templates, respectively. However,
if only templates or services without their assigned metadata object would be made
available for reuse, the corresponding bindings would not be shared. There are also me-
tadata dependencies when sharing/reusing services and templates. The sharing/reuse
of a service requires the compatible type to be shared or reused as well. Similarly, when
sharing/reusing structural templates, the compatible collection in case of a collection
view template, or the compatible type in case of a object detail view template have to
be shared/reused alongside.

6.3.1 Extended Reuse Architecture

The extended reuse architecture supports the sharing and reuse of information compo-
nents where the metadata definition is extended with services and templates. Figure 6.8
gives an overview. While the global information space is left unchanged, the local infor-
mation space is extended with a service manager that is used to create, manage and
bind services to collections as well as an interface manager that handles the template
definition, management and assignments. The component manager makes use of these
two system components for the definition of a component’s metadata.
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Figure 6.8: Extended reuse architecture

6.3.2 Extended Platform Implementation

Since both concepts of services and templates have been implemented as metamodel
extension modules to our object-oriented database system OMS Avon, the extended
database acts as a platform that natively integrates the management of services and
templates. Figure 6.9 gives an overview of the extended database architecture, where
the modules introduced in this thesis have been loaded. The information component
module builds on an extended metamodel, where presentation concepts and service
concepts natively extends the core metamodel. The information components module
API makes use of an extended database, where services and templates are created and
managed analogously to core metadata concepts such as object types, collections and
associations using the corresponding CRUD classes. The CRUD classes of the service
module encapsulate the functionality of the service manager and the CRUD classes of
the presentation module represent the interface manager functionality.
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Database Facilities & Storage Management

OMS Avon

Database API (Core, Sharing, Services, Presentation, Information Components)

Service Module Presentation 
Module

Information 
Component 

Module
Sharing Module

Figure 6.9: Extended database architecture

We will present an example that illustrates the use of the extended database API,
where we create an OnlineStore component that imports data and metadata from the
previously defined Customers component. We first create an OnlineStore component.
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Then, we import the contact type, the Contacts collection, the corresponding templates
and the Newletter service from the local Customer component. Note that analogously
to types, collections and associations, services and templates are accessed via their
names.

// create component

IcCrud.createComp("COnlineStore");

// retrieve metadata

Query mdQuery = new Query("

SELECT *

FROM CContacts.MetaData md

WHERE md.types.name = \"contact\" or

md.colls.name = \"Contacts\" or

md.services.name = \"NewsLetter\" or

md.templates.name = \"CustDetailView\" or

md.templates.name = \"CustCollView\"

");

// retrieve data

Query dQuery = new Query("

SELECT d.Contacts

FROM CProducts.Data d

");

// import metadata and data from local component registry

RegistryCRUD.reuse(LOCAL, mdQuery, dQuery);

6.3.3 Discussion

We have presented concepts that extend a crowdsourced platform for modular infor-
mation system development with support for defining general application logic as well
as the user interface as integral part of an application development process. While we
have shown how these concepts can be used based on the platform API, this is not
adequate for enduser support. Endusers should be provided with graphical tools that
support them in composing an application. While such tools could easily support the
composition of a new application from existing component metadata, we note that the
development of new application logic requires programming skills. However, we stron-
gly believe that with a crowdsourcing paradigm, the programming effort can be greatly
minimised and endusers should be able to graphically compose information manage-
ment application by reusing application logic developed by the community. In terms of
user interface definition, there already exist graphical WYSIWYG editors that support
users in defining the user interface of a web site, such as MyEclipse Visual Web Desi-
gner1, an Eclipse plug-in that allows the definition of a web site through a graphical
user interface. A similar tool could be used for our platform.

While our approach and general architecture allows us to neatly integrate the
concepts of services and presentation into the metadata definition of an information
component and thus reuse the defined mechanisms for sharing and reuse based on a
crowdsourced paradigm, we want to highlight the need for dedicated means to inspect

1http://www.myeclipseide.com/module-htmlpages-display-pid-12.html
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and explore these metadata concepts in an adequate way. While our reuse architec-
ture defines methods for component search and registry browsing, the various types
of metatdata that define an information component require appropriate means for ins-
pection. Especially when supporting non-experts, type specific visualisation techniques
are required. Application schemas could be visualised using a graphical model nota-
tion, while templates could be presented through a preview function that showcases the
look-and-feel, as it is typically done by platforms such as Wordpress.





7
Enduser Development

Having presented the core idea of information components including the design of ap-
plication logic and presentation, as well as the implementation of these concepts as a
platform to support modular information system development, we now present a set of
graphical tools that support endusers in the modular design and development of their
information space based on these concepts. We have chosen the domain of personal
information management as an example domain, where we illustrate the practicality
of our approach to support enduser development based on a number of graphical tools
that are built on top of our platform.

We will start in Section 7.1 with the presentation of the PIM 2.0 system, a per-
sonal information space management system that offers a portal-style user interface,
where users can access and manage their information through dedicated information
management applications [103]. PIM 2.0 supports users in graphically designing new
information management applications through the composition of information compo-
nents and the definition and assignment of structure and layout templates. PIM 2.0
automatically generates and deploys such information management applications into a
user’s PIM 2.0 user interface.

In Section 7.2, we address the lack of easy and intuitive interfaces to information
systems that could support users not only in accessing and querying their information,
but also in the design of their information space. In particular, such an interface could
be used for browsing and querying information component metadata and data, for
the inspection of the local and global information component registries and as well
as for supporting and facilitating the definition of export and import queries. We
have designed and developed such a tool that supports non-expert users in graphically
querying and browsing information systems. Our data browser is based on tag cloud
visualisations that support uniform access to information systems, where both metadata
and data are represented by tag clouds and can be browsed and queried through tag
cloud navigation [104].

Finally, in Section 7.3, we address the issue of information fragmentation caused
by the fact that an increasing amount of personal information is managed by Web 2.0

119
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platforms with associated benefits in terms of information sharing and also collabora-
tive authoring. This results in a fragmentation of personal information across a user’s
personal information space and Web 2.0 platforms. We have designed and developed
a synchronisation framework that allows users to overcome that information fragmen-
tation and the consequent information heterogeneity [102]. Our approach supports the
user in the uniform management of all their information within their personal informa-
tion space and gives them control over where and how data is managed as well as when
data is published to and/or imported from Web 2.0 platforms.

7.1 PIM 2.0 System

To achieve our goal of supporting non-expert users in the design and construction
of their own personal information spaces we have designed a system on top of our
platform that allows users to graphically define their personal information space in
an incremental way based on the reuse and composition of existing as well as shared
information management applications.

We have adopted features of Web 2.0 to develop a PIM system that allows users
to manage their information in a flexible plug-n-play manner. The PIM 2.0 system
is a personal information space management system that offers a user a portal-like
user interface, where a number of information management applications are embedded.
PIM 2.0 further enables users to graphically construct new information management
applications by defining their own information management applications through a
process of selecting, extending and combining existing information components and by
associating metadata objects with templates. To prevent a cold-start problem, a core
set of system-defined information management applications that support the basic,
common information management tasks in PIM systems is provided.

We will start the presentation of the system with a description of how PIM 2.0 can
be used to construct and evolve a personal information space through the composition
of information components. We then present the architecture and implementation of
the system and conclude with a discussion.

7.1.1 Application Development Process

In PIM 2.0, an information management application is represented by an information
component and an associated user interface generated from the template definition,
which is embedded in the PIM 2.0 portal. We will base the description of the application
development process on an example: assume a user makes use of PIM 2.0 for the
management of their personal information, having already selected a number of basic
applications from the set of system-defined applications. Currently, the user uses an
application to manage contacts, one for managing photos and a calendar application for
the management of events. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the underlying
information components all consist of a single collection of objects, that is a Contacts
collection in the case of the Contacts component, a Photos collection in the case of the
Photos component and an events collection in the case if the Calendar component. As a
new requirement, the user would like to tag photos with contacts.

We will now illustrate the PIM 2.0 system application development process and
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show how the system supports the user in the various tasks of information component
creation and composition, as well as the design and association of templates. Note that
the design process is supported by a dedicated application, the application manager,
that supports the user in designing new information management applications. The
application manager is also embedded in the PIM 2.0 user interface along with regular
information management applications.

Figure 7.1 gives a detailed overview of the steps involved in building such an appli-
cation, where the steps in green are carried out automatically by the system, while the
other steps represent user tasks.
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Figure 7.1: Process of composing information components

Step 1© shows the current situation in terms of information management applica-
tions, where the PIM 2.0 user interface consists of three applications for the manage-
ment of events, contacts and photos. In order to create a new application, a user first
creates a new information component by modelling the application domain as indicated
in step 2©. A user may choose to reuse existing component parts and/or specify new
metadata objects.

To facilitate the process of component importation, the application manager, shown
in Figure 7.2, presents shared information components in the lower part of the user
interface. Instead of having to compose queries over a components export interface, the
user can simply select such a component and drag and drop shared component parts
into the composer area of the application manager to reuse them.

The menus on the left-hand side give an overview of the component metadata de-
fined or imported for the current component definition. New types, collections and
associations can be created using the Create button on the left, which opens a wizard
that supports the user in the creation of metadata objects of any type. In our example,
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Figure 7.2: Application manager

we assume the reuse of two information components, the Contacts component and the
Photos component. For the PhotoTagging component, the Contacts collection from the
Contacts component and the Photos collection from the Photos component have been as-
sociated with a tagged association in the composer area in the centre of Figure 7.2. Once
the domain model has been defined, the system triggers the creation of an information
component in the database 3©.

The definition of the component’s user interface is done in step 4©. The user asso-
ciates the metadata objects to structural templates that define how the data will be
displayed, by selecting the metadata object in the composer area, selecting the struc-
tural template from the menu on the left-hand side and pressing the Assign button.
Layout templates are assigned accordingly. Users are also free to define new templates
or extend existing ones, using the Create button, which opens an XML editor, where
the templates can be defined. Note that, at the moment, we do not provide any visual
editor or other visual aids for the template design, but rely on the user’s familiarity
with XML, HTML and CSS. Clearly, this step could be supported by a WYSIWYG
editor and allow non-expert users to graphically compose the templates.

If no specific template assignments were made, the system automatically relies on
the default collection view and detail view templates when generating the user interface.

In our current example, there is a specialised template to visualise photos, illustrated
in Listing 7.1. The PhotoDetailView template extends the default DetailView template.
With this template, objects of type photo are presented by the photo and the caption.

Listing 7.1: Photo detail view template

<view name="PhotoDetailView" extends "DetailView" mode="write">

<compatibletypes >

<type name="photo"/>
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</compatibletypes >

<attributes >

<attribute name="photo" resource="attributes/photo"/>

<attribute name="caption" value="attributes/caption"/>

</attributes >

</view>

Note that the attribute definition of the photo and caption attributes differ. While
for the caption attribute, we display its value, for the photo attribute we display the
resource, which is the photo. This is due to the fact that media objects, such as photos
and videos, are stored outside of the database and their attribute value is a file path
and not the resource itself. The view generator is dependent on this information when
generating the user interface in order to present the media object and not its file path
in the user interface.

For a photo tagging application, the user might want to display the names of tagged
persons along with the photo and caption. This can be done by creating a template
that extends the PhotoDetailView template as follows shown in Listing 7.2.

Listing 7.2: Extended photo detail view template

<view name= "TPhotoDetailView" extends "PhotoDetailView">

...

<attributes >

<attribute name = "Tagged"

value="associations/tagged/contacts/attributes/name" type="set"/>

</attributes >

</view>

The previous template is extended with an attribute that provides a set of names
of the persons associated through the Tagged association of the PictureTagging com-
ponent. This is specified by the path expression in the attribute definition. By declaring
type=‘set’, we indicate that the navigation may yield a set of values all of which should
be displayed. Note that the tagging of persons is automatically supported via the ope-
ration createAssoc operation defined in the default detail view template presented in
Section 6.2.1.

After associating the metadata objects to the templates, the actual views are gene-
rated by the system, as indicated by step 5©. In this step, the structural and layout
templates are combined and an implementation specific view is generated. The appli-
cation is then deployed into the user interface portal. Our example design process has
extended a user’s information space and which now features an additional application
where photos can be tagged with contacts, as indicated by the extended user interface
in step 6©.

7.1.2 PIM 2.0 System Architecture

Having described the general process of application design through reuse and composi-
tion, we now present the system architecture. Figure 7.3 gives an overview. Note that we
abstract from the underlying platform to present the three main system components—
the interface manager, the component manager and the component registry. The com-
ponent manager is responsible for the creation and manipulation of information compo-
nents as well as the creation and retrieval of general data objects, and the component
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Figure 7.3: PIM 2.0 system architecture

registry manages the components and their export interfaces as well as the reuse opera-
tions, as already described in Section 4.1. The interface manager is responsible for view
generation based on the template assignments and manages the template repository
where the default structural and layout templates as well as user-defined templates are
stored. The lower part of the figure shows the database where information components,
the templates and template assignments are managed. The upper part of Figure 7.3
represents the user interface. The user interface consists of two parts, the actual portal-
like user interface, which comprises the set of information management applications to
manage personal data and the application manager that supports the creation of new
applications.

The interface manager handles requests from the users, invokes the view genera-
tor and returns the requested views. A view is an implementation-specific construct
composed from structure and layout templates and that binds the requested data.

Our current view generator implementation is based on the OpenLaszlo framework1,
which supports the development of rich internet applications (RIA). OpenLaszlo is a
client-side technology that allows web applications to be specified using a declarative
XML syntax, Openlaszlo XML (LZX), that is then compiled to Flash on-the-fly. As
an immediate benefit, this architecture allows us to compile generated OpenLaszlo
applications dynamically at runtime. We make use of this functionality to automatically
load newly created applications into the PIM interface upon invocation of the view
generation process on the server side.

In the current implementation, generated views correspond to LZX files that define
the structure and layout of a specific view and have been generated by the interface
generator. The request process and view generation works as follows: upon request,
the interface manager retrieves the requested views, either from the interface cache,
where recently requested views are cached as Flash binaries, or the requested view is

1http://www.openlaszlo.org/
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returned from the view repository where LZX files are stored. The requested LZX
files are retrieved from the view repository and compiled into Flash binaries by the
runtime compiler. If a requested view cannot be found in the view repository, the view
manager retrieves the corresponding structure and layout templates from the database
and invokes the ViewGenerator service on the requested data objects. This call to the
interface generator triggers the generation of the requested views in LZX format, passes
them to the runtime compiler for compilation and the Flash binaries are returned. In
parallel, the interface manager also stores the generated LZX files in the view repository.

7.1.3 Implementation

The PIM 2.0 system is implemented as a web-based infrastructure on top of the extended
OMS Avon database. Figure 7.4 gives an overview of our layered system architecture.
For each layer, we indicate the technologies used. The database layer consists of the
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Figure 7.4: PIM 2.0 layered architecture

OMS Avon database extended with the information component concept where, apart
from the core module, the information component, services and presentation modules
have been loaded.
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These CRUD classes are used by the service tier to create and manage information
components and templates. The service tier exposes these concepts and associated
functionality provided by the database module, as services to the upper layers. The
service tier separates the services in three classes, Metadata Services, Data Services and
Presentation Services. Metadata services provide methods to deal with information
components and allow the definition of domain models using OM concepts. For each
metamodel concept, a metadata service class has been created which offers methods
to deal with these concepts. They are used to transfer data between the database and
the clients via the web service layer and these metadata services may offer additional
application logic required by the application manager. Metadata services are simple
Java classes that follow the JavaBeans specification. Data services are used to create
and manipulate domain objects, i.e. the actual data.

The presentation service orchestrates the whole interface generation process and
upon generation invocation lets the Interface Manager retrieve the required templates
from the database. The view generator composes these templates and injects additional
declarative statements where necessary, such as bindings of XML data to structural
OpenLaszlo elements via XPath. The resulting LZX files are then stored back and
ready to be compiled by the OpenLaszlo runtime compiler as soon as they are requested
for the first time.

The web service tier mediates data between the service tier on the server side and
the web-based user interface on the client side. It has been decoupled from the service
tier in order to allow for different web service implementations. This tier processes
URL requests to the web service and serves responses back to the clients. It was
implemented using the Struts web application framework and uses XStream to marshal
the Java model classes to XML and back.

7.1.4 Discussion

While traditional PIM research, with the exception of [126, 28, 84], does not explicitly
support the user in creating new data structures, we have presented a platform and
tools that support users in modularly evolving their information space by composing
new information management applications from existing ones. To prevent a cold-start
problem, we offer users a set of default components and templates. The user can
then extend or compose these to create new information components according to their
information needs as they evolve. While our goal of supporting non-expert users in
information system design seems ambitious, our studies of existing PIM systems and
also various Web 2.0 platforms such as Facebook shows that PIM application schemas
tend to be rather small and simple. Users therefore tend to find PIM schemas easy to
understand and our initial experiences with PIM 2.0 suggest that they have no problems
to work with and compose our information components. However, this is something
that requires detailed studies in the future.

Our prototype implementation of PIM 2.0 has focused on the construction and com-
position of information within a user’s information space and we currently only access
the local component registry for component reuse. Note however, that the implemen-
tation could be extended to also include the reuse of globally shared components in
a transparent manner. While ideally regular users would be supported in composing
their information spaces, in reality, our system addresses the needs of advanced web
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users who are familiar with Web 2.0 platforms, the ideas of widgets and mashups and
have worked with technologies such as HTML and CSS.

Finally, we report on our experiences concerning the particular choice of techno-
logies used to implement PIM 2.0. As described earlier, we used OpenLaszlo for the
user interface of our system. OpenLaszlo is one example of a RIA framework and we
have also experimented with alternatives. Our experience has shown that while RIA
frameworks are well suited to rapid prototyping, they are not as flexible and dynamic
as expected, especially in terms of special purpose user interface widgets and non-
standard interaction models that are not inherent to the framework. As a result, while
OpenLaszlo enabled us to successfully demonstrate the concept, the current version of
PIM 2.0 is rather limited in terms of rich user interaction and therefore not really sui-
table for carrying out detailed user studies. We are therefore investigating alternative
implementation strategies.

While the PIM 2.0 systems supports the task of component composition, in the next
section, we will present an approach for general information system access, that can be
used for information component inspection as well as query formulation by non-expert
users.

7.2 Tag Cloud-based Database Browsing and Querying

Having presented tool support for designing information management applications, we
now address the more general problem of information system access. As already discus-
sed in Section 2.3.4, querying and browsing of information systems is a task exclusively
done by experts that have mastered the query language and are familiar with the ap-
plication schema. To allow users to view the data of a specific application in a natural
way, with no prior knowledge about the application schema nor the query language, a
higher-level presentation of the database content such as a visual schema browser and
query interface is needed. We have experimented with Web 2.0 visualisation techniques
that have proven to be successful for supporting users in accessing large collections of
information and have designed and implemented a generic data browser that supports
data access and querying of information systems through tag clouds.

In the following, we show how tag clouds can be used alongside more traditional
query languages as a means for browsing and querying databases by both expert and
non-expert users. With our approach, metadata and data are represented by tag clouds
and users can browse, query and explore a database through associative data browsing
based on tag cloud navigation. A key advantage of this approach is that it is data-driven
rather than schema-driven which is particularly beneficial to users with no experience
with data models, databases and query languages. Our initial user studies have shown
that even users with low computer literacy and no previous experience of tag clouds
were able to find the results of non-trivial queries using our system. At the same time,
expert users also gave favourable feedback about the system.

We will first present the concept of tag clouds and then introduce the tag cloud
data browser, followed by implementation details. We conclude with the presentation
a preliminary user study and the discussion of the results.
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7.2.1 Tag Clouds

One of the effects of Web 2.0 is that visualisation paradigms such as tag clouds and
faceted browsing [152] are now in widespread use for searching large data collections of
user-generated content. These interfaces are targeted at supporting non-expert users
in the tasks of browsing and searching data collections in an easy and intuitive way,
and are used by non-experts and experts alike. Although very simple, tag clouds can
be used to support search, browsing and recognition as well as forming and presenting
impressions [5]. The tags within a tag cloud are usually hyperlinks that lead to the
collection of objects associated with the tag. The presentation and layout of tags can
be controlled so that features such as the size, font and colour can be used to give some
measure of the importance of a given tag, while the positioning of tags may be based
on pure aesthetics, alphabetical sorting or some form of relationship between tags. A
lot of studies, such as [125, 5, 134] have experimented with tag cloud features and their
impact on users. According to [125, 5], font size, font weight and intensity are the most
important features. While topic-based layouts of tags can improve search performance
for specific search tasks compared to random arrangements, they still perform worse
than alphabetic layouts according to [134].

Tag clouds have been widely used in Web 2.0 applications for visualising user-
generated tags and folksonomies of web sites such as Flickr. More recently they have
also been introduced into various application domains as a means of summarising and
visualising specific domain information. For example, in [50] tag clouds were used as
a visual augmentation of employee profile pages, while [35] used them to summarise
research activities.

Given the flexibility of tag clouds in terms of information representation together
with the simplicity of the associated style of navigation, it is natural that database
researchers should consider exploiting the concept of tag clouds to address the long-
standing problems of database usability [79]. There have been a number of research ap-
proaches that made use of tag clouds as a means of summarising and refining the results
of keyword searches over structured data as presented in [93, 92, 95, 70]. In [93, 92], the
term data cloud is used to refer to their particular adaptation of tag clouds for summa-
rising keyword search results. Data clouds were implemented as part of CourseRank, a
social tool to access official university information and statistics, such as course descrip-
tions, grade distributions and course evaluations, as well as user-generated information,
such as course ratings, comments, questions and answers. Students could use the tool
to search for classes, give comments and ratings, and also organise their classes into a
personalised schedule. An interesting feature of their approach is that since it was de-
veloped for relational databases, the developer of a data cloud application specifies how
application entities can be composed from the relations in the database in order that
keyword search can be applied to entities rather than simple attributes or tuples. The
keyword search is based on a traditional information retrieval approach where entities
are considered as documents and attribute values as weighted terms. PubCloud [95]
is a tag-cloud based system for searching the PubMed biomedical literature database,
where search results are visualised through tag clouds. In this case, the tag clouds are
generated from words extracted from the abstracts returned by the query. In [70], an
approach using multiple synchronised tag clouds was proposed to summarise, browse
and compare search results over clinical trial data. This approach is similar to the one
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of faceted browsing in that browsing and querying are combined and results are refined.
These approaches all focus on domain-specific information visualisation: in [93], data
clouds for specific application domains rely on entity construction of the underlying
data done by the cloud application developer, while [95] focuses on searching for docu-
ments and [70] is only targeted at the domain of clinical trial data and their specific
categorisation schemes. In contrast, our aim is to strive for a more general approach,
where tag clouds can be exploited to browse data in a generic way by offering tag clouds
for browsing data, but also synchronised tag clouds for browsing both schema and data.

We have investigated the extent to which tag clouds could be exploited to support
generic database browsing and querying, either by replacing existing query languages
and other modes of data visualisation, or being used alongside them. Our tag clouds
therefore mainly represent data and metadata values rather than terms occurring wi-
thin the data. To support our investigations, we have developed a general, extensible
framework that supports different modes of data visualisation, including customisable
tag clouds. We have also designed it so that different types of databases can be ac-
cessed, and currently have implementations for both object databases and relational
databases.

The tag cloud browser is a generic interface to structured databases and can be
used to generally access and browse a personal information space. Such a browser is
particularly suited to access the local and global registry for the inspection of metadata
and data of shared information components. The navigational tag cloud browsing
supports users in query formulation based on a graphical user interface, which can
be used to formulate export queries when defining new information components and
import queries for reusing shared information components.

7.2.2 Tag Cloud Data Browser

We have developed a tag cloud data browser that builds a user-friendly and intuitive
interface to traditional databases. We adapted the tag cloud concept to browse struc-
tured data where tags represent attribute values and the size of the tag represents the
number of data objects with that specific value. Clicking on a tag initiates a selection
for data objects with the corresponding attribute value. In the case of object databa-
ses, the result would be a set of objects, while in the case of a relational database it
would be a collection of tuples, i.e. a relation. It is possible to form tag clouds from
combined attribute values or to combine the display of various attributes by using the
tag content to represent one attribute and the colour of a tag to indicate the value of
another attribute. We use tag clouds to browse both data and metadata, and have
even experimented with a mix of metadata and data within tag clouds as well as with
synchronised browsing of metadata and data in adjencent tag clouds.

Tag clouds visualise a data source, which can be any data source, such as an object
or a relational database in general or a personal information space, an information
component or the global component registry in particular. We generally define a data
source to be a set of data collections, where each collection contains data objects of
a specific type. These collections are either class extents or collections of objects of
a specific type when browsing object databases, while they are relations in relational
databases.

We now explain these concepts further by means of an example based on a database
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with information about contacts and their locations. Figure 4.5 gives an overview of the
data model using OM notation. Contacts can either be persons or organisations and are
located at specific locations. Persons are further categorised into private contacts, ETH
persons and persons that previously worked at ETH. Persons work for organisations and
organisations can be part of larger organisations.

We have experimented with different visualisations of both data and metadata and
developed two prototypes. In an earlier version, data was summarised using a tag cloud
and metadata collections could be selected by means of dropdown menus, while the se-
cond prototype visualises both data and metadata as tag clouds and offers synchronised
browsing.

Figure 7.5: Data browsing

Figure 7.5 is a screenshot of our first prototype. In the lower part, schema elements
such as collections, their types and associations are represented by means of dropdown
menus for collections and checkboxes for types as well as types of associated collections.
In the upper part, the attribute values resulting from the selection made on the schema
elements are visualised as a tag cloud. The size of a tag represents how many data
objects have that particular attribute value. In this way, a tag cloud can be considered
as a visualisation of the attribute value distribution. In the current example, persons
are displayed by their last names. The user has selected the collection Persons from
the collections dropdown menu and checked the attribute lastname from the person
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type. This is also indicated by the navigation path shown on top of the tag cloud.
Persons are further grouped by a second attribute, in this case the city attribute of
the associated location object which is visually represented by different colours. The
lighter tag Froidvaux represents the number of objects with last name Froidvaux

that live in Uster, while the black tag Froidvaux represents the objects with last
name Froidvaux that live in Zurich. The colour attribute has been selected using the
checkbox on the right-hand side of the schema selection form where the colour attribute
can be chosen. As one can see from the colour legend on the right-hand side of the
figure, each distinct attribute value of the city attribute is assigned a specific colour.
Note that using visual features such as the colour of a tag to represent a specific value
of an attribute is appropriate only when the number of distinct values is small. When
hovering over a lastname tag, the user gets detailed information about the number of
objects that have this attribute value, or in the case of only a single object, we get
the set of attribute values. The user can now click on a tag and further refine their
selection.

In a more recent version of the prototype, the metadata itself has been visualised
by a tag cloud as shown by the screenshot in Figure 7.6. On the left-hand side of the
screenshot, the schema tag cloud summarises the names of the various collections of data
objects within the database. The default is to have the size of the tags represent the
relative cardinality of the collection. To distinguish the tag clouds that represent data
and metadata, we will refer to these as data clouds and schema clouds, respectively.
A user can start browsing a data source either by entering a data source-dependent

Figure 7.6: Schema and data browsing

query expression in the window below the tag clouds or by selecting one or more of
the tags in the schema cloud. When clicking on a collection tag, the data cloud on the
right-hand side of the figure is generated. In this version of the prototype, by default,
the first non-unique string attribute of each collection is used for its visualisation as a
data cloud. However, the user can also specify this by means of a simple selection of
attributes through checkboxes. Alternatively, one can display the attributes themselves
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as a schema cloud and allow the users to select one or more attributes as tags. In
this way, we support synchronised browsing across the metadata and data through
the adjacent tag clouds, where the selection of a tag in the schema cloud triggers the
regeneration of the data cloud. In the example shown in Figure 7.6, the user has selected
the Contacts tag in the schema cloud, which triggered the generation of the data cloud
where persons are summarised according to their last name. Furthermore, the city

attribute of the associated location object is represented by the tag colour, as in the
previous example.

Figure 7.7: Interactive query formulation

Figure 7.7 illustrates an example user interaction. In a first step, the user selects
the collection to be queried from the collection dropdown menu. Assume in this case
it is the Persons collection. Schema browsing allows the user to then select and com-
bine attributes not only from the currently selected data objects, but also from those
associated with them. Assume that the user is interested in the Locations of persons,
particularly the city names where they live. From a further menu of associations over
Persons, they could select the SituatedAt association that relates persons to locations.
The user is then provided with a list of the attributes of location objects for them to
select. The figure shows the data cloud resulting from a selection of the city attribute.
The result is displayed as a data cloud whose terms are weighted according to the oc-
currences of persons living in the same city. The user now has several possibilities for
how to proceed. They could either start exploring other parts of the schema, display a
different selection of attributes of the same entities or they can further refine the cur-
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rent query. In the second step, the example illustrates the latter possibility where the
query has been constrained to persons living in Zurich by selecting the corresponding
tag within the result of Step 1. In this case, the lastname attribute of person objects is
selected to be displayed in the data cloud. From the resulting data cloud, it is easy for
the user to gain an overview of the persons living in Zurich and to see that Hangartner
has the most occurrences.

The presented user interaction examples illustrate the kind of queries that can be
posed by means of tag cloud browsing. The selection of attributes by the user prior to
the creation of the tag cloud corresponds to a concatenation of attribute values before
the resulting list is grouped by frequency. A click on one of those tags immediately leads
to an extension of the query with a predicate ensuring the currently displayed attribute
is fixed to that particular tag value for all subsequent queries. This cycle of attribute
selection and predicate generation can be arbitrarily repeated by the user. However,
due to the nature of tag clouds, attributes with a large value range or unique attributes
are not very well suited for tag cloud visualisation. Join operations are supported by
explicit traversal of associations when the user navigates between collections. Because
of that direct way of interacting with real data, it is not possible to create range queries.
For those kinds of queries, the user can make use of a query field that processes queries
using the query language supported by the current data source. In terms of SQL,
the queries that can be answered by our system can be summarised as a selection of
concatenated attributes retrieved by (possibly) nested joins with WHERE clauses that
contain AND-chained equality predicates. The results are then grouped by frequency
and displayed as a tag cloud.

Figure 7.8: Exploiting tag cloud features

As already mentioned, we offer different modes for attribute value visualisation and
this is depicted in Figure 7.8. In the data cloud in the upper left corner, the Persons
collection is visualised by last names. In the data cloud in the upper right corner, the
tag content consists of a combination of two attributes, namely the attribute lastname

of Persons as well as the attribute city of the associated location objects. The tags
thus represent the number of persons with a given name that live in the same city. In
this example data set, the tag Froidvaux-Zurich represents the set of persons with
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Figure 7.9: Tag cloud framework system architecture

last name Froidvaux who live in Zurich. As one can see in this example, more people
with the name Froidvaux live in Uster than in Zurich. For the data cloud in the lower
left corner of Figure 7.8, we added colour as an additional visualisation dimension. The
attribute lastname is bound to the tag content, while the attribute city from the
associated location is bound to the colour feature, as already explained before. Note
that care has to be taken in choosing the right attributes to bind to the colour feature
since, as mentioned previously, it only makes sense if the distinct set of values is small
in order that the colour index is of reasonable size and the tag colours are informative.

7.2.3 Architecture and Implementation

Since a key objective of this work was to experiment with different tag cloud visuali-
sations and investigate the extent to which these could be used to replace traditional
database query languages, it was important that we developed a framework that could
serve as an experimental platform. Further, we wanted to be able to experiment with not
only different forms of interfaces, but also different database technologies. We therefore
implemented a general framework for visualising data from various data sources. The
framework is implemented in Java with a JavaFX2 graphical user interface. Figure 7.9
gives an overview of the system architecture. The manager component is the heart of
the system and responsible for handling requests from the user interface, forwarding
these to the database through the database adapter and invoking the visualisation ma-
nager to transform the results into the appropriate visual elements to be returned and
displayed in the user interface.

Figure 7.10 gives an overview of the UML diagram of the tag cloud framework. The

2http://javafx.com/
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data to be visualised is represented by Tag objects as well as an associated Attribute

object that holds the attribute metadata. The DataAdapter simply retrieves the re-
quested data and the Visualiser is in charge of transforming it into the Tag represen-
tation and visualise it. Our framework is extensible in multiple ways. First, we provide
a DataAdapter interface which can be implemented for any data source. The data
adapter abstracts from the data sources through the concept of collections, where the
method getCollections returns the data collections to be browsed. At the moment,
we have an implementation for the object databases OMS Avon, db4o and OMSPro3

as well as a MySQL implementation. Second, the visualisation manager can manage
different kinds of visualisation techniques. Therefore, we provide a Visualiser inter-
face which has to be implemented to add a new technique to the visualisation library.
We currently provide two tag cloud implementations, as indicated by the two classes
TagCloudVisualiser and SynchronisedTagCloudVisualiser, where with the former
version metadata is selected from a dropdown menu and the more recent version that
offers synchronised browsing of data and metadata through adjacent tag clouds. For
both versions, we make use of a tag cloud generation algorithm implementation based
on [87].

openDatabase(String datasource, Object[] args)
closeDatabase();
getCollections():List<Objects>
getAssociations(Object coll): List<Object>
getData(String collName): List<Objects>
getAttributes(String collName): List<Attribute>

<<interface>> 
DataAdapter

OMSAvonAdapter

OMSProAdapter

DB4oAdapter

MySQLAdapter

Manager

getValue(): String
getType(): Attribute
getFrequency(): int

Tag

getName(): String
getQualifiedName(): String
getType(): String 

Attribute

generateTags(AttributeType attr, List<Objects>): List<Tag>
visualise(List<Tag> tags)

<<interface>> 
Visualiser

Synchronised
TagCloudVisualiserTagCloudVisualiser

Figure 7.10: UML class definition of tag cloud framework

Our data browser application is flexible and configurable and is currently used as
a platform for experimentation in our research group. We have for example integra-
ted it into an ambient information system where researchers were profiled using tag
clouds [35].

7.2.4 User Study

We undertook a preliminary user study to evaluate our system and test the hypothesis
that tag clouds are an easy, suitable and intuitive way for users to browse and query
structured data. Note that we did not intend to prove that a large percentage of users
would be using our tool, but we rather want to explore that endusers could benefit
significantly from such an interface to access their information systems.

We recruited ten participants that regularly browse the web, from which five were
computer science professionals and the other five were regular users. The five com-
puter science professionals included three undergraduate students, a PhD student and

3http://www.globis.ethz.ch/research/oms/platforms/omspro
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a software engineer. The non-expert users’ professions were very diverse, including a
carpenter, a shop assistant and a human resource manager and supply chain manager.
The ages ranged from 23 to 58 with three participants in their 50s.

The user study was carried out in individual sessions with each participant. The
questionnaire can be found in Appendix A. In the first part of each session, we asked the
participants for their personal details such as name, age and profession. Additionally,
we recorded their computer skills. We were interested in their level of expertise in
relational and object database techniques and whether they were familiar with the
concept of tag clouds.

In the second part of each session, the participants received a short oral introduction
to our data browser. We briefly described the concept of tag clouds to the ones that
were not familiar with it and showcased the use of the browser by means of a simple
example where the colour feature was used. These oral explanations were intentionally
kept very short, since one of our goals was to show that our browser is easy and intuitive
to use. The participants were then asked to solve five tasks autonomously by using the
data browser. Each of these tasks was targeted at a different degree of difficulty and
different concepts of our data browser were needed to answer the questions. There was
no restriction in the time available to the participants to complete the task.

The participants were asked to browse the contacts database presented in Sec-
tion 7.2.2 and find results to the following queries:

- How many persons from ETH have “Bunter” as their last name?

- How many of these persons live in Zurich?

- Get the email addresses of the persons named “Leone”?

- Where are these contacts situated?

- What is the most frequent age of all persons?

Finally, the participants had to fill out a questionnaire where we asked about their
impressions and experiences with the browser. Questions included whether the short
introduction was sufficient help to solve the tasks, whether the tasks were difficult to
solve, and whether they generally liked the browser. For these questions, they could
tick yes or no and provide free text comments.

For the study, we used the first version of the data browser, where the metadata
was represented using dropdown menus and checkboxes, from which the user can simply
select a collection of objects to be displayed as a data cloud. This is conceptually similar
to the synchronised version, where a user selects which collection to represent as a data
cloud from the schema cloud.

The participants’ previous knowledge and the user study results are summarised
in Table 7.1 and 7.2. Note that the questions are grouped based on their answers’
scale type. For the evaluation of the results, we have divided the participants into two
distinct categories, one for the five computer science professionals and one for the five
non-experts.

We asked them to rate their skills in both relational (RDBMS) and object database
(OODBMS) techniques on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 refers to no skills and 5 to
expert skills. As we assumed, computer scientists were highly skilled in both RDBMS
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and OODBMS technologies, with average skill levels of 4 and 3.6 respectively, while non-
experts did not have any previous knowledge in that area, except for one participant
who occasionally had to work with an MS Access database (see Table 7.1, Question 2.1
and 2.2). Surprisingly, the familiarity of tag clouds was not as high as we had assumed
before the study ( see Table 7.2, Question 2.3). Tag clouds were unknown to all the
non-experts, while four out of five computer scientists were familiar with the concept.

The most surprising fact was that nearly all participants solved the five tasks suc-
cessfully as indicated in Table 7.1, Question 3. All non-expert users where able to
answer the five queries using our tag cloud browser. This is reflected by the average
success rate of 5, which means that 5 out of 5 questions where answered correctly. From
the group of experts, four out of five answered the queries correctly, while one expert
experienced difficulties with two out of the five tasks, which results in an average success
rate of 4.6.

Table 7.1: User study results (interval scale)

# Question Category User Group Average Std. Dev.

2.1 RDBMS Knowledge Skills non-experts 1.4 0.55
computer
scientists

4 0.71

2.2 OODBMS Knowledge Skills non-experts 1 0
computer
scientists

3.6 1.14

3 Task: Queries Task non-experts 5 0
computer
scientists

4.6 0.89

Regardless of their computer skills and prior tag cloud knowledge, all but one expert
found the provided introduction sufficient for solving the given tasks and none of them
found the tasks too difficult (see Table 7.2, Question 4.1 and 4.2). The colour feature
was used by five participants, that is three non-experts and two expert users (see Table
7.2, Question 4.3). Nine out of ten participants liked to browse the database with our
data browser. One participant thought that the data browser had great potential and
another participant commented that he finds the query refinement process very useful,
as shown in Table 7.2, Question 4.4). A third participant mentioned that she liked the
browser, mainly because the data can be filtered by selections, instead of having to
write queries.

7.2.5 Discussion

Our preliminary user study has shown promising results regarding our hypothesis that
the use of tag clouds for the browsing and querying of structured data is easy and
intuitive. All non-expert users were able to complete all of the given tasks successfully,
even though they were not familiar with the concept of tag clouds before participating in
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Table 7.2: User study results (nominal scale)

# Question Category User Group Yes No CHI-Square
(p-value)

2.3 Tag cloud concept Skills non-experts 0 5 0.048
computer
scientists

4 1

4.1 Sufficient help Feedback non-experts 5 0 1
computer
scientists

4 1

4.2 Task difficulties Feedback non-experts 0 5 1
computer
scientists

0 5

4.3 Colour feature Feedback non-experts 3 2 1
computer
scientists

2 3

4.4 Liked browser Feedback non-experts 4 1 1
computer
scientists

5 0

the study. Interestingly, the only user who failed to complete the tasks was a computer
science professional who failed to correctly complete two out of the five tasks. These
results show that the data browser approach has the potential for providing non-experts
with an easy and user-friendly means of accessing databases without prior knowledge
of the query language or the application schema. Indeed, these are initial findings
only and an extended user study has to be carried out that measures efficiency and
effectiveness of our approach compared to conventional tools before our hypothesis can
be fully validated.

Furthermore, there are a number of open issues that merit further investigation.
One of these is the question of how to best exploit tag features other than size, such as
the tag colour, to help the user to browse the data. Since only 50% of the participants
from both user groups made use of the colour feature to solve the tasks, there is no clear
dependency between the use of this feature, the user groups and the accomplishment of
the given tasks. This feature would have to be evaluated in a separate study, where more
emphasis would be put on exploiting the tag colour for query answering. In addition,
we already noted that care has to be taken when using the colour feature, since its
use is only helpful if the set of distinct attribute values for a given attribute is rather
small and this is something of which users would have to be aware. One participant
mentioned that the colour feature is not intuitive and he had problems understanding
it in the beginning.

Other issues to investigate include that of using schema clouds alongside data clouds
and whether users would find this more intuitive than selection from menus. In fact,
it remains to be seen just how much could be expressed using only tag clouds without
the need for menus and check lists and whether this would be beneficial or detrimental
to the ease of use.

Furthermore, the tag cloud browser, currently implemented as a stand-alone appli-
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cation, could be integrated into the PIM 2.0 system to support users in the task of
registry inspection and export interface definition in a more integrated way and one
could investigate its suitability for these specific tasks.

7.3 Synchronising Personal Information with Web 2.0
Data Sources

We have identified the problem of data fragmentation caused by the shift from desktop-
based information management to the Web, and propose an approach that builds on the
notion of synchronisation modules that allow arbitrary data sources to be synchronised.
In the spirit of our approach, such synchronisation modules can be shared and reused
among the user community. We will start with a description of the problem area,
followed by the presentation of a synchronisation framework.

As already discussed in Section 2.3.3, users nowadays increasingly turn to Web 2.0
platforms such as Facebook, LinkedIn and Flickr for the management of their personal
information. For example, users may choose to manage information about their friends
on Facebook, use LinkedIn to access contact details of business associates and share
collections of photos on Flickr. These platforms not only offer a simple-to-use style of
interface for creating content that is typical of Web 2.0 platforms, but they also provide
simple means of collaboratively authoring and sharing that content. In addition to users
being able to contribute to a body of information through actions such as tagging photos
or posting comments to articles, they also take over the responsibility for managing the
information related to themselves. Therefore, rather than each user having to manually
maintain the entire contact details of friends and colleagues, they simply have to connect
to these people in order to be able to send them messages, be reminded of birthdays
and keep track of their profile and activities.

This shift from desktop-based management of information to Web 2.0 platforms
raises a new set of issues for personal information management. The central problem of
information fragmentation [7] has grown given that nowadays personal information is
not just fragmented across desktop applications, but also between desktop applications
and one or more Web 2.0 platforms. In contrast to traditional personal information
management [83], where replication is considered to be best avoided, duplicates in
this setting are desirable as they correspond to multiple representations of the same
information shared with different audiences. For example, a photo may be published
on Facebook and also on Flickr, and a friend on Facebook may also be connected to on
a professional site such as LinkedIn.

Further problems come from the fragility of that information. For example, some
information such as blog posts or bookmark collections might be managed entirely by a
Web 2.0 platform with the result that users lose control over that data and are unable
to access it offline. Recently, Facebook has been criticised [109] both for increased
down time and not providing support for offline access to contact information. Even
though Facebook provides an API, there is still no easy way to export and access
contact information offline. Another problem with current Web 2.0 sites is the fact
that users find themselves in a vendor lock-in as it is difficult to migrate data from
one site to another. This problem becomes increasingly acute considering the uncertain
future of some of these sites given their limited prospects for actually making money.
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For example, the expenses incurred by YouTube far exceed their advertisement revenues
which has led to speculation about its future [146]. It has also been pointed out that the
increasing popularity of Web 2.0 platforms in third-world countries draws on resources
and has a negative impact on performance, but does not result in an increased return
of investment [140].

With the proliferation of Web 2.0 platforms for both personal and professional use,
it is important that users be provided with tools to help them cope with the problems
of increased information fragmentation, data replication, volatility and heterogeneity,
while benefiting from the ease of data sharing and collaborative authoring offered by
Web 2.0 platforms. While some researchers have proposed a unifying layer on top of
Web 2.0 platforms [59] or the use of independent file system services [73], as already
discussed in Section 2.3.3, we have take a different approach. Instead of delegating
the primary information management role to Web 2.0 platforms, we believe that it is
important to support a separation of concerns between information management and
information sharing that allows users to have control over their personal information
and how that information is published to and/or imported from Web 2.0 platforms.
While the management of information is best done within the personal information
space, the sharing of information is the responsibility of the Web 2.0 platforms. By
establishing synchronisation contracts between the personal information space and the
Web 2.0 platforms, private data can be published to Web 2.0 platforms and shared data
imported into a user’s personal information space. It is of utmost importance that such
synchronisation contracts may be shared and reused with the user community following
a crowdsourced approach. This enables non-expert users to keep control of their data
based on the importation of synchronisation contracts defined by the community, which
may be adapted to their specific needs.

We present a general synchronisation framework that allows users to synchronise
arbitrary data sources. Our approach is based on a plug-and-play style of selecting and
configuring synchronisation modules, where a synchronisation module encapsulates the
synchronisation process between two data sources. The synchronised information may
represent all or part of the data managed with the corresponding data source. In
the spirit of user emancipation, we believe that users should be empowered to take
decisions on what, when and how data should be synchronised in order to meet their
own information requirements. Therefore, rather than providing a fully automated and
transparent synchronisation solution, we believe that it is important to provide a flexible
and configurable framework that gives users the freedom to either select synchronisation
modules developed/configured by others or to develop/configure their owns, based on
the principle of crowdsourcing.

We start with the presentation of the synchronisation framework, followed by a
discussion of Web 2.0 APIs, the the data mappings and the synchronisation engine.
We then give a detailed overview of the system implementation and conclude with a
discussion.

7.3.1 Synchronisation Framework

We have designed a framework that supports users in synchronising arbitrary data
sources. In Figure 7.11, we present an overview of the architecture of our synchronisa-
tion framework. It consists of a synchronisation engine, a number of synchronisation
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modules and some utilities, and exposes an API that offers the synchronisation functio-
nality. A synchronisation module defines a particular synchronisation process in terms
of two synchronisation endpoints, a data mapping and a synchronisation algorithm.

Synchronisation Framework

Synchronisation Engine

Personal 

Information Space

Contacts, Pictures, etc.

Application

Application Programming Interface (API)

Social Network

Facebook, Flickr, 

OpenSocial, etc.

Social 

API
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Mapping

Synchronisation Module
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Synchronisation Algorithm

Internal

Synchronisation 

Endpoint

Data

Mapping

Figure 7.11: Architecture of the proposed framework

The synchronisation endpoints are adapters to data sources and encapsulate the
access to these sources. A synchronisation endpoint defines a data source’s characte-
ristics, that is the data source’s data model as well as other synchronisation specific
information such as access and authentication characteristics. The framework is exten-
sible in that synchronisation with additional data sources can easily be implemented
by adding an associated synchronisation endpoint.

The synchronisation engine is responsible for the actual synchronisation process. It
first configures the synchronisation process based on the specification provided by the
synchronisation module and then executes it. The synchronisation module defines a
mapping between the data models of the two data sources and also a synchronisation
algorithm. Additionally, a synchronisation module specifies other configuration infor-
mation such as when the synchronisation process should be executed and a conflict
resolution strategy. While default mappings and specifications of the synchronisation
processes are provided, we offer the possibility to configure both the data mappings and
the synchronisation processes. Users can choose a specific synchronisation module for
a pair of endpoints, configure it or even develop their own.

In the current setting, we focus on the synchronisation of desktop data with Web 2.0
data sources. Therefore, we refer to an internal synchronisation endpoint as the concep-
tual representation of a local application, that is either a desktop application or an
information component. For the external synchronisation endpoints, we make use of
the various APIs offered by Web 2.0 platforms such as Facebook and Flickr to ac-
cess their data. These platforms usually expose their data and functionality through
REST-based APIs. An external synchronisation endpoint is therefore the conceptual
representation of a Web 2.0 platform that is accessed via its API. We therefore pro-
vide a detailed discussion of the typical features and challenges of these APIs and the
associated data mappings in the next section before going on to present the details of
the synchronisation processes. Note, however, that the framework could be used to
synchronise any two data sources, such as a desktop application and an information
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component or even two information components. In such a case, the endpoints would
be adapters similar to those used in numerous existing data integration projects and
the notions of internal and external endpoints would only be used to distinguish which
data sources should be considered as providing master copies of data when dealing with
conflict resolution.

7.3.2 Web 2.0 APIs

Most Web 2.0 data sources provide access to their platform data through their REST-
based APIs. While the Facebook API4, Microsoft Live Services5 and Flickr Services6

are all platform-specific, the Google OpenSocial API7 is a common API which can be
implemented by any Web 2.0 platform. Although several well-known social networking
platforms, e.g. LinkedIn, implement the OpenSocial API, they usually implement only
part of the API since many features are optional.

An overview of some of these APIs is given in Table 7.3. We have chosen to include
Facebook and Microsoft Live Services as platforms following a proprietary approach as
well as Google Orkut which offers the most comprehensive support for the OpenSocial
API. As seen in Table 7.3, these APIs generally support a user concept, relationships
between users and user activities. Some APIs only provide access to a platform’s
data while others allow applications or external data to be integrated. For example,
Facebook allows users to publish their own applications developed using either the
Facebook Markup Language (FBML) and Facebook Query Language (FQL) or a general
programming language such as Java, PHP or Visual Basic. Similarly, services such as
Orkut that implement the OpenSocial API can be extended by building gadgets using
Google Gadget technology8.

While Facebook and LinkedIn target different audiences and therefore offer different
kinds of data and services, the data accessible through the APIs is actually quite similar
in terms of the concepts and attributes. Both have notions of a user and a user’s network
as well as groups, media and other social data. The main difference lies in “additional”
attributes that can be associated with friends in the case of Facebook and business
contacts for LinkedIn. Application developers are highly dependent on what the APIs
offer in terms of functionality and data access. In the case of Facebook, a developer has
read access to user profiles as well as to their immediate network of friends. However, the
OpenSocial API offered by LinkedIn can only be used upon approval and, consequently,
application development by the community has been much more limited.

Given that the data models for many Web 2.0 sites tend to be quite similar and also
relatively simple and modular, the data mappings between synchronisation endpoints
implemented for such platforms tend to be much simpler than typical data integration
scenarios tackled by the information systems community. This is something that we

4http://developers.facebook.com/
5http://dev.live.com
6http://www.flickr.com/services/api/
7http://code.google.com/apis/opensocial/
8http://code.google.com/apis/gadgets/

http://developers.facebook.com/
http://dev.live.com
http://www.flickr.com/services/api/
http://code.google.com/apis/opensocial/
http://code.google.com/apis/gadgets/
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Table 7.3: Comparison of the Facebook, Microsoft Live Services and Google Orkut’s
OpenSocial API.

Facebook Microsoft Live
Services

Google Orkut

Data Model
- Photos upload, get get upload, get, create

albums, organise
photos in albums

- Audio – – –
- Video upload – –
- Posts create9, get, edit,

delete
create, get, edit, de-
lete

create10, get, edit

- Comments create, get, delete – –
- Tags create11, get – –
- Events get, edit – –

Social Graph
- Profile get, set view, edit view12

- Friends get add, invite, get viewd

- Groups get, members – –
- Feeds get feed, publish

item, remove item
top level, minimal,
Blog, photo, profile,
friends, list, event
details

activities

Management
- Data Storage On-Site On or Off-Site On-Site
- Data Access Limited Two-Way

Access
Limited Two-Way
Access

Limited Two-Way
Access

- Security Facebook Account Windows Live ID Google Account

have been able to exploit in the data mapping tools provided for users and developers
of synchronisation modules.

7.3.3 Data Mapping

We now describe how a data mapping between contacts information managed in a
personal information space and social networking data from Facebook could be specified.
Figure 7.12 shows parts of the two data models represented as ER models. For the local
contacts application we use the data model of Microsoft Outlook shown on the left. The
Outlook data model defines a Contact entity that specifies a number of attributes such
as Full Name, Birth Date, Home Address and Business Address. The central entity
of the Facebook model shown on the right is User which defines attributes such as
Birthday, Name and HomeTown. A user can be a member of one or more Groups and
has a work history, which is a sequence of WorkInfo entities.

The actual synchronisation of data is performed over data collections. To create a
mapping between the data models, the collections of data to be synchronised must first
be specified. For example, a user might define different sets of contacts in Outlook,
such as a collection for business contacts and one for family, in addition to a general
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Figure 7.12: Simplified Outlook and Facebook data models

collection for the management of all contacts. Assume that we want to synchronise the
collection of contacts managed by Outlook with the collection of friends in Facebook.

We have developed a graphical configuration tool that allows synchronisation mo-
dules to be defined. The tool supports the users in graphically establishing synchroni-
sation contracts between arbitrary data sources. This includes the choice of the data
sources to be synchronised, the creation and manipulation of data mappings and the
configuration of the synchronisation process. Figure 7.13 shows a screenshot of the
data mapping interface. In the current example, a mapping has been defined between
Outlook and Facebook. The two data models are represented as tree structures, with
the Outlook data model in the left window and that of Facebook on the right. Types
and attributes can be mapped by simply dragging and dropping the tree nodes from
one model over those of the other model. When creating such a mapping, the system
checks whether the types of the two nodes are compatible. Basic transformations are
done automatically by the system. For more complex transformations, the user has to
select one of the provided data transformers.

The highlighted mapping defines a mapping between the attribute fullName of
the local contact type to the attribute name of the Facebook User type. Note that
the Facebook User type defines both attributes firstName and lastName as well as a
composed name attribute. Since the local contact type only offers a composed fullName

attribute, we chose the latter for the mapping. Attributes and entities which are mapped
are tagged with a small lock label. In the lower part of the screenshot, the navigation
paths of that specific mapping are displayed.

It is also possible to perform structural mappings. For example, the business infor-
mation in Outlook is represented as a set of attributes that define an organisation’s
address, whereas Facebook has the notion of a work history where a user can list all
previous employers. For that mapping, the first entity of the WorkHistory list of Face-
book could be mapped to the business address in Outlook.

For a closer look at how the data to be synchronised, is accessed, we show an
example based on Facebook. Listing 7.3 shows the two FQL statements needed to
retrieve a user’s data from Facebook to synchronise it with a local contact application
according to our example in Figure 7.12. The first statement retrieves the collection of
a user’s friends, that is, for every friend, the set of attributes defined by the user entity
in Figure 7.12 as well as the associated work history from the user relation. Since
FQL restricts the use of the FROM clause to a single relation, we need a second query
that retrieves all groups to which a user belongs. This query has to be executed for
each single friend retrieved by the first query. Note that both friendships and group
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Figure 7.13: Mapping tool screenshot

memberships are accessed via an N:M relation friend in the case of friendship and
group member in the case of group membership.

Listing 7.3: FQL statements

SELECT first_name , last_name , name ,

birthday , hometown_location ,

activities , work_history

FROM user

WHERE uid IN (SELECT uid2

FROM friend

WHERE uid1 = $user)

SELECT name

FROM group

WHERE gid IN (SELECT gid

FROM group_member

WHERE uid = $friend)

Listing 7.4 shows a snippet of the XML-based query result of the first query, where
a list of user objects is returned. Similarly, the query result of the second query returns
an XML document containing a list of group elements which represent the set of groups
to which a single user belongs.

Listing 7.4: Query result

<fql_query_response >

<user>

<first_name >Fred</first_name >

<last_name >Bloggs </last_name >

<birthday xsi:nil="true" />

<hometown_location >

<city>Zurich </city>

<state>ZH</state>

<country >Switzerland </country >

<zip />
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</hometown_location >

<activities />

<work_history list="true">

<work_info >

<location >

<city>Zurich </city>

<state>ZH</state>

<country >Switzerland </country >

</location >

<company_name >ETH Zurich </company_name >

<position >PhD Student </position >

<description />

<start_date >2009 -02</start_date >

<end_date />

</work_info >

</work_history >

</user>

<user>...</user>

</fql_query_response >

7.3.4 Synchronisation Engine

Having described how the data models of two data sources can be mapped, we now go
on to describe the process of synchronisation based on the notion of a synchronisation
module that encapsulates such a process. A synchronisation endpoint SE is formally
defined as

SE = 〈DM,Auth,RW〉
where DM refers to the data model of SE, Auth refers to the authentication parameters
and RW refers to access characteristics of the synchronisation endpoint, i.e. whether
data can only be read from or also written to the data source.

A synchronisation module encapsulates a synchronisation process where correspon-
ding collections of objects of two synchronisation endpoints are synchronised. A syn-
chronisation module is defined as the set of operations and parameters needed to syn-
chronise a collection of objects from the internal synchronisation endpoint with a col-
lection of objects of an external synchronisation endpoint. A synchronisation module
SM is formally defined by a quadruple

SM = 〈SE1, SE2, SC,M〉

where SE1 and SE2 stand for the two synchronisation endpoints, SC defines the synchro-
nisation configuration and M defines the data mapping between the data models DMSE1

and DMSE2 of the two synchronisation endpoints. The synchronisation configuration
SC is defined by

SC = 〈Mode,RecStrat,Per〉
where Mode defines the mode of the synchronisation from SE1 to SE2 as either unidirec-
tional (data publishing or data gathering) or bidirectional, RecStrat defines the conflict
resolution strategy, and Per specifies the periodicity either as automatic based on an
event or scheduled time interval, or as manual.

A mapping is defined as the set of data mappings between the data models of the
two synchronisation endpoints. Such mappings include collection mappings, association
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mappings, type mappings. We use mapping expressions for mapping the two data
models, where both data models are represented as object graphs and mapped by
means of path expressions. The collection to be synchronised acts as the root object of
the object graph from where one can navigate to the type and its attributes as well as
to associated entities. Below a simplified excerpt of a mapping in XML format for the
example of mapping Outlook data to Facebook data is shown.

<cMapping iCollName="contacts" expr="friends"/>

<tMapping iName="contact" expr="User" key="fullName">

<attrMapping iName="fullName" expr="name"/>

<attrMapping iName="birthdate" expr="birthday"

valueTransformerClass="..Birthdate2FBBirthday"/>

</tMapping>

In the example, the collection mapping (cMapping) maps the internal collection
contacts to an external concept matching the expression friends. Then, the types of
the two collections are mapped. Note that a type declares a set of attributes and conse-
quently, a type mapping also includes a number of attribute mappings. Furthermore, a
type mapping defines a key or set of key attributes that define the object identity. Given
that we do not have any control over object identifiers of objects from external sources,
the keys are used in the synchronisation process, when objects of the two collections
are check for object equality.

In the example, the type mapping (tMapping) maps the internal type contact

to a concept matching the expression User and defines a key fullName. There are
two attribute mappings (attrMapping) which map the local attributes fullName and
birthdate to the expressions name and birthday, respectively. Note that a type also
comprises supertypes. For example, a collection of friends might contain objects that
are of type friend, but also of type person and contact, where person and contact

denote supertypes of friend. Given that attributes are always of a certain type, either
a base type or another object type, an attribute mapping may require a further type
mapping. Thus, a type mapping defines a set of attribute mappings, which in turn may
imply further type mappings.

The mapping of attributes that are of different types is supported through so-called
value transformers offering methods to convert values from one format to another. We
provide several standard value transformer and additional transformers can easily be
added. For example, the class Birthdate2FBBirthday transforms a birth date value
in the Outlook date format to the Facebook birthday format. Note that it is also
possible to use transformers to convert from flat to nested structures and vice versa.
For example, a synchronisation endpoint offers a contact address as a string of the
form “street name, building number, city”, while another offers a structure of the form
{street name, building number, city}. For this example, we can provide two value
transformers, one that transforms the the string representation to a structured value
and another one for the inverse conversion.

In summary, a synchronisation module encapsulates a synchronisation process and
is based on the two synchronisation endpoints, the data mapping and the synchroni-
sation configuration. The default algorithm used within our framework to synchronise
endpoints is shown in Algorithm 1. The default algorithm performs a bidirectional syn-
chronisation between two synchronisation endpoints, where the bilateral case always
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covers any unidirectional synchronisation process. We note that the framework can
be configured to use a synchronisation algorithm different from the default algorithm
presented here.

Algorithm 1: SynchroniseColls

Colls Internal and External begin
CopyToExternal← Internal \ External;
CopyToInternal ← External \ Internal;
CommonObjects← Internal ∩ External;
foreach obj ∈ CopyToExternal do

externalObj ← Create object of type type(obj) in External;
Input: (

obj, externalObj);

foreach obj ∈ CopyToInternal do
internalObj ← Create object in Internal;
Input: (

internalObj, obj);

foreach obj ∈ CommonObjects do
Input: (

Internal[obj.key], External[obj.key]);

The algorithm takes as input parameters the two collections of objects to be syn-
chronised referred to as Internal and External. In our example, the contacts collection
is represents the Internal collection, while the friends collection corresponds to External
collection. As a first step, objects of the two collections are compared and checked for
equality based on the key defined in the type mapping. Three temporary collections
are created during this comparison: CopyToExternal containing all the objects that only
exist in Internal and have to be created in External, CopyToInternal that contains the
objects that only exist in External and have to be created in Internal and CommonObjects
containing the intersection of the two collections. For each object obj in CopyToEx-
ternal, a new object externalObj is created in External and synchronised with obj.
The SynchroniseObjects(obj, externalObj) method iterates through all the attri-
butes of type(obj) and sets the attribute values of the corresponding attributes of
externalObj based on the defined type mapping. Correspondingly, objects contained in
CopyToInternal are created in Internal and the attribute values are populated. Note that
no conflicts can arise in these two cases.

For objects in CommonObjects, attribute values of the corresponding objects in the
two collections are compared. If values are different, conflicts are resolved based on the
defined conflict resolution strategy RecStrat. For now, we have defined three simple
conflict resolution strategies. A user can either decide on automatic conflict handling,
defining either the internal or external object as the master copy, or decide to resolve
conflicts manually when they arise. We refer to these strategies as ExternalWins,
InternalWins and AskUser.

Our present approach cannot exclude create/delete ambiguities: if an object only
exists in one collection, we do not know whether it has been newly created in that
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collection or just deleted from the other collection. Additionally, if both the internal and
external objects have changed, this is always detected as conflict, regardless of whether
the same or different attributes have been updated. So far, we have not addressed
these problems and are aware that we only provide basic options for conflict resolution.
However, it is possible for users to define their own synchronisation modules, including
policies and mechanisms for dealing with conflicts. Since this is typically beyond the
skills of many users, we leverage the collaborative development processes to foster the
implementation of synchronisation endpoints that are then shared to the members along
with information components through the global information component registry.

7.3.5 Implementation

We have implemented the synchronisation framework in Java. Figure 7.14 shows a
simplified UML diagram of our system architecture. The synchronisation engine Sync-

Engine is the heart of the system and handles the synchronisation process. Parts of
its functionality are extracted into configuration and synchronisation strategy objects.
This allows the engine to be adapted to the needs of an application and simplifies the
implementation of extensions. A synchronisation strategy is a class that implements
the interface SyncStrategy and provides the actual synchronisation algorithm. At
the moment, we only provide one strategy SyncStrategyImpl, which implements the
default synchronisation algorithm presented in Section 7.3.4. However, new strategies
can easily be added by developing a class that implements the SyncStrategy interface.

getName(): String
getDataModel(): Object
authenticate():
isReadable(): boolean
isWritable(): boolean
getCollections(): List<Object>
createObject():
addToCollection(String cName, Object obj):
removeFromCollection(String cName, Object obj):
store();

<<interface>> 
SyncEndpoint 

synchronise()

<<interface>> 
SyncEngine 

DefaultSyncEngine

OutlookSyncEndpoint

Facebook
SyncEndpoint

OMSAvon
SyncEndpoint

getMode(): String
getPeriodicity(): String
getInternal(): SyncEdnpoint
getExternal(): SyncEndpoint
getStrategy(): RecStrategy

<<interface>> 
SyncConfig

reconcileConflict(Object int, Object ext): Object

<<interface>> 
RecStrategy 

synchoniseSets(Collection internal, Collection external)

<<interface>> 
SyncStrategy 

transform(Object obj): Object

<<interface>> 
ValueTransformer 

SyncStrategyImpl

WinnerStrategyCallBackStrategy

Figure 7.14: Synchronisation framework UML diagram

The SyncEngine uses SyncConfig to configure the synchronisation process. A Sync-

Config object is associated with two SyncEndpoint objects internal and external

and a reconciliation strategy object RecStrategy as well as other configuration parame-
ters such as periodicity and mode. Classes that implement the RecStrategy interface
offer a strategy to handle conflicts that arise when synchronising. For now, we provide
two strategies, the WinnerStrategy and the CallbackStrategy. WinnerStrategy co-
vers both InternalWins and ExternalWins strategies specified in Section 7.3.4. In the
case of a conflict, the object or value of either the internal or external endpoint is taken.
CallbackStrategy corresponds to AskUser presented in Section 7.3.4 and propagates
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the conflict resolution task to the user. Additional conflict resolution strategies can
easily be added by developing classes that implement the RecStrategy interface.

Synchronisation endpoints can be added by implementing the SyncEndpoint in-
terface. A synchronisation endpoint provides access to the data source’s objects via
collections that group these objects. Currently, we provide three implementations, the
class FacebookSyncEndpoint to access Facebook, the class OutlookSyncEndpoint to
access Outlook and the class OMSAvonSyncEndpoint to access information components.
Note that a synchronisation endpoint can offer various collections which can contain a
subset of the data source’s objects or just a single collection that contains all objects.
In our example, the Facebook synchronisation endpoint offers access to a single col-
lection friends containing all of a user’s friends. A developer could also provide two
collections, one for close friends and one for acquaintances.

The SyncEndpoint interface offers access to these collections and supports addi-
tional functionality that is used during the synchronisation process. Objects can be
created as well as added to and removed from the actual collection to be synchronised.
In addition, the interface provides access to the data model of the data sources. In or-
der to synchronise data in an efficient way and since data models provided by Web 2.0
platform APIs are not of a uniform format, synchronisation endpoints represent their
data in a intermediate and uniform format, that is as object graphs that follow the
JavaBeans conventions. Mappings can either be created and manipulated using the
visual mapping tool or through XML files.

For the data mappings, we use OGNL (Object-Graph Navigation Language)13.
OGNL navigates one object graph and matches the mapping expression to nodes of
the second object graph. For mapping attributes of different types, OGNL already
performs an automatic type conversion between numeric types, booleans and strings.
To support special conversions, we also introduced value transformers that implement
the interface ValueTransformer offering methods to convert values from one format
to another. Our framework provides several standard value transformer classes and
additional transformers can easily be implemented.

7.3.6 Discussion

We would like to emphasise that the goal of this work was not to provide an integration
framework for integrating personal data scattered over the web as in [59], but rather
to give users control over their data by supporting the sharing of their personal data
on various Web 2.0 platforms as well as offline data access in a controlled and confi-
gurable way. Our synchronisation framework allows data to be published to different
communities with the resulting data replication being managed through user-configured
synchronisation processes. In addition, we allow data published by other users to be im-
ported into one’s own personal information space. The framework is highly configurable
and extensible by offering various extension points. New synchronisation strategies as
well as conflict resolution strategies can be implemented and added.

We have provided a graphical tool to define the data mappings and configure the
processes. However, we are well aware that we still have a long way to go in terms
of providing tools for the average user. We note that it is not our vision that every

13http://www.opensymphony.com/ognl/

http://www.opensymphony.com/ognl/
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user will specify all the details of the mappings and synchronisation processes them-
selves. Rather, we aim for a crowdsourced approach of synchronisation modules and
endpoint implementations based on the crowdsourcing architecture presented in Sec-
tion 3.2, where some members of the user community have become application develo-
pers, while most simply pick and choose from the wealth of modules and endpoints on
offer and configure them to their specific need. We note that nowadays, a number of
Web 2.0 platform providers offer special-purpose plug-ins for desktop application and
other Web 2.0 platforms, that support data synchronisation. The disadvantage of this
approach is, that a user ends up with a number of synchronisation plug-ins that all
work slightly different, and the chances are, that there exists no synchronisation tool
for the two endpoints they want to synchronise. Also, these tools only support limited
degree of configurability. In contrast, our synchronisation framework offers a uniform
interface to data synchronisation and a user is free to configure and adapt the mappings
according to their needs.

There are some interesting points to note with respect to data synchronisation bet-
ween personal information spaces and Web 2.0 applications due to the nature of these
applications. The issue of identity resolution in data integration and synchronisation
is one that is well-known, see for example [82]. As described earlier, we currently use
a very simple key concept, similar to that of the relational model where one or more
attributes can be declared as keys. But care must be taken as attributes which might
seem obvious keys or parts of keys are not necessarily good candidates in this setting.
For example, email addresses are often used to identify users in web applications, but,
in the case of Web 2.0 platforms, many users prefer to use an email address espe-
cially created for that purpose rather than their normal email address. Similarly, many
users give false birth dates as a deliberate security measure against stolen identity. In
terms of the actual synchronisation of data values, these examples show that care is
also required to avoid a personal information space value being replaced by one from
a less-trusted web data source. This is one reason why the user might want to resolve
conflicts manually or to specify that some or all of the personal information space data
(or even the data managed by social networks) should not be overwritten in the case of
conflict. This is a topic that requires further investigation, not only concerning possible
technical solutions, but also user practices.

Another point to note about the current implementation is the fact that the syn-
chronisation algorithm is both simple and purely state-based since it basically iterates
through the two collections of objects to be synchronised and compares the objects.
While operation-based synchronisation has been shown to have benefits over state-
based synchronisation in applications such as collaborative authoring [76], it is not
suitable in this domain since the synchronisation framework has no control over the
data sources. In contrast, our approach is similar to other state-based approaches to
data synchronisation such as [53]. We note though that the focus of our work lies in
providing an extensible framework for data synchronisation rather than improving syn-
chronisation algorithms and their efficiency, and more accurate and efficient algorithms
could easily be implemented as extensions to our framework.

Finally, another direction of future work will be to investigate more flexible ap-
proaches to conflict resolution. Currently, we do not maintain any information about
versions or timestamps. As mentioned before, our present approach can, therefore, not
resolve create/delete ambiguities and differences in attribute values always result in a
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conflict. Even simple version control mechanisms [88, 26] such as maintaining a base
state of the object after each synchronisation or timestamps could improve the conflict
handling dramatically. Create and delete ambiguities could be avoided and less conflicts
would have to be resolved.



8
Conclusion

In this thesis, we have presented a crowdsourced approach to modular information
system development.

In summary, we have designed and developed concepts, an open and extensible plat-
form and a number of graphical tools that support both non-expert and expert users in
the modular design and development of their information systems based on the sharing
and reuse of both metadata and data. We have presented a reuse architecture based
on the principle of crowdsourcing that supports these sharing and reuse operations. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first crowdsourced architecture to address the
problem of modular information systems development.

In the remainder of the chapter, we will first outline the main contributions and
conclude with a discussion on our choice of models and technologies, before giving an
outlook for future work.

8.1 A Crowdsourced Platform for Modular Information
System Development

We have introduced the concept of information components, which provides an abs-
traction for modular information system development that promotes the incremental
construction and composition of information systems based on reuse. The unit of reuse
is an information component that comprises both metadata and data. Information
components have been specified through a well-defined metamodel and we have built
on well-known federated database mechanisms for the realisation of sharing and reuse
operations. The sharing of metadata and data is specified through well-defined export
interfaces and reuse is realised through queries over these export interfaces. Import and
export queries over metadata and data are a powerful means of supporting reuse at a
very fine level of granularity, thereby allowing it to be tailored to specific information
requirements. In contrast to previous work, we use this mechanism both within as well
as across information spaces to specifically address the need for both local and global
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metadata and data reuse.
The design process of information components inherently integrates reuse and con-

sists of a combination of inspecting, selecting and importing shared information compo-
nents from both the local as well as the global component registry, followed by possible
adaptations and extensions of imported components and their composition with newly
defined data structures. We note that this can be seen as a form of agile information
system development.

Inspired by the success of crowdsourced systems in the areas of content and services,
we have adopted this paradigm to support the modular development of information
systems based on information components. We have designed an architecture and
implemented an open platform that allows information spaces to be evolved based on
the sharing and reuse of metadata and data. The architecture of the platform follows the
kernel/periphery paradigm, where an information system that natively integrates the
concept of information components acts as a kernel system. It exposes basic information
management functionality combined with the abstractions to create and modularly
compose information components. The periphery encompasses a number of information
components that define a user’s information space. The kernel’s catalogue of such
information components is represented by the component registry that manages sharing
and reuse operations. The registry supports the operations of registering information
components for reuse, search and browse operations for registry inspection as well as
operations to reuse components.

We make use of this architecture within an information space to support local reuse,
but also across information spaces for community-based sharing and reuse of informa-
tion components. In the former case, we allow for the evolution of an information space
through composition where existing components are reused, combined and augmented.
The component registry is local and only accessible to the local user for the sharing and
reuse of components defined within an information space. In the case of global sharing,
we introduced the notion of a global information space where users can register and
share their information components with all community members. The availability of
globally shared components allows non-expert users to design their system through a
process of selecting and combining components developed by more experienced users
and prevents a cold start problem.

To support users in the development of fully functional information management
applications, we have shown how the design of general application logic as well as user
interfaces can be integrated into a modular and incremental information system design
process. We have presented the concept of role-based services, an approach that enables
the assignment of active content to database objects in a flexible way. The concept
complements type-based behaviour with a flexible mechanism that allows the definition
of role-based object behaviour where objects may be associated with flexible role-driven
services. By doing so, we were able to get the same flexibility of service-orientation in
terms of dynamically coupling services to objects within the database to cater for the
variable and dynamic aspects of object behaviour as well as maximising the reuse of
behaviour. Our approach is based on a three-layered conceptual model that provides
a clear separation of concerns between the object type specification, the classification
and association of objects and the dynamic role-based service invocation on individual
objects. It supports the configuration of services as extrinsic object behaviour through a
collection-based object classification that enables a highly flexible and dynamic runtime
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behaviour adaptation through simple reclassification. We support both explicit service
invocation as offered by SOAs, as well as an implicit invocation of services based on the
handling of events in combination with an object’s role.

8.2 Metamodel Extension Modules

We have presented a general approach and an architecture to database extensibility
based on revisions to the system metamodel. Our approach supports the native inte-
gration of new metamodel concepts into the database by means of metamodel extension
modules that extend the system metamodel and provide operators and an optional da-
tabase language extension to handle the newly defined metamodel concepts. This allows
the database system to adapt to novel data management requirements in a flexible way.

Our object database system OMS Avon has been implemented based on the prin-
ciples of this approach, where the database core itself is implemented as a module.
Extension modules can be loaded into the database to extend the core with new me-
tamodel concepts. Metamodel extensions become native parts of the database system
that can be accessed through an uniform database API. We note that OMS Avon is
especially suited as an experimental platform that allows to investigate how to address
novel data management requirements in a quick and elegant manner.

We have showcased and used this mechanism in this thesis for the implementation of
the information components concept, as well as for the realisation of role-based services
and the presentation template mechanism, and have illustrated the use of the extended
database system and its API through the example of an online store.

8.3 Personal Information Management Support

We have adressed the problem of supporting enduser development in the domain of
personal information management. We have shown that users can be empowered in the
design and management of their personal information spaces through the provision of
adequate graphical tools that support these tasks in a lightweight and flexible way, as
promoted by Web 2.0.

The PIM 2.0 system is a first step toward supporting users in the composition and
evolution of their information systems based on a drag-n-drop style of interface. The
application composer supports users in the construction of an information space based
on reusing, augmenting and combining existing components with new ones. The system
further supports the definition of presentation and layout. A code generator generates
the database representation as well as the graphical user interface and deploys newly
defined applications into a user’s information space.

We have addressed the general problem of information system access and usability,
and have presented a data-driven approach to the browsing and querying of databases
based on the visualisation of both data and metadata as tag clouds. The tag cloud data
browser supports the synchronised browsing of metadata and data through adjacent
tag clouds, where attribute values are visualised based on configurations and query
constraints defined by the user. The key advantage of the tag cloud approach is the
fact that it is data driven, rather then schema driven which is particularly beneficial
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for users with no experience in databases and query languages. Our preliminary user
study has shown promising results regarding our hypothesis that the use of tag clouds
for the browsing and querying of structured data is easy and intuitive.

Finally, we have identified a new kind of information fragmentation that arises in
the field of personal information management due to the increasing use of Web 2.0 sites
for the sharing of personal data. We have proposed a solution that allows users to
manage all of their personal data within their personal information space and publish
data to one or more Web 2.0 sites as and when required. A key distinguishing features
of our approach stems from the fact that, instead of trying to develop new standards
or architectures, our aim is to work with existing APIs and publishing services as
well as taking into account the nature of data replication, data volatility and data
inconsistencies evident in current Web 2.0 settings. The approach is therefore one of
synchronisation, rather than integration and the proposed synchronisation framework
has been underpinned by an implementation that realises the defined concepts. We also
provide a graphical configuration tool, where synchronisation modules can be specified
and configured and that supports users in the specification of mappings between two
data sources.

8.4 Discussion

We started our investigations of supporting modular information system development
based on an object model and object database technologies for a number of reasons.
First, we could profit from the fact that the data model inherently integrates object
behaviour in the form of type methods, which is useful and necessary to support infor-
mation system development. Second, our implementation platform, OMS Avon, not
only implements a powerful object model but, most importantly, supports an elegant
mechanism for database extensibility based on revisions to the metamodel. We were
able to natively integrate concepts such as information components, role-based services
and presentation templates as metamodel constructs into the database system and to
experiment with different versions of these concepts through simple metamodel exten-
sions.

While this flexibility is ideal in an experimental setting, where new concepts and
functionality can be introduced for experimentation at the level of the database mana-
gement system, it comes at the price of decreased performance. We therefore propose
the use of OMS Avon as an experimental platform that supports rapid prototyping for
research in the area of innovative database technology, while in a second step, well-
proofed concepts may be implemented as native constructs of a database management
system that values performance over flexibility.

We would, however, like to point out that even though we advocate an object-
oriented model for various reasons, our approach is a general one, and applicable to
any data model. While we were able to extend the OM model with concepts such
as role-based services as well as presentation templates that enhance the object mo-
del’s expressiveness in a way that allows the definition of fully functional information
management applications encapsulated as information components, we would like to
emphasise that the definition of an information component is as expressive and power-
ful as the underlying data model. The extension of a data model with the concept
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of information components augments the model with means of encapsulation, modula-
rity and incrementality, while the expressiveness of the data model is reflected in the
information component definitions. In a relational setting, an information component
encapsulates any relational model and the corresponding data, while in an XML setting,
an information component may include any XML schema definition and the correspon-
ding XML data elements. Most of all, the generality and extensibility of the underlying
implementation platform plays an important role: OMS Avon with its extensibility
mechanism is better suited to represent such a concept for modular information system
development compared to relational database systems, due to the lack of extensibility
of these systems.

We further want to bring the attention to the fact that in this thesis we have presen-
ted three orthogonal concepts that support and advocate reuse in (object) databases.
Metamodel extension modules support adaptive data management by means of an ex-
tensible data management architecture, information components support incremental
information system development based on metadata and data reuse, and role-based
services introduce a flexible approach to application logic design that fosters the reuse
of behaviour. While we have shown how information components as well as role-based
services can be shared and reused based on a crowdsourcing architecture, this could
also be applied to metamodel extension modules. Here, metamodel extension modules
that encapsulate database functionality by means of metamodel definitions and CRUD
operators could be shared and reused among the user community.

While these approaches all tackle different challenges, and conceptually, their defi-
nitions are rather diverse, on an implementation level they share some commonalities
that are worth discussing. Metamodel extension modules rely on a rather static me-
chanism of database extensibility at the architectural level, where extensions can be
loaded into and unloaded from the database system. Upon module loading, the meta-
model concepts are created and the corresponding CRUD operators are registered as
part of the database core API. From a developer’s point of view, the development of
a metamodel extension module corresponds to the creation of an application schema
that defines an extension to the core model using the database core API, which is the
same process as designing any application schema, such as an information component
that manages contacts. In contrast to information components, however, a metamodel
extension module only defines the schema of the extension module. The data gene-
rated by such a module during its life-cycle is discarded upon unload and its reuse is
not inherently supported. Consequently, metamodel extension modules can, in a more
abstract way, be seen as information components that operate at the metamodel level,
where metamodel extensions are defined by means of an application schema, which
can be shared and reused across information systems. It comes as a natural chain of
thought, that metamodel extension modules could be shared and reused based on a
crowdsourcing paradigm.

The implementation of the CRUD operators, which are specific Java classes re-
gistered as part of the database core API, is comparable to the development of new
service classes, which are Java classes that implement a specific interface. While CRUD
operators loaded in the context of a metamodel extension module are rather static and
tailored to a specific metamodel concept, role-based services are much more flexible and,
as already mentioned, can be associated to metadata and data alike. Theoretically, the
implementation of metamodel extension modules could be based on a combination of
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information components and role-based services, where the information component de-
fines a metamodel extension module and a service class for each metamodel concept
that offers the required CRUD functionality.

The fact that one concept could be realised through the combination of two other
concepts is mainly based on the fact that our underlying platform supports the uniform
treatment of metadata and data as data objects and thus, allows us to apply concepts
to metadata and data alike. Consequently, information components could be used
uniformly for the definition of applications as well as for extensions of the database
management system itself. Given that OMS Avon bootstraps its metamodel, which
currently corresponds to the OM data model, the current core model could be replaced
through an extended version that includes both the concept of information components
and service, which would allow for the definition of applications as well as database
extension using that same mechanism.

8.5 Future Work

In conclusion we would like to emphasis the importance of this work, as well as other
research done in this area, in regard to predictions of future trends and developments.

The amount of data users create and manage—both personally and professionally—
, has grown immensely in the last couple of years, and, according to a study on the
future of digital information, it will continue to grow rapidly [46]. At the same time,
the number of IT professionals is increasing at a much lower rate. As a consequence,
users with changing requirements will evermore be willing to accept the challenge of
adapting and configuring information systems according to their requirements. This is
also addressed in [11], where they predict exponential growth of the number of enduser
developers compared to the number of software professionals. This goes in line with
research trends in enduser development support, where Lieberman et al. [105] argued
that, while most of the current work addresses the problem of designing systems that
are easy to use, the challenge of the future lies in providing systems that are easy to
develop.

Our work is centred around such a system that aims at supporting non-expert
users in the development of information systems based on a crowdsourcing approach.
The success of such a platform stands and falls with its usability, user acceptance
and, especially in the case of a crowdsourced architecture, the platform proliferation.
We believe that the essence of successfully supporting users in such tasks lies in the
simplicity of the provided means and therefore, especially with regard to supporting
non-expert users, the provision of adequate graphical tools is of utmost importance. We
aimed for something as simple as Facebook applications or Wordpress plug-ins, where
the unit of reuse is an information component that is rather small and relatively simple
to understand. Given that they support a user in a specific information management
task, users tend to understand them quite easily, as can be underlined by current
research in enduser development [105].

We believe that it is generally worth investigating how to best support non-expert
users in information management and engineering tasks in general as well as in infor-
mation system design in particular. Endusers can further be empowered in designing
and developing information systems by examining the way they work and interact with
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information in their everyday life. The emergence and success of new digital devices
and new interface paradigms can be used as valuable lessons for future system design,
as have been exemplified in this work through the adaptation of Web 2.0 paradigms to
information system design.

While we are well aware that there is still a long way to go, the work presented in
this thesis is a promising step in further pursuing our ambitious goal of supporting non-
experts in the system design and engineering task. In the following, we will introduce
a number of open issues that deserve further investigation

8.5.1 Heterogeneous Environments

In our current work, we have not addressed the problem of heterogeneity of information
systems, but have assumed that community participants base their personal information
space on the same technology. However, today’s information system technologies range
from object-oriented approaches over relational and XML databases to non-standard
approaches such as document databases and key-value stores. Future work could inves-
tigate means of facilitating and promoting the sharing and reuse of information com-
ponents in heterogeneous environments. Ideally, this would allow, for example, that
a developer share an information component designed in an object-oriented setting,
which a user of an XML information space could simply import and reuse.

There are a number of prerequisites for the realisation of such an environment. While
we have defined the concept of information components for an object-oriented and a
relation setting, there would have to be definitions and implementations for any data
management system that should be supported by such a platform. In terms of system
architecture, there are various options of how such a heterogeneous setting could be
accommodated, ranging from a scenario, where the global registry would be in charge
of transparently handling the heterogeneity to one where all the responsibility would be
left to the component developer. In the first case, it would require the global registry to
handle information components developed using a wide variety of information systems
technologies. The component registry would have to be extended with corresponding
mapping operators to transform information components from one model into another.
This would correspond to standard model transformation operations. Such an approach
could further be refined with a mapping tool as presented in Section 7.3, where a user of
such a transformed component could further configure and adapt the mapping between
the models that they choose. Note, however, that the handling of application logic
would have to be investigated more in detail, since the platform would be responsible
for the conversion of application logic from one representation into another.

As an alternative, the platform could specify a uniform model for information com-
ponents to be shared with the community, possibly providing a set of specific mapping
operators to transform the general component representation in implementation spe-
cific components. However, such an approach would require the component developer
to register their information components in such a uniform model, which may diminish
the incentive to sharing components significantly. We generally believe that the success
of crowdsourcing lies in the fact that there is only minimal effort involved in the sharing
of reusable assets.
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8.5.2 Discovery and Retrieval Support for Crowdsourced Systems

While we have provided a programmatic interface for accessing the local and global re-
gistry, as well as a tag-cloud browser for general data access, this might not be sufficient
for supporting users in inspecting and browsing the component registries. We plan to
further investigate in a general discovery and inspection system for crowdsourced sys-
tems. The system may use a combination of Web 2.0 visualisation techniques, including
tag clouds and faceted browsing for information visualisation and system interaction,
where all information about a shared periphery component may be used for the vi-
sualisation. In the case of an information component, the application schema may be
visualised using a graphical model representation, while templates may be previewed,
while in the case of a service repository the source code may be visualised. For this
purpose, we plan to analyse crowdsourced repositories such as the WordPress plug-in
directory, the Apple App Store, the Android Marketplace and Facebook applications in
terms of the available information and its suitability for various visualisation techniques.

We also believe that in such a collaborative environment, issues of security and
trust deserve attention. Some crowdsourced systems, such as the iPhone App store
regulate the sharing process by means of in-depth examination of shared applications,
while others do not put any restrictions on the sharing. We believe that it is important
to have mechanisms that ensure, for example, that users’ personal information spaces
cannot be accessed by other parties unless explicitly shared, or imported components do
not perform any malicious actions, we also think it is important to consider the notions
of trust common in Web 2.0 platforms and the extent to which these can be applied in
more general settings of crowdsourced systems. We believe that it might make sense
to investigate a combination of technical approaches to make such a system a secure,
controlled environment and ones of trust, commonly adopted in Web 2.0 platforms.
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162 Appendix A. User Study Tag Cloud

User Study 

1. Personal Details: 

Name: 

Age: 

Profession: 

Computer Knowledge:    

   User   Power user (MS Access etc.)      Developer/Computer scientist
   

 

2. Previous knowledge:    1  2  3  4  5 

2.1) Relational database skills    (1=no skills, 5=excellent skills)             

2.2) Object oriented database skills   (1=no skills, 5=excellent skills)             

2.3) I am familiar with the concept of tag clouds       Yes      No 

 

 

 

Task: 

 Please answer the questions below using the data browser. 
 Please fill out the usability evaluation. 

 

3. Questions: 

3.1) How many ETH persons have “Bünter” as last name?    _________________________ 

3.2) How many of these persons live in Zürich?    _________________________ 

3.3) What are the email addresses of the contacts named “Leone”?   _________________________ 

3.4) Where are these contacts situated at?    _________________________ 

3.5) What is the most frequent age of the persons in the database?  _________________________ 
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4. Usability evaluation:      

4.1)  Was the provided help sufficient?       Yes      No 
If not, what would you like to have additionally?  
 
 
 
 
 
4.2) Was it difficult to solve the tasks?       Yes       No 
If yes, what was difficult / where did you have problems? 
 
 
   
 
 
4.3) Did you use colors in the tag cloud?       Yes      No 
If yes, in which query? And why?  
 
 
 
 
   
4.4) Did you like to play around with the data browser?        Yes       No 
Reason:________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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